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For centuries, composers have used their music as an expressive tool, imbuing it 
with publicly accessible meaning that often reflects the time and place in which the 
composer lived. Throughout the nineteenth century, the view of music as a means of 
expression, specifically self-expression, became crystallized as never before. Robert 
Schumann and other literary-minded nineteenth-century composers thus communicated, 
through their art, meanings which were both public and private, turning to extra-
compositional and extramusical references as a frequent means of doing so. 
Consequently, an intertextual approach to their music can reveal additional layers of 
expressive meaning and can allow current performers and listeners to interpret the music 
from the perspective of a romantic-era insider. 
 Both Robert and Clara Schumann, and later Johannes Brahms, used their music 
to communicate amongst themselves and with close associates, especially in more 
intimate genres such as piano variations. Two works which are particularly ripe with 
intertextual references and private meaning are Clara’s Variations on a Theme of Robert 
Schumann, Op. 20, which she gave to Robert as a birthday present in 1853, and Brahms’s 
Op. 9 variations on the same theme, which he wrote for Clara the following year. In her 
Op. 20 variations, Clara includes quotations and allusions to a number of Robert’s works 
 iv 
as well as to works she was performing and therefore practicing at the time, rendering the 
piece the ultimate birthday present. Brahms, in response to Clara’s variations, composes a 
set which interweaves references to several of Robert’s works and one of Clara’s, often 
by layering multiple allusions within the same variation. In doing so, he pays respect to 
his beloved mentor—the recently institutionalized Robert—while privately providing 
comfort to and sharing the grief with Clara. A strong historical awareness rooted in 
documentary evidence, combined with a robust music-theoretical analysis drawing upon 
Schenkerian analytical methods, provides a mechanism for testing the strength of the 
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ROBERT, CLARA, AND JOHANNES’S MUSICAL 
LOVE TRIANGLE AND THE ROLE OF  
INTERTEXTUALITY 
 
 The relationship between the Schumanns and Johannes Brahms, both personal 
and musical, has received an abundance of scholarly attention.1 It has also been a source 
of speculation, particularly with regard to the supposed love-triangle aspect of their 
relationship, and it has even made its way into popular culture.2 However, despite the rich 
variety of material devoted to the Schumann-Brahms circle, there remains an untapped 
reservoir of musical connections that has yet to be fully uncovered and examined. Indeed, 
there is much to gain from a more thorough investigation of their music, specifically from 
an intertextual perspective. Not only does this kind of study promise to reveal new 
 
1 Some of the more recent and influential scholarly work includes that of Paul Berry, George S. Bozarth, 
David Brodbeck, John Daverio, Constantin Floros, Siegfried Kross, and Dillon Parmer. See in particular 
Berry’s Brahms Among Friends (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), Bozarth’s “Brahms und 
Schumann: Erinnerungen in Musik,” in “Neue Bahnen”: Robert Schumann und seine musikalischen 
Zeitgenossen: Bericht über das 6. Internationale Schumann-Symposion am 5. und 6. Juni 1997 im Rahmen 
des 6. Schumann-Festes, Düsseldorf, 259–78, ed. Bernhard R. Appel (Mainz: Schott, 2002), Brodbeck’s 
“The Brahms-Joachim Counterpoint Exchange; or, Robert, Clara, and ‘the Best Harmony between Jos. and 
Joh.’,” Brahms Studies 1 (1994), 30–80, Daverio’s Crossing Paths: Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms 
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), Floros’s Brahms and Bruckner as Artistic 
Antipodes: Studies in Musical Semantics [1980], trans. Ernest Bernhardt-Kabisch (Frankfurt am Main: PL 
Academic Research, 2015), Kross’s “Brahms und Schumann,” Brahms-Studien 4 (1981), 7–44, and 
Parmer’s “Musical Meaning for the Few: Instances of Private Reception in the Music of Brahms,” Current 
Musicology 83 (Spring 2007), 109–30. 
2 Two films use the Robert-Clara-Johannes love triangle as the basis of their plot. Song of Love, directed by 
Clarence Brown, premiered in 1947 and stars Katharine Hepburn as Clara Schumann, Paul Henreid as 
Robert Schumann, and Robert Walker as Johannes Brahms. Geliebte Clara, directed by Helma Sanders-
Brahms, premiered in 2008 and stars Martina Gedeck as Clara Schumann, Pascal Greggory as Robert 




meanings and provide hermeneutic insights about the works in question, but it will show 
the extent to which Robert Schumann’s poetic language influenced those closest to him.3  
Although allusions and other intertextual relationships have already been 
identified in different genres of their music, Robert, Clara, and Brahms all used the more 
intimate genre of piano variations as a vehicle for private communication.4 The variation 
genre, in particular, seems to be ripe with underlying connections, including quotations, 
allusions, and topical and stylistic references. Hidden meanings, inside jokes, and private 
messages are often embedded into the music itself, likely to be recognized and 
understood by only a very select few. These kinds of references will be explored further 
in the course of this document, but as a case in point, let us observe one such instance 
which has been frequently described in the literature. In the final measures of variation 10 
of Brahms’s Variations on a Theme of Schumann, Op. 9, written in 1854, Brahms tucks a 
quote from Clara’s Romance variée, Op. 3 into an inner voice.5 The theme that Brahms 
quotes also serves as the theme for Robert’s Impromptus sur une romance de Clara 
Wieck, Op. 5, written twenty-one years prior. Knowing the history of the musical idea, 
 
3 In order to prevent confusion or a subliminal ranking, I will henceforth refer to both Robert and Clara 
Schumann by their first names. When referring to Brahms, I will use the more typical surname. 
4 For intertextuality in the symphonic works, see Kenneth Ross Hull, Brahms the Allusive: Extra-
Compositional Reference in the Instrumental Music of Johannes Brahms, Ph.D. Dissertation (Princeton 
University, 1989), Raymond Knapp, “Utopian Agendas: Variation, Allusion, and Referential Meaning in 
Brahms’s Symphonies,” Brahms Studies 3 (2001), 129–89, Michael Musgrave, “Brahms’s First Symphony: 
Thematic Coherence and Its Secret Origin,” Music Analysis 2 (1983), 117–33, and Christopher Reynolds, 
“A Choral Symphony by Brahms?” 19th-Century Music 9/1 (Summer 1985), 3–25. For intertextuality in 
the chamber works, see David Brodbeck, “Medium and Meaning: New Aspects of the Chamber Music,” in 
The Cambridge Companion to Brahms, 98–132, edited by Michael Musgrave (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1999) and Dillon Parmer, “Brahms, Song Quotation, and Secret Programs,” 19th-Century 
Music 19/2 (Autumn 1995), 161–90. For intertextuality in the vocal works, see Daniel Beller-McKenna, 
“Distance and Disembodiment: Harps, Horns, and the Requiem Idea in Schumann and Brahms,” The 
Journal of Musicology 22/1 (2005), 47–89 and Christopher Reynolds, Motives for Allusion: Context and 
Content in Nineteenth-Century Music (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2003).  
5 Among the scholars to point out the Romance variée quote are Louis Crowder, Hermann Danuser, John 
Daverio, Constantin Floros, Siegfried Kross, Michael Musgrave, Oliver Neighbour, Dillon Parmer, Charles 




Brahms would have expected both Robert and Clara to recognize the reference, 
especially since Clara quoted the same theme in her own Variations on a Theme of 
Robert Schumann, Op. 20 of 1853. Since Robert had recently been sent to Endinich, the 
inclusion of a reference that links Clara and Robert together was likely meant primarily 
as a gesture of comfort for the grieving Clara. The reference, though certainly 
recognizable to knowing ears within the Schumann circle (Brahms even pointed it out to 
Joachim, writing, “I’ve added another set of two to my Variations—through one of them 
Clara speaks!”),6 would have easily been lost on many.   
There are many possible reasons why the Schumanns and Brahms would gravitate 
to the piano variation genre when encoding private messages for one another. For one, it 
is a private genre, as opposed to more public genres like the symphony and the concerto. 
Another private genre, the song, was a favorite of especially Robert. The first year of his 
marriage to Clara, 1840, the aptly-called Liederjahr (“Year of Song”), saw a profusion of 
Lieder in which Robert communicated directly to Clara. Because of the text, however, an 
outsider could quite feasibly decipher and interpret the messages meant for Clara, as if 
listening in on a conversation between the two.7 But if one removes the textual element, 
as in the piano variations and other instrumental genres, the possible messages contained 
within become even more private, intended for the ears of Clara alone.  
 
6 Brahms added two extra variations (variations 10 and 11) to his Op. 9 set in August 1854, two months 
after having completed the work. The letter to Joachim is dated September 12, 1854. See Brahms, 
Johannes, Life and Letters, selected and annotated by Styra Avins, trans. Josef Eisinger and Styra Avins 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 62.  
7 See, for instance, “Du bist wie eine Blume” from Myrthen, Op. 25, which was given to Clara as a 
wedding present. In Heine’s text alone, one can hear Robert speaking to Clara, and Schumann’s musical 
setting of it only adds to the strength of his message. As Eric Sams states, “[Schumann’s] genius matches 
Heine’s for intimacy and fervour; and here its whole force concentrates on his love for Clara Weick, 
making his music so sumptuously sensuous and ceremonial that the laying on of hands is made to seem a 




Another reason to look to the piano variations for hidden messages and meaning 
is the genre’s suitability as a vessel for musical homages. When a composer wants to pay 
homage to another musician, using the latter’s theme as the basis for variations is a 
common way to do so. The composer of the variations announces the tribute not only in 
the title of the work (Variations on a Theme of “Composer X”), but also within the first 
few measures as Composer X’s original theme is stated. Indeed, setting someone else’s 
theme as a set of variations is a most readily observable method for forging an 
intertextual relationship with another. In the piano variations of the Schumann circle, one 
finds Robert setting Clara’s themes, Clara setting Robert’s themes, and Brahms setting 
Robert’s themes. Beneath the more obvious hat-tip provided by the setting of the themes, 
however, there are numerous other references—references that would have been obvious 
to these three musicians, but that require a bit more digging for outsiders to uncover and 
understand.  
For many composers, the variation genre can serve as a sort of compositional 
workshop, owing to its more intimate nature and to the compositional variety intrinsically 
found within its structure. Between 1856 and 1861, Brahms was involved in a period of 
personal growth and education, part of which involved a steady exchange of difficult 
counterpoint assignments with Joseph Joachim. David Brodbeck has suggested that this 
project had the effect of stimulating other works, among them the two sets of Op. 21 
variations.8 If the piano variation genre played a significant role during this time of 
growth and education, a time when Brahms’s romantic feelings for Clara Schumann were 
at their peak, it would seem a likely area in which he would experiment with the private 
 




encoding of musical messages. This is not to say that his symphonies, chamber music, 
and other more public genres lack instances of private meaning, but that his piano 
variations are a particularly transparent venue for such references.9  
The type of analysis which seeks to uncover and interpret private references leads 
to deeper insights into the music, allowing current listeners and performers to “read” a 
piece of music in a way that is much more connected to the composer and to the intended 
audience. It assumes multiple contexts for musical compositions, each of which have 
their own merits and are deserving of consideration and investigation. Robert Schumann 
himself believed that musical allusions are justified only if they have a poetic or 
intellectual justification, and therefore attributing poetic meaning is of utmost 
importance.10 The kinds of meanings that Robert, Clara, Brahms, and their inner circle 
would have gleaned from their works need not be lost on our contemporary ears. Rather, 
by combining an acute historical awareness with detailed musical analysis, we may 
witness the music’s full range of expressive content. This includes not only the overt and 
publicly understood gestures but also the private meanings known only to the Schumanns 
and those closest to them. 
Definitions 
In the last few decades, extra-compositional and extramusical references in music 
have gained considerable attention in the literature. As the field has expanded, so too has 
the associated terminology. Many of the terms, including “allusion,” “quotation,” and 
“intertextuality,” are derived from literary theory. Some scholars have attempted to 
 
9 For instances of private meaning in Brahms’s symphonies and chamber music, see p. 2, n. 3. 
10 Reynolds, Motives for Allusion, 4–5. Reynolds lists three instances in which Schumann criticizes a 
reminiscence not for its similarity to another work, but because it lacked some sort of poetic meaning that 




clarify and refine the definitions of such words, especially as they relate to music.11 
Nonetheless, there remains a certain amount of inconsistency in the literature, which can 
lead to multiple opposing definitions for the same term and, conversely, several different 
terms given to the same phenomenon. For example, Kenneth Hull and James Webster 
both distinguish “intertextuality” from “allusion” by asserting that an intertextual 
relationship between pieces implies a lack of intention on the part of the composer 
whereas an allusion means that the reference was intentional.12 However, one may still 
describe two pieces as intertextually related even if there is proven composer intent, and 
therefore, this distinction is somewhat faulty. J. Peter Burkholder points to the 
problematic nature of the term “intertextuality,” stating that it is “too broad, 
encompassing all the ways one piece of music is like another including general 
similarities of aesthetic, style and procedure.”13 And trying to limit the scope of the term, 
as Hull and Webster do, can result in confusion. Although a certain amount of overlap is 
unavoidable, a categorization of the relevant terminology and a corresponding list of 
working definitions can be achieved while avoiding discrepancies or ambiguity, and this 









11 See especially the work of J. Peter Burkholder, Kenneth Hull, William Hussey, Kevin Korsyn, 
Christopher Reynolds, and Charles Rosen.  
12 Hull, Brahms the Allusive, 29–45. James Webster, “The Alto Rhapsody: Psychology, Intertextuality, and 
Brahms’s Artistic Development,” Brahms Studies 3 (2001), 45. 






  INTERTEXTUALITY . 
÷                            ø 
  EXTRA-COMPOSITIONAL REFERENCES        EXTRAMUSICAL REFERENCES .  
 Musical Borrowing Cipher (Sphinx/Motto) 
 Quotation Symbolic Motif (à la Sams) 
 Allusion Depictive Gesture 
 Burkholder’s Ives categories Topic (à la Ratner) 
 (the ones relevant to the current study): - types 
 1) modeling a work/section on an existing piece  - styles 
  2) variations on a given tune  
  3) paraphrasing an existing tune   
  4) setting an existing tune with new accompaniment   
  5) stylistic allusion 
  6) – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – à programmatic quotation 
 Reminiscence (melodic) 
 
 




The term “intertextuality” belongs at the broadest end of the spectrum and 
encompasses a wide range of more specific terms. The Oxford Dictionary defines 
intertextuality as “the relationship between texts, especially literary ones,” while 
Merriam-Webster calls it “the complex interrelationship between a text and other texts 
taken as basic to the creation or interpretation of the text.”14 Random House Unabridged 
Dictionary defines it as “the way that similar or related texts influence, reflect, or differ 
from each other.”15 Although the term has traditionally been associated with literary 
works, it is equally applicable to musical works and has been used as such since the 
1980s. J. Peter Burkholder offers a definition in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians that applies specifically to music: “A term, coined by the literary critic Julia 
 
14 Lexico, Powered by Oxford, s.v. “Intertextuality,” https://www.lexico.com, accessed 17 July 2019 and 
Merriam-Webster, s.v. “Intertextuality,” https://www.merriam-webster.com, accessed 17 July 2019.  
15 Dictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, s.v “Intertextuality,” 




Kristeva, that encompasses the entire range of relationships between texts, from direct 
borrowing, reworking or quotation to shared styles, conventions or language.”16 Any time 
one studies a musical work (text) in relation to another musical work or works, an 
intertextual perspective exists. Because no piece of music exists in a vacuum, and 
because all musical works are part of a “perpetual stream of interrelated texts,”17 it could 
be said that all musical analysis involves intertextuality to a certain extent. However, the 
term is more often associated with studies in which the relationship to other works or to a 
shared musical convention uncovers important analytical or hermeneutic details that shed 
new light on a given piece.  
In the field of musicology, intertextual studies tend to focus on extra-
compositional references, extramusical references, or a combination of the two. Extra-
compositional references encompass any musical references that allude to, quote from, or 
in any way recall another musical work. They are “extra-compositional” in that they refer 
to a musical work or works outside the given composition. Extramusical references are 
encoded into the musical fabric of a given piece, but they call to mind non-musical 
entities, such as names, programmatic events, or caricatures. They are “extramusical” in 
that they refer to something outside the music itself. We will first explore the various 






16 Grove Music Online, s.v. “Intertextuality,” https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com, accessed 19 June 2018. 





In his 1994 article, J. Peter Burkholder became the first to try to define and codify 
the study of extra-compositional references, a field which he calls “musical borrowing.”18 
Musical borrowing essentially means “the uses of existing music,” and it “encompasses 
everything, from direct quotation to the use of an older work as a model without overt 
reference.”19 In other words, musical borrowing can be defined as “taking something 
from an existing piece of music and using it in a new piece.” The “something” that is 
borrowed, Burkholder states, “may be anything, from a melody to a structural plan. But it 
must be sufficiently individual to be identifiable as coming from this particular work, 
rather than from a repertoire in general.”20 According to Burkholder, terms like 
“quotation” are too vague, and he encourages the analyst or the historian to differentiate 
more explicitly among the many ways of using existing music. In his own work on the 
music of Charles Ives, Burkholder identified some distinctive compositional strategies for 
using existing music. The strategies that apply most readily to the music of the 
Schumanns and Brahms are:21  
1) Modeling a work or section on an existing piece, assuming its structure, 
incorporating part of its melodic material, imitating its form or procedures, 
or using it as a model in some other way. 
2) Variations on a given tune. 
3) Paraphrasing an existing tune to form a new melody, theme, or motive. 
4) Setting an existing tune with a new accompaniment. 
5) Stylistic allusion, alluding not to a specific work but to a general style or 
type of music. 
6) Programmatic quotation, fulfilling an extramusical program or illustrating 
part of a text. 
 
 
18 Burkholder, “Uses of Existing Music,” 851–70. 
19 Burkholder, “Uses of Existing Music,” 862. 
20 Burkholder, “Uses of Existing Music,” 863. 




Note that a stylistic allusion (#5 above) may very well fall into the category of an 
extramusical reference if it alludes to a style such as hunting music or military music, 
thereby referencing a non-musical entity such as the outdoors or war. Likewise, 
programmatic quotations (#6 above), according to Burkholder himself, fall into the 
extramusical category.  
Taking a momentary turn away from Burkholder’s set of terminology, let us 
examine a couple other terms that have been used with increasing regularity. The most 
common types of extra-compositional references to garner musicological attention are 
quotations and allusions, and both terms originally applied to literature. Despite 
Burkholder’s efforts toward creating a specific typology for the field of musical 
borrowing and his discomfort with the vagueness of such categories, scholars still tend to 
use these two terms with the most frequency. Therefore, it will prove beneficial to 
provide clear definitions for both, especially as they relate to music.  
Quotation, which the Oxford Dictionary defines as “a group of words 
[notes/rhythms] taken from a text or speech [musical work] and repeated by someone 
other than the original author [composer] or speaker,” involves the appearance of a 
particular musical pattern from an existing work as a more-or-less verbatim repetition in 
another work.22 Burkholder offers the following definition of quotation, as specifically 
related to music: “the incorporation of a relatively brief segment of existing music in 
another work, in a manner akin to quotation in speech or literature, or a segment of 
existing music so incorporated in a later work.”23 Burkholder also specifies that quotation 
usually means melodic quotation. Allusion is defined as “an implied or indirect reference 
 
22 Lexico, Powered by Oxford, s.v. “Quotation,” https://www.lexico.com, accessed 17 July 2019. 




especially in literature” (Merriam-Webster)24 or “an expression designed to call 
something to mind without mentioning it explicitly; an indirect or passing reference” 
(Oxford)25. Burkholder’s musically specific definition of allusion reads as follows: “a 
reference in a musical work to another work or to a style or convention, in a manner akin 
to an allusion in speech or literature, or the act of making such a reference.”26 According 
to Burkholder, one of the most important distinctions between allusion and other types of 
musical borrowing is that allusion conveys meaning and thus demands interpretation. 
Musical quotations tend to be more obvious than allusions and are often offset 
from the surrounding musical events, such as by rhythmic punctuation or a change in 
texture, in such a way as to signal a rhetorical shift. Allusions, on the other hand, may be 
veiled or disguised, requiring a more intimate familiarity with the source material in order 
to recognize them. Burkholder states that “Allusion to a particular work is generally 
distinguished from Quotation in that material is not quoted directly, but a reference is 
made through some other similarity between the two works, such as gesture, melodic or 
rhythmic contour, timbre, texture or form; some writers consider quotation a form of 
allusion.”27 In music, the lines between quotation and allusion are often blurred, 
especially because a quotation’s obviousness or an allusion’s inconspicuousness depends 
somewhat upon the listener, and both involve a certain level of subjectivity. However, as 
a general rule, quotations will be more obvious than allusions. 
In his dissertation Brahms the Allusive, Kenneth Hull addresses the subjectivity 
involved in determining how obvious a quotation or allusion may be by further 
 
24 Merriam-Webster, s.v. “Allusion,” https://www.merriam-webster.com, accessed 26 March 2019. 
25 Lexico, Powered by Oxford, s.v. “Allusion,” https://www.lexico.com, accessed 17 July 2019. 
26 Grove Music Online, s.v. “Allusion,” https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com, accessed 19 June 2018. 




distinguishing between three types of allusions: public allusions, private allusions, and 
half-public allusions.28 Public allusions fall closest on the continuum to quotations in that 
they are meant to be heard and recognized by the general public. Private allusions are 
meant for the composer only and are not intended to be discovered. Half-public allusions, 
the type that this study is most concerned with and what I will henceforth call “veiled 
allusions,” would be noticed only by members of the composer’s immediate circle. For 
the analyst, uncovering this latter type of allusion affords us a glimpse into the minds of 
the composer and those who were closest to him or her, and it unmasks meanings that 
have often been locked away deep within the music for decades.  
To further distinguish between quotation, public allusion, and veiled allusion, let 
us consider an example of each. One of the more obvious quotations in Robert 
Schumann’s repertoire, obvious in that he actually indicates the source material in the 
score, is in Carnaval, Op. 9. In the movement entitled “Florestan,” Robert quotes his own 
Papillons, Op. 2, first in mm. 9–10, and then even more explicitly in mm. 19–22. Much 
in the way punctuation marks in written language set off a quotation from its 
surroundings, the quotation here is set apart by a change in tempo (from Passionato to 
Adagio) and a change in texture (from single notes in the right hand to octaves). Lest we 
still not get the reference despite the clear musical indications, above m. 19, Robert 
actually writes “Papillon?”. Example 1.1 provides the original material from Papillons 
and Robert’s quotation of it in Carnaval. Despite the difference in key, with the original 
in D major and the quotation in B-flat major, the quotation is in no way veiled. In fact, 
the texture, rhythm, range, intervallic structure, and essential voice leading remain 
 




identical in the both the original and the quote. A listener familiar with Schumann’s 
Papillons, even without seeing the score, would be able to hear and recognize the quote 









Ex. 1.1b. Robert Schumann, Carnaval, Op. 9, “Florestan,” mm. 7–25. 
 
 
 As an example of a public allusion, let us turn to Brahms. In the finale of his 
Piano Trio, Op. 8 of 1854, Brahms includes an overt allusion to Beethoven’s An die ferne 




same passage that Robert Schumann quotes in many of his own works, including the 
Fantasie, Op. 17, “Süsser Freund” from Frauenliebe und -Leben, the finale of the String 
Quartet in F, Op. 41/2, and the finale of the Second Symphony, Op. 61. Likewise, the 
hermeneutic potential of this particular allusion, given its textual connotations (the 
“distant beloved”) and its personal ties to Clara for both composers, contributes to the 
allusion’s allure. In addition, Brahms removed this allusion in the 1889 version, leaving 
scholars to ruminate on Brahms’s reasons for erasing the reference.29 For our purposes, 
we will simply use this example to draw attention to the ways in which a public allusion 
both differs from and is similar to a quotation. Example 1.2 provides the source passage 
from Beethoven’s An die ferne Geliebte as well as Brahms’s allusion to it in his Op. 8 




Ex. 1.2a. Beethoven, An die ferne Geliebte, Op. 98, “Nimm sie hin denn, diese Lieder,” 
mm. 6–10. 
 
29 Writers who have addressed the removal of the An die ferne Geliebte allusion in the revised version of 
Brahms’s Op. 8 Piano Trio include David Brodbeck (“Medium and Meaning: New Aspects of the Chamber 
Music”), Kenneth Hull (Brahms the Allusive), Dillon Parmer (“Brahms, Song Quotation, and Secret 








Ex. 1.2b. Brahms, Piano Trio (1853–54 version), Op. 8, IV, mm. 99–111. 
 
 
Brahms’s allusion to Beethoven is less overt than a quotation. It appears as the 
lyrical second theme of a sonata form, so the listener would not be surprised by the 
change in character, texture, and key. If this kind of shift had occurred at a different place 
in the formal structure, say in the middle of a section, it might have set it apart and thus 
signaled a forthcoming quotation. However, its arrival at an important formal juncture 
here contributes to its disguise, thus rendering it an allusion rather than a direct quotation. 
It also differs from Beethoven in that it is in triple meter instead of duple, it is scored for 
instruments instead of voice, the relative rhythmic values are altered, and it begins 5"-6"-7"-
8" rather than	6"-6"-7"-8" . But despite the features that make it less obvious than a quotation, 
it is also made apparent by its sudden appearance in the singing cello voice, its long-short 




original text, and its almost identical intervallic structure with Beethoven’s version. For 
these reasons, the allusion falls into Hull’s category of a public allusion. Any members of 
a listening audience who had familiarity with Beethoven’s An die ferne Geliebte would 
likely recognize the allusion.  
 As an example of a veiled allusion, what Hull would call a half-public allusion, 
we shall turn to Eric Sams and his 1971 article entitled “Brahms and His Clara 
Themes.”30 In it, Sams uncovers an allusion in Brahms’s Op. 8 Piano Trio that would not 
be easily recognized without close examination and may even appear dubious to some. 
The motive that first appears at m. 46 is provided as example 1.3b. Sams finds a 
connection with this motive and one found in the second movement of Beethoven’s Piano 
Concerto No. 4 (see example 1.3a). In the course of developing this motive, Brahms 
alters the motive so that it even more closely resembles the Beethoven motive, using the 
exact same pitches: B-D-C-B-C (example 1.3c). He also marks it marcatissimo and 
includes accents, and in context of the fortissimo dynamics, knowing ears would have 
more easily recognized the reference. More importantly, there is a biographical reason to 
make this connection, which Sams points out. In 1854, Clara was practicing and 
performing the fourth Beethoven piano concerto, a detail which is corroborated by 
Claudia de Vries.31 This detail might be enough to make the case that the allusion was 




30 Sams, “Brahms and His Clara Themes,” 432–34. 
31 Claudia de Vries, Die Pianistin Clara Wieck-Schumann: Interpretation im Spannungsfeld von Tradition 
















Ex. 1.3c. Brahms, Piano Trio, Op. 8, IV, mm. 56–57. 
 
 
It is important to note that both quotation and all types of allusion assume 
intention on the part of the composer. Pieces of music can still be intertextually related 
without composer intent, but to claim quotation or allusion is to claim that the composer 
knowingly created a deliberate connection thereby drawing attention to and enhancing a 
meaningful intertextual relationship. This is an important distinction to make, especially 
when a connection verges on weak or an argument for a deliberate reference seems 
forced. However, determining composer intent can create challenges for scholars. In 
order to better ascertain whether or not a composer intended an allusion, we can draw 
upon several criteria, including both musical features and historical/biographical facts. 
Kenneth Hull proposes six such criteria for establishing composer intent and thus 
identifying the presence of an allusion:32 
 




1) Exactitude. How closely the allusive passage resembles the source 
passage. 
2) Singularity. How distinctive or unique is the passage being alluded to. 
3) Multiplicity. How frequently a work alludes to another work. 
4) Historical plausibility. How strong is the connection between the 
composer and the work he or she alludes to. 
5) Prominence and integrity. How prominent and important is the 
allusive passage and/or the passage being alluded to. 
6) Function. How convincing of an explanation can be given as to what 
the allusions’ function is within the work. 
 
The present study will evaluate works according to all of these criteria. 
 One final term that we must address which falls into the category of extra-
compositional references is “reminiscence.” The term came into vogue in the mid-
nineteenth century as amateur musicians and music aficionados took pleasure in finding 
associations between themes or motives from different works. Generally, when people 
during this time identified a reminiscence, they were referring specifically to melodic 
similarities, as opposed to harmonic, formal, or stylistic similarities. In the socio-historic 
context of the time, melodic resemblances were essentially viewed negatively—as 
musical plagiarism, an accusation against a composer. Emphasis was placed on 
originality, and so any sort of reference to another composer’s work risked being met 
with scorn from the general public. For professional musicians during this time, the 
practice of reminiscence-hunting was viewed with disdain and annoyance—a hobby 
pursued by dilettantes. Anthony Newcomb’s article, “The Hunt for Reminiscences in 
Nineteenth-Century Germany” provides an excellent overview of the view of melodic 
quotation or allusion during the mid-nineteenth century, roughly 1830–60, in Germany.33 
Newcomb references a variety articles from music journals of the time which 
 
33 Anthony Newcomb, “The Hunt for Reminiscences in Nineteenth-Century Germany,” in Music and the 
Aesthetics of Modernity, ed. Karol Berger and Anthony Newcomb (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 




demonstrate the widespread view that quotation is the equivalent of musical thievery and 
should be avoided. Newcomb also provides insights into composers’ impatience with 
reminiscence-hunting and provides several examples of composers’ annoyance at having 
people point out these types of similarities to them, whether they had been conscious or 
unconscious. Two oft-cited Brahms quotes come to mind. First, from a letter Brahms 
wrote to Otto Dessoff in 1878 in response to Dessoff’s concern that he had unconsciously 
stolen something from Brahms: “I beg you, do nothing stupid. One of the stupidest 
practices of stupid people is that of [proclaiming] reminiscences.”34 Second, when a 
listener commented on the similarity between the chorale theme near the end of Brahms’s 
First Symphony and the “Ode to Joy” theme from Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, Brahms 
retorted, “Any jackass can see that.”35 
 Our current view of quotation and allusion has shifted to a more positive view, 
where references are deemed as explicit and intentional, as features that convey meaning. 
Nevertheless, some scholars still caution against the hunt for allusions. As Christopher 
Reynolds puts it, “If there is a type of musical analysis that is viewed with more 
suspicion than the investigation of motivic relationships between different compositions, 
it is analysis that also attributes poetic meaning to those motivic similarities.”36 Charles 
Rosen, in his book Critical Entertainments: Music Old and New, criticizes the 
musicological trend of searching for quotes and allusions, stating, “almost all tonal 
 
34 Anthony Newcomb (see “The Hunt for Reminiscences in Nineteenth-Century Germany,” 131, n. 31 and 
135, n. 61) provides background on the letter as well as a reproduction of the relevant passages in the 
original German. 
35 This anecdote has become a favorite for writers of program notes. Among other sources, it can be found 
quoted in Rosen, Critical Entertainments: Music Old and New (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
2000), 163 and referred to in Malcolm MacDonald, Brahms [1990] (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2001), 247–48. For an illuminating discussion of the Freudenthema allusion, see David Brodbeck, Brahms: 
Symphony No. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 63–70. 




melodies outline in some way the three notes of the tonic triad, and the permutation of 
three elements provides only a very small number of basic forms. Each tonal melody is 
therefore structurally identical with thousands of others, and most of the resemblances 
that one finds are consequently trivial.”37 Regarding Brahms in particular, Rosen believes 
that the preoccupation with hunting for allusions deflects attention away from more 
important and meaningful features of Brahms’s work such as his ability to adapt 
structural devices learned from the past and transforming them into a modern idiom.38  
John Daverio, though not against the pursuit of allusive relationships in 
musicological inquiry, advises approaching the topic cautiously. In his book Crossing 
Paths: Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms, he states, “the problem with an overly zealous 
pursuit of allusive references in the music of Brahms . . . is twofold. First it tends to 
produce an atomistic view of the musical text; and second, it too often confuses allusion 
with a more generalized stylistic resonance.”39 Daverio reminds us that, unless the 
composer actually provides the source of the allusion, this kind of analysis is a subjective 
endeavor. He also points out that Brahms would have abhorred this kind of hunting for 
allusions, even though he freely admitted to incorporating allusive references in his 
works. Despite his words of caution, Daverio does not shy away from addressing allusive 
relationships in his own scholarly work. However, he does so thoughtfully and with a 
healthy amount of skepticism. 
R. Larry Todd offers a perspective that strikes a balance between cautioning 
against allusion-hunting and advocating for it. After reviewing the second of Adolf 
 
37 Rosen, Critical Entertainments, 184. 
38 Rosen, Critical Entertainments, 195. 




Schubring’s twelve-part Schumanniana series (1860–69) in which Schubring finds more 
than a dozen examples of Robert quoting the “Großvater-Tanz,” many of which Todd 
calls into question, Todd states that his reading of Schubring “encourages caution in 
rummaging through Schumann’s scores for musical quotations.”40 However, Todd is 
quick to point out that the risk in searching for allusions does not negate the need for 
doing so. He says, “In endeavoring to unmask allusions, we enter a realm of conjecture 
that can be as elusive and ephemeral as Schumann’s butterflies. Yet the attempt must be 
made, even if we lose ourselves in the web: to explicate Schumann’s music is inevitably 
to consider the possibility of external references, of the rich intertextuality between his 
music and external musical-literary ideas.”41 And indeed, the stance that the current study 
takes is that despite the possibility of uncovering connections that others deem trivial, the 
benefits of unlocking deeper meanings far outweigh the risks. 
Extramusical References 
 Having explored the relevant terminology that falls under the category of extra-
compositional references, let us now turn our attention to extramusical references and the 
associated terms. Figure 1.1 shows four main terms within the category of extramusical 
references: cipher, symbolic motif, depictive gesture, and topic. All of these musical 
devices have the power to invoke non-musical images such as people, places, or events.  
 The term “cipher” belongs to the field of cryptology, the science of codes. Oxford 
defines cipher as, “a secret or disguised way of writing; a code,”42 and Merriam-Webster 
calls it “a method of transforming a text in order to conceal its meaning; a message in 
 
40 R. Larry Todd, “On Quotation in Schumann’s Music,” in Schumann and His World, ed. R. Larry Todd 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), 91. 
41 Todd, “On Quotation,” 92. 




code.”43 Although musical ciphers date back to at least the time of Bach, Eric Sams, who 
wrote a series of articles in the 1960s and 70s claiming that Schumann and Brahms were 
cryptographers, was one of the first to freely use the term cipher in relation to music.44 
When used in music, a cipher uses musical pitches to substitute for letters, such as when 
Bach used the musical notes B♭-A-C-B♮ to substitute for his name (in German, B♭ is “B” 
and B♮ is “H,” thus: B-A-C-H).  
Robert Schumann used ciphers in a number of his works, including his Op. 1 
piano variations on the name Abegg (musical notes A-B♭-E-G-G), a piece that proclaims 
its intertextuality in its name. In Carnaval, Op. 9, Robert coined the term “Sphinx,” using 
it for each of his ciphers and providing a catalogue of his Sphinxes (ciphers) in the score 
for the performer to see but not play (see example 1.4). Again, using the German musical 
notation system, B♮ is “H” and E♭ is “Es”. Therefore, Robert’s Sphinx No. 1 is a cipher 
using the notes Es-C-H-A (representing a combination of Ernestine von Fricken, 
Roberts’s love interest at the time Carnaval was composed, and his own name: S C H u 
m A n n). Sphinx No. 2 consists of the German notes As-C-H (representing Ernestine von 
Fricken’s hometown of Asch). And Sphinx No. 3’s German notes A-Es-C-H creates 
another permutation that can represent Asch or Schumann. Further instances of ciphers in 
 
43 Merriam-Webster, s.v. “Cipher,” https://www.merriam-webster.com, accessed 26 March 2019. 
44 Eric Sams’s series of articles about Schumann’s and Brahms’s use of ciphers include: “Did Schumann 
Use Ciphers?” The Musical Times 106/1470 (August 1965), 584–91, “The Schumann Ciphers,” The 
Musical Times 107/1479 (May 1966), 392–400, “The Schumann Ciphers: A Coda,” The Musical Times 
107/1486 (December 1966),1050–51, “Why Florestan and Eusebius?” The Musical Times 108/1488 
(February 1967), 131–34, “Poetics, Literature, People in Schumann’s Op. 136,” The Musical Times 
109/1499 (January 1968), 25–27, “A Schumann Primer?” The Musical Times 111/1533 (November 1970), 
1096–97, “Brahms and His Musical Love Letters,” The Musical Times 112/1538 (April 1971), 329–30, 




Robert’s and Brahms’s music, including the controversial “Clara” cipher, will be 




Ex. 1.4. Robert Schumann, Carnaval, Op. 9, “Sphinxes”. 
 
 
 Though the concept has little relevance to the current study, we must also mention 
the term “motto.” In music, a motto is “a brief phrase or motif that recurs at various 
points in a work.”45 Ciphers quite often function as mottos, recurring at various points 
throughout a work and serving as a unifying device. Such is the case in Robert 
Schumann’s Carnaval, for example.  
 Turning our attention away from ciphers, let us examine another important term 
based on the work of Eric Sams—“motif.” In his book The Songs of Robert Schumann, 
originally published in 1969, Sams identifies a significant number, sixty-five in total, of 
what he calls motifs.46 These symbolic motifs each consist of a specific musical 
expression that is linked to a verbal idea. For Schumann, language and music were 
inexorably linked, and Sams makes a strong case for his motifs by consistently linking 
musical ideas to the text found in Schumann’s songs. For instance, a wide interval rising 
to a stressed note (Sams catalogues the motifs by number, this being M16) indicates 
longing or yearning, and Sams supports this association by providing examples from the 
songs. In his equivalent book on the songs of Johannes Brahms, published thirty-one 
 
45 Grove Music Online, s.v. “Motto,” https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com, accessed 19 June 2018. 




years later, Sams follows the same process and identifies forty-two symbolic motifs in the 
songs of Brahms.47  
While Sams’s case for the Clara cipher has been met with a fair bit of 
apprehension, I find his arguments in favor of these types of symbolic motifs difficult to 
dispute. The decisive factor for Sams is the song texts themselves. It is well-known that 
Brahms, and especially Robert Schumann, allowed for the simultaneous existence of 
literary and musical ideas. One need look no further than Brahms’s “Edward” Ballade, 
Op. 10/1 or Robert’s Carnaval, Op. 9 to see them freely admitting to inspiration from 
literary sources or ideas in their instrumental works.48 Most instrumental music, however, 
does not announce its extramusical inspiration quite as obviously as Brahms’s Op. 10 and 
Robert’s Op. 9, and thus, literary and other extramusical references may not be readily 
apparent to most listeners. Vocal repertoire, on the other hand, has text to which we can 
look for clues regarding symbolic meanings and extramusical associations. If a certain 
musical idea, such as a gentle tremolo, occurs regularly with texts having to do with wind 
or breeze, then it stands to reason that the composer intended the tremolo to be a 
depictive gesture representing wind. Composers have used depictive gestures in their 
music for centuries (for instance, the singing of the birds in Vivaldi’s “Spring” from The 
Four Seasons or the sounds of battle in Beethoven’s Wellington’s Victory), and Sams 
draws upon this tradition in his analysis. Some of the symbolic motifs identified by Sams 
are indeed clear depictive gestures, such as an accompaniment pattern of arpeggio-like 
figures in constant sixteenth-notes representing the rustling of leaves (labeled M21 in The 
 
47 Eric Sams, The Songs of Johannes Brahms (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000). 
48 For revisionist literature that challenges the received view of Brahms as champion of “absolute” music, 
see the work of Dillon Parmer, Kenneth Hull, George Bozarth, Constantin Floros, Siegfried Kross, and 




Songs of Robert Schumann).49 Others may be less apparent, such as the I-IV-V 
progression indicating a royal, noble presence (labeled M51 in The Songs of Robert 
Schumann),50 but are still consistent enough to be deemed a symbolic motif. In any case, 
by linking specific musical ideas to the same types of texts across various songs, Eric 
Sams crafts a convincing argument in favor of these types of symbolic motifs, and in 
doing so, he lays the groundwork for the discovery of even more symbolic motifs in the 
music of Robert Schumann and Brahms.  
One final category that can fall under the umbrella of extramusical associations is 
“topics.” Leonard G. Ratner essentially founded the study of topics and styles, most 
importantly with his work on music of the eighteenth century.51 He provided a set of tools 
by which we can hear and understand the surface gestures of the music in a way that 
would have been universally understood by audiences of the time. By way of definition, 
Ratner states:  
From its contacts with worship, poetry, drama, entertainment, dance, 
ceremony, the military, the hunt, and the life of the lower classes, music 
developed a thesaurus of characteristic figures, which formed a rich 
legacy for classic composers. Some of these figures were associated with 
various feelings and affections; others had a picturesque flavor. They are 
designated here as topics—subjects for musical discourse.52  
 
Ratner distinguishes between types (fully worked out pieces such as the minuet or the 
siciliano) and styles (figures or progressions within a piece such as the brilliant style or 
the fantasia), noting that this distinction is flexible. Other important contributors to the 
 
49 Sams, The Songs of Robert Schumann, 15. 
50 Sams, The Songs of Robert Schumann, 20. 
51 Leonard G. Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980). 




field of topical analysis include Raymond Monelle, Robert Hatten, Wye Allenbrook, 
Jonathan Bellman, Kofi Agawu, Janice Dickensheets, and Márta Grabócz. 
 Note that on Figure 1.1, topics appear under the umbrella of extramusical 
references. Indeed, if a topical or stylistic reference signifies a non-musical entity like 
death, nature, or the hunt, then the references are extramusical. However, topics may also 
fall into the category of extra-compositional references if they refer to a musical style or, 
by extension, call to mind a particular work from the past. For instance, the learned style, 
one of the eighteenth-century topoi catalogued by Ratner, “signifies imitation, fugal or 
canonic, and contrapuntal composition,” 53 and thus it would reference much of the music 
of the Renaissance and Baroque eras and may even call to mind a specific work by, say, 
J. S. Bach. Thus, it is important to remember that for all of Figure 1.1’s sought-after 
clarity, there remains a certain amount of inevitable overlap.  
Methodology 
 The following study of Clara Schumann’s Variations on a Theme of Robert 
Schumann, Op. 20 and Johannes Brahms’s Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, 
Op. 9 will emphasize an intertextual perspective. In other words, meaning will be derived 
not only from the individual variation sets themselves, but more importantly, from their 
interconnectedness with other works. The methodology underlying much of the analysis 
will draw from two separate but complementary fields: hermeneutics, the science of 
interpretation, and semiotics, the study of signs and symbols and their use or 
interpretation. 
 




 In applying a hermeneutic and semiotic approach to this particular music, I will be 
drawing from a number of scholars whose work has served a pivotal role in advancing 
this type of inquiry. John Daverio and Paul Berry have both contributed extensive studies 
that approach the music of Schumann and Brahms from the perspective of intertextuality. 
Daverio’s 2002 book, Crossing Paths: Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms, uncovers a 
wealth of connections between three monumental nineteenth-century composers and their 
works while Berry’s 2014 book, Brahms Among Friends, focuses on the various 
personages within Brahms’s immediate circle and the ways in which they influenced each 
other. Christopher Reynolds, in his article “A Choral Symphony by Brahms?” (19th-
Century Music 9/1, Summer 1985), investigates the Adagio of Brahms’s Op. 15 Piano 
Concerto and finds historical and musical evidence for links to both Robert and Clara. 
Constantin Floros has provided studies that deal with semantics, a branch of semiotics 
that is the study of meanings. Two of his works have been published in English 
translations: Brahms and Bruckner as Artistic Antipodes: Studies in Musical Semantics 
(1980, trans. 2015) and Johannes Brahms. “Free but Alone”: A Life for a Poetic Music 
(1997, trans. 2010).54 In the field of semiotics, Kofi Agawu’s work has been instrumental, 
particularly his two books on Classical era music and Romantic era music, Playing With 
Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music and Music as Discourse: Semiotic 
Adventures in Romantic Music. His method of blending semiotics with other analytical 
methods such as Schenkerian analysis proves to be both effective and illuminating.  
 
54 Originally published as: Constantin Floros, Brahms und Bruckner: Studien zur musikalischen Exegetik 
(Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1980) and Constantin Floros, Johannes Brahms. ‘Frei aber einsam’: Ein 




 Two other important musicological methods guide much of the analysis in the 
following study. First, the practice of assigning symbolic motifs to specific harmonic, 
rhythmic, or melodic motifs, as exemplified by the work of Eric Sams, provides a way of 
marrying text and textual concepts with musical ideas. It creates an important avenue for 
uncovering extramusical meaning in texted music, a method which may be pushed into 
the realm of instrumental music as well. Dillon Parmer has also published some notable 
work pertaining to symbolic motifs in the music of Brahms. His dissertation Brahms the 
Programmatic? A Critical Assessment set the stage for a series of related articles, and his 
article “Symbolic Motifs in the Music of Brahms” is of particular interest. Second, 
Ratnerian topic theory provides a method for understanding surface musical gestures as 
they would have been understood by the Schumanns and Brahms.  
 From a theoretical standpoint, this study will draw upon various analytical tools to 
the extent that they reveal relevant and meaningful details about the music. These 
methods include Schenkerian analysis, Rothsteinian phrase structure analysis, and 
Schoenbergian motivic analysis. In particular, these types of analytical tools can be 
helpful in comparative analysis when determining the level of similarity between two 
different passages of music, and comparative analysis plays an important role in 
intertextual studies such as the current one.  
 Clara’s Op. 20 variations, and particularly Brahms’s Op. 9 variations, have 
received significant attention in the literature. Many studies, however, examine the works 
only as individual cases.55 The studies that do look for intertextual relationships among 
 
55 See, for instance, the mostly descriptive studies of Clara Schumann’s Op. 20 by Elide Bergamaschi, 
Mattieu Favrot, and Maurice Hinson. Brahms’s Op. 9 is the singular focus of articles by Hiu-Wah Au, 




different works tend to focus on only the most obvious and well-documented of 
quotations and allusions and thus stop short of their full potential.56 Even the most 
insightful intertextual studies have not exhausted this avenue of inquiry, and indeed, 
some extra-compositional and extramusical references have yet to be discovered. The 
current study aims to reveal such additional references in these two works and to uncover 
a much wider array of connections among the repertoire of these composers, connections 
which conveyed specific meaning to the composers and those closest to them. In other 
words, this study will offer a window into the private musical communications of three of 
the nineteenth century’s greatest musicians and will allow us to read these two pieces in 
the way they were composed—as Clara speaking to Robert and Johannes speaking to 
Clara and Robert. 
 The second chapter lays the groundwork for the study by examining the methods 
by which members of the Schumann circle communicated through their music and the 
kinds of compositional devices they used to create notable intertextual relationships. 
These include alter egos, melodic quotation, symbolic motifs, and evocation through 
similar gesture, texture, or figuration. The use of ciphers is also addressed in more detail, 
including the somewhat controversial “Clara” cipher. In addition, this chapter considers 
the possible justifications for extra-compositional and extramusical references as well as 
the intended audiences and levels of secrecy.  
 Chapter three provides background and context by discussing the early musical 
exchanges between Robert and Clara including dedications of their compositions, 
 
56 Notable exceptions to this include the illuminating work of Paul Berry, George S. Bozarth, David 





projects they worked on jointly, and musical references that they embedded into their 
compositions. The chapter also examines the ways in which Robert embodied Clara in his 
music and includes a discussion of Robert’s two sets of variations on Clara’s themes: 
Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 and movement 2 of Concert sans 
orchestre, Op. 14. 
Chapters four and five form the analytical core of the study with each chapter 
devoted to a set of variations on Robert’s F-sharp minor theme of 1841. Chapter four 
focuses on Clara’s Op. 20 variations and their links to works by Robert. Chapter five 
examines Brahms’s Op. 9 variations and their links to works by Robert and Clara. Both 
chapters take into account historical and analytical evidence to reveal and interpret 
intertextual references.  
Examining a pair of works that use the same theme for a set of variations offers a 
unique opportunity for intertextual analysis. In addition, the biographical details 
surrounding the composition of these particular variations make them particularly likely 
to contain extra-compositional and extramusical references of hermeneutic value. Some 
of the intertextual references in Clara’s Op. 20 and Brahms’s Op. 9 have already been 
examined in the literature. However, the newly uncovered references that the current 
study offers will allow us to hear these pieces afresh, to gain deeper insights into the lives 
of these composers, and to forge readings of the works that take into account not only the 
internal properties that make each piece work on its own but also the external references 












“SPEAKING IN TONES”: METHODS OF 
INTERTEXTUAL COMMUNICATION 
AMONG MEMBERS OF THE 
SCHUMANN CIRCLE 
 
 For Robert Schumann, music and literature were inexorably linked, and thus his 
music embraces a wealth of literary associations. His early piano cycles in particular 
display his skill as a musical “portraitist,” given his evocations of figures both imaginary 
and real. In addition, extra-musical associations came to be central to his works, 
sometimes via the use of ciphers, but more often through what biographer John Daverio 
described as his character as a “pictographer.”57 Extra-compositional references, whether 
to his own works or to works of other composers, provided an additional means of 
communicating meaning. Many of the compositional methods that Schumann used to 
convey meaning in his works also found their way into the music of his closest friends 
and fellow composers. As such, Schumann and the members of his inner circle possessed 
the ability to communicate with each other not through written words, but through their 
music. By examining several well-known and undisputed cases of intertextual 
communication between members of the Schumann circle, this chapter will lay the 
foundation for the remaining chapters and will provide the justification for uncovering 
further intertextual resonances in the music of Clara Schumann and Johannes Brahms. 
 
 





Several irrefutable instances of melodic quotations exist in the music of Robert 
Schumann and his contemporaries, demonstrating that this was one of the ways in which 
they would pay tribute to each other with no secrets implied, include inside jokes, or 
otherwise communicate with each other. By their very nature, melodic quotations are the 
most publicly discernable references, but often their underlying meaning is of a more 
private nature and can elude contemporary listeners. Time precludes us from examining 
every melodic quotation in depth, and indeed such an endeavor would prove impractical. 
Instead we will look at a couple of the most well-known and telling quotations, thus 
creating a basic context within which we can identify and assess other quotations.  
The example of Robert quoting his Papillons in “Florestan” from Carnaval was 
provided in Chapter 1. Another equally transparent melodic quotation that Robert 
returned to several times throughout his compositional career is the seventeenth-century 
“Großvater-Tanz” [Grandfather Dance].58 It appears, for instance, in the Finales of 
Papillons and Carnaval, and in Carnaval Schumann even labels the reference in the 
score with “Thême du XVIIème siècle.” In “Winterszeit II” from Album für die Jugend, 
Op. 68, Robert quotes two parts of the “Großvater-Tanz”—the duple meter Nachtanz, 
and the triple meter Vortanz—but, as illustrated by Bernhard Appel, they appear out of 
order.59 Ludwig Richter, who was commissioned to illustrate the title page of the album 
 
58 Adolf Schubring devoted the second of his “Schumanniana” articles (1860–69) to finding further 
examples of the “Großvater-Tanz” theme in Schumann’s works. (See “Schumann und der Großvater,” 
Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 53/4 (July 20, 1860), 29–30). R. Larry Todd questions many of the examples 
found by Schubring, while adding new instances that Schubring missed. (See Todd’s “On Quotation in 
Schumann’s Music.”) 
59 Bernhard R. Appel, “‘Actually, Taken Directly from Family Life’: Robert Schumann’s Album für die 
Jugend,” trans. John Michael Cooper, in Schumann and His World, ed. R. Larry Todd (Princeton, NJ: 




and did so as a combination of vignettes related to ten of the pieces, recalled Schumann’s 
explanation of “Winterszeit I” and “Winterszeit II” as such: 
The forest and the ground are completely buried in snow all around; thick 
snow covers the city streets. Dusk. With soft flakes, it begins to snow. 
Inside, in the cozy room, the grownups sit next to the brightly lit fireplace 
and observe the merry round-dances of the children and dolls.60 
 
And according to Bernhard Appel, the “Großvater-Tanz” quotes are used to depict the 
grownups in Richter’s illustration.61 See example 2.1 for the “Großvater-Tanz” as it 






Ex. 2.1a. Robert Schumann, Papillons, Op. 2, Finale, mm. 1–16. 
 
 
60 Ludwig Richter, Lebenserinnerungen eines deutschen Malers: Selbstbiographie nebst 
Tagebuchniederschriften und Briefen (Leipzig 1909), 399, as quoted in Appel, “‘Actually, Taken Directly 
from Family Life’,” 187–88. 






Ex. 2.1b. Robert Schumann, Carnaval, Op. 9, “Marche des ‘Davidsbündler’ contre les 





Ex. 2.1c. Robert Schumann, Album für die Jugend, Op. 68, “Winterszeit II,” mm. 49–63. 
 
Robert’s Fantasie, Op. 17 contains what R. Larry Todd calls the “locus classicus 
of Schumann ‘quotations.’”62 At the end of the first movement, in the section marked 
Adagio, Robert quotes the sixth song from Beethoven’s An die ferne Geliebte, “Nimm sie 
hin denn, diese Lieder” (see example 2.2). Despite it being slightly less obvious than 
 




some of Robert’s other quotations, several factors support accepting this connection as an 
intentional quotation. First, Robert admitted that the work was conceived as a “Sonata for 
Beethoven.” Second, the motto at the beginning of the piece quotes a poem from 
Friedrich Schlegel which refers to a soft tone heard by those who secretly listen.63 And 
third, Schumann composed the Fantasie between 1836 and 1838, during a time when he 
was separated from Clara, and thus the quotation from Beethoven’s “To the Distant 
Beloved” takes on additional meaning. In 1854, Brahms included the same Beethoven 
reference in the finale of his Piano Trio, Op. 8, which was provided as an example of a 























 Brahms too used quotations in his music, though not quite as overtly as Robert 
tended to do.64 One such example was uncovered by Jonathan Bellman in his article, 
“The Chivalric Style of Schumann and Brahms.”65 In the development section of his 
Symphony No. 1, Brahms quotes the opening of Robert’s song “Ballade des Harfners,” 
Op. 98a, No. 2. As evidence, Bellman points to Brahms’s distinct use of the chivalric 
style, which relates to the song’s text, and a near exact pitch-for-pitch match. In addition, 
the final nine bars of the passage, while not a continuation of the quote, have ties to 
Robert in their use of two Schumannian symbolic motifs identified by Eric Sams as 
signifying nobility (I-IV-V progression) and heaven (♭VII). As such, the passage 
becomes “a tribute and farewell from Brahms to his friend and mentor.”66 
 
64 One notable exception, where Brahms actually admitted to the source material of the quotation in the 
score, is his song “Unüberwindlich” from Op. 72. The opening motive is based on a Scarlatti sonata. 
65 Jonathan Bellman, “Aus alten Märchen: The Chivalric Style of Schumann and Brahms,” The Journal of 
Musicology 13/1 (Winter 1995), 129–34. 




Thus, within the Schumann circle, particularly between Robert, Clara, and 
Brahms, quotation of each other’s works became a natural extension of their 
relationships—a way to pay each other respect, to add a personalized and private aspect 
to otherwise public music, and to remain close even when separated by time and space. 
Robert’s quotations of Clara’s music will be addressed in detail in Chapter 3, and 
Brahms’s quotation of Clara’s Romance variée will be examined in Chapter 5.  
Evocation by Similar Melodic Gesture,  
Texture, or Figuration 
 
 Schumann and his contemporaries also made references—to specific composers 
and to general styles—by means of melodic gestures, textures, and figuration. Because 
similarities of this type can be found in a wide variety of music, the case for an 
intentional and specific reference depends on context and can be made stronger by both 
historical and musical factors. For example, the C Major chorale theme and texture part-
way through the fourth movement of Brahms’s First Symphony evokes the “Freude” 
theme from the final movement of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. Musically, it consists 
of the same structure (four four-bar phrases), similar melodic profile (diatonic with 
frequent upper neighbor notes used as embellishment), and comparable rhythmic devices 
(mostly half notes and quarter notes with eighth notes reserved for the neighbor figure, 
and an accentuated upbeat accompanied by a crescendo to seamlessly begin the fourth 
phrase). The historical evidence for the reference comes from Brahms’s now infamous 
“any jackass can see that” retort to the well-meaning aficionado who commented on the 
similarity.67   
 
67 See footnote 35 in Chapter 1 (p. 19) for a list of sources that quote this anecdote. Again, I would refer 





 Likewise, Robert Schumann gives a clear nod to Chopin with the nocturne-like 
texture of “Chopin” from Carnaval. If the title alone didn’t give it away immediately, 
then the undulating arpeggios shared between the left and right hands beneath the aria-
like melody would certainly recall Chopin’s nocturnes. Similarly, in “Paganini” from the 
same set, Robert evokes the famous violinist’s virtuosity and characteristic prestissimo 
spiccato playing with continuous octave leaps indicated to be played presto and molto 
staccato.   
Robert Schumann’s System of Symbolic Motifs 
Perhaps no other body of Robert Schumann’s work demonstrates his system of 
symbolic motifs better than the songs composed during his separation from Clara (1835–
40). During this time, Robert was filled with love and yearning for Clara as well as anger 
and resentment toward her father. In his songs, he was able to express these feelings 
musically with support from the text. For instance, the song “Ich wandelte unter den 
Bäumen” from the Op. 24 Liederkreis contains profuse iterations of Eric Sams’s M16 
motif—wide intervals rising to a stressed note, indicating longing and yearning (see 
example 2.3).68 Robert composed the Op. 24 set in February of 1840, and wrote to Clara 
that they were written “solely in thoughts of her.”69 The last song in Op. 24 is “Mit 
Myrthen und Rosen.” In it, Heine’s text conveys present separation (Clara was in Berlin 
at the time, Robert in Leipzig) and future bliss (Robert would marry Clara in September 
of 1840). With the words “sie schauen dir flehend” [they look pleadingly at you], Sams 
notes the presence of the M16 motif (see example 2.4).70 The line occurs only moments 
 
68 Sams, The Songs of Robert Schumann, 14 and 39–40. 
69 Sams, The Songs of Robert Schumann, 36. 




after the poet speaks, “du süßes Lieb’ im fernen Land” [you sweet love in the distant 










Ex. 2.4. Robert Schumann, Liederkreis, Op. 24, “Mit Myrthen und Rosen,” mm. 64–67. 
 
 
As he neared the end of the five-year battle with Wieck that had forced his 
separation from Clara, Robert felt a resentment toward her father that would take years to 
abate. In many ways, the text of “Es treibt mich hin” (No. 2 from the Op. 24 Liederkreis) 
reflected his own situation and must have seemed a fitting outlet for some of his 
bitterness. It reads: 
I can’t rest for knowing that in only a few more hours I shall see her again, 
the fairest of the fair. But why are you beating so hard, poor heart? The 
Hours are a lazy lot; they dawdle along at a comfortable jog-trot, they 




hurry; but it’s obvious that the Hours were never in love. Banded together 
in cruel secret league they mock the impatience of lovers.71 
 
The main theme of the song is Sams’s Y version of the so-called “Clara” theme: B-A♯-B-
C♯-D (a retrograde of C-B-A-G♯-A), which is harmonized with an ascending minor 
horncall (see example 2.5). Sams identifies the ascending minor horncall (his M5) as a 
signifier of resentment.72 A related motif, Sams’s M13, consists of an accented semitone 
resolving up to a minor chord and is used to indicate bitterness. It occurs, for example, in 
“Was will die einsame Träne?” from Myrthen, Op. 25, also written in February 1840.73 
The song is in A major, but the supertonic, B minor, is repeatedly tonicized with a fully 
diminished seventh chord. The upward motion of the applied leading tones and their 
resolution to the minor supertonic, along with the indicated sforzandi on the viio7/ii 








71 Text by Heinrich Heine. Translation from Sams, The Songs of Robert Schumann, 38. 
72 Sams, The Songs of Robert Schumann, 12 and 39. 






Ex. 2.6. Robert Schumann, Myrthen, Op. 25, “Was will die einsame Träne,” mm. 1–3. 
 
 In his songs, Robert also expressed his love for Clara, and one method of doing so 
was through the M10 motif, a sequence of descending thirds decorated by lower 
chromatic incomplete neighbor tones. According to Sams, the M10 motif indicates 
pleasure and can also serve as a love theme. In “Intermezzo” from the Op. 39 Liederkreis, 
the motif occurs as the first and only full measure of sixteenth notes, bursting through the 
texture after the word “fröhlich” (see example 2.7). The full text of the song reads:  
In the depths of my heart I keep a radiant image of you, looking at me all 
the time, fresh and smiling. And my heart sings softly to itself an old 
sweet song that wings into the air and swiftly flies to you.74 
 
When Robert wrote the Op. 39 songs in May of 1840, he had just returned to Leipzig 
after spending April in Berlin with Clara, planning their marriage. He wrote to Clara, 
“my head is still ringing with the happiness of our time together; I can’t calm down . . .  
and such music I have in me that I could sing the whole day through.”75 
 
 
74 Translation from Sams, The Songs of Robert Schumann, 94. 






Ex. 2.7. Robert Schumann, Liederkreis, Op. 39, “Intermezzo,” mm. 1–8. 
 
Sams’s case for Robert’s system of symbolic motifs is made stronger by their 
consistent occurrence in conjunction with text that supports the image or idea. For a 
composer like Robert who continually blended music and literary inspiration, it follows 
that the same sorts of motifs would occur in his instrumental music and that, even without 
texts, they could convey the same variety of extramusical associations. To a certain 
degree, Brahms inherited Robert’s system of symbolic motifs and adapted it to meet his 
own expressive ends.76 Dillon Parmer has argued that the embedding of “Nimm sie hin 
denn dieser Lieder” from Beethoven’s An die ferne Geliebte became Brahms’s “Clara 
motif,” appearing in various guises in such works as the Op. 8 Piano Trio, the Op. 15 
Piano Concerto, the Op. 29/2 motet “Schaffe in mir, Gott, ein reines Herz,” the Op. 78 
Violin Sonata, the F-minor Clarinet Sonata, and the Fourth Symphony.77 Following 
Kenneth Hull’s contention that the “falling thirds motif” came to represent death in 
 
76 See Sams, The Songs of Johannes Brahms.  
77 Dillon Parmer, “Symbolic Motifs in the Music of Brahms,” Studies in Music from the University of 




Brahms’s songs written after 1878, Parmer makes the case that it also represents death in 
such instrumental works as the Op. 60 Piano Quartet, the First Symphony, and the 
Second Piano Concerto.78  
Alter Egos 
 One manifestation of Schumann’s disposition toward literary inspiration and his 
fascination with writers like Jean Paul and E. T. A. Hoffman was his self-identification 
with two contradictory but complementary alter egos.79 Beginning in mid-1831, Robert 
began referring to his “friends” Florestan and Eusebius in his diary entries. Florestan 
represented his virtuoso and extroverted self, and Eusebius represented his introspective 
and introverted self. He began to sign his writings and compositions with the names, as 
seen for instance in Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6 and Carnaval, Op. 9. The title page of his 
F-sharp minor Piano Sonata reads, “Pianoforte-Sonata, Clara zugeignet von Florestan und 
Eusebius,” and the original title of his Études symphoniques was “Etüden im 
Orchestercharakter für Pianoforte von Florestan und Eusebius.” The Florestan and 
Eusebius alter egos continued to influence Schumann’s compositions throughout his 
career, despite the discontinuation of explicit references to them in the scores.  
 The young Brahms also had a self-professed alter ego, stemming from his own 
fascination with the writings of E. T. A. Hoffman. Johannes Kreisler, the fictional 
Kapellmeister from E. T. A. Hoffman’s novels Fantasiestücke in Callots Manier (1814–
15) and Lebensansichten des Katers Murr (1819–22), was mercurial and extroverted. The 
Kreisler pseudonym first appears in the autograph of an arrangement of a Rondo by 
 
78 Hull, Brahms the Allusive and Parmer, “Symbolic Motifs.” 
79 For an in-depth examination of the influence of E. T. A. Hoffmann and others on works such as 
Carnaval, Fantasiestücke (Op. 12), Kreisleriana, and Nachtstücke, see John MacAuslan’s Schumann’s 




Weber (1852) and in the autograph of the Op.1 Piano Sonata (1853), which is signed 
“Fine / Joh. Kreisler jun” [the young Johannes Kreisler].80 Thus, Brahms’s identification 
with the fictional Kreisler began before his meeting with Robert Schumann. Many of 
Brahms’s other early works also contain some sort of reference to Kreisler jun. For 
example, the Op. 5 Piano Sonata is signed the same way as Op. 1, and also the double 
bars at the end of each movement are extended and drawn out into a “B” (for “Brahms”). 
The Op. 8 Piano Trio is signed “Hannover. / Januar 54. / Kreisler / jun,” and in the 
autograph of the Op. 9 Schumann Variations, the double bars are alternately drawn out 
into a “B” (variations 4, 7, 8, 11, 14, 16) and a “Kr” (variations 5, 6, 9, 12, 13). As had 
been the case with Schumann, Brahms’s close friends were aware of the alter ego and 
played along with it, so to speak. For instance, Brahms’s collection of literary quotations, 
which he named Schatzkästlein des jungen Kreislers, was eventually entrusted to 
Joachim, and their mutual friend Julius Otto Grimm addressed Brahms as Kreisler in his 
letters. In a letter to Clara from August 15, 1854, Brahms writes: “I often quarrel with 
myself, that is, Kreisler and Brahms quarrel with one another.”81 Siegfried Kross sees this 
as a sign that Kreisler and Brahms were becoming dissociated and that Brahms was 
beginning to eschew his alter ego.82 Indeed, by 1856 the Kreisler pseudonym had 




80 See Siegfried Kross, “Brahms and E. T. A. Hoffmann,” 19th-Century Music 5/3 (Spring 1982), 193–96. 
81 Brahms, Life and Letters, ed. Avins, 51. 
82 Kross, “Brahms and E. T. A. Hoffman,” 199. 
83 One exception is the humorous list of statutes which Brahms wrote for his Hamburg Frauenchor in 1860. 
It is entitled “Avertimento” and signed “Johannes Kreisler jun. alias: Brahms.” See George S. Bozarth, 
“Brahms’s Lieder Inventory of 1859–60 and Other Documents of His Life and Work,” Fontes Artis 




Cryptograms and Ciphers 
 Cryptography is the art of making codes, and Robert Schumann derived a certain 
amount of pleasure from riddles, ciphers, and the like. He incorporated cryptograms into 
his music in the form of ciphers, where each letter of the encoded word was substituted 
for its equivalent musical pitch. As will be seen, the types of words he enciphered 
included names, places, maxims, and acronyms. John Daverio has made the case that, 
whereas a cryptographer aims for mystery and secrecy (the goal is to conceal the 
message), a pictographer is more concerned with humor, playfulness, and revelation.84 
Therefore, we would do better to see Schumann’s musical ciphers as pictograms, not 
cryptograms. In any case, ciphers supplied the essential musical material in several of his 
works. Table 2.1 provides a list of works which unequivocally include ciphers, as proven 
by indications within the score or written documents. Ciphers such as the “Clara” cipher, 
which (to a certain extent) must always remain a matter of conjecture, will be discussed 
later in this chapter.  
Brahms, too, incorporated ciphers into some of his works. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 
his cipher works date from the early part of his compositional career, when he was most 
heavily involved with the Schumann circle. Although he was more secretive about his use 
of ciphers than Schumann was, there are six cases where Brahms almost certainly used 









Table 2.1. Known ciphers in Robert Schumann’s works.85 
Composition Cipher,  
Musical notes 
Meaning 
Thème sur le nom Abegg varié pour le 
pianoforte, Op. 1 (1830) 
“Abegg” 
A-B♭-E-G-G 




Carnaval, Scènes mignonnes sur  
quatre notes (1834–35) 







2-bar cadential figure in Schumann’s 
fanciful review: “Bericht an Jeanquirit  
in Augsburg über den letzten 










the answer to the 
song’s riddle 
 
“Mondnacht,” No. 5 from Liederkreis, 





4-bar fragment, setting of “Auf 






Sechs Fugen über den Namen BACH für 





J. S. Bach 
“Rebus,” originally intended for Album 
für die Jugend, Op. 68 (1848) 
“(L)ass das Fade, 
fass das Ächte” 
A-E♭-E♭ / D-A-E♭ 
/ F-A-D-E / F-A-




what is merely 
fashionable, seize 
that which is 
genuine.” 
“Nordisches Lied,” No. 41 from Album  







“F.A.E.” Sonata for Violin and Piano, 




“frei aber einsam” 
 
 




Table 2.2. Known ciphers in Johannes Brahms’s works.86 
Composition Cipher,  
Musical notes 
Meaning 
Des jungen Kreislers Schatzkästlein,  
nos. 225, 226, 228, 320  
(late 1840s?–1854) 
 
“F. A. E.” 
F-A-E 
Joachim’s motto: 
“frei aber einsam” 
“F.A.E.” Sonata for Violin and Piano, 
Scherzo (1853) 
 
“F. A. E.” 
F-A-E 
Joachim’s motto: 
“frei aber einsam” 
Piano Sonata No. 3 in F minor, Op. 5, 
Finale (1853) 
 
“F. A. E.” 
F-A-E 
Joachim’s motto: 
“frei aber einsam” 
Cadenza for Beethoven’s Piano Concerto  




J. S. Bach 






“Und gehst du über den Kirchhof,” No. 10 
from Zwölf Lieder und Romanzen für 




Agathe von Siebold 
String Sextet in G, Op. 36 (1864–65) “Aga(t)he” 
A-G-A-B-E 
 
Agathe von Siebold 
 
 
Musical Signatures and Self-Proclaimed Mottos 
So far as is generally known, J. S. Bach was the first to embed his name into the 
music through the use of a cipher, with the musical pitches B♭, A, C, and B translating 
directly into the German letter equivalents B, A, C, H. Other composers who signed their 
names with musical ciphers include Béla Bartók (B-E-B-A), Dmitri Shostakovich (D-E♭-
B-C = D-S-C-H), Gustav Holst (G-E♭-A-B = G-S-A-H), and Arnold Schoenberg (A-E♭-
C-B-B♭-E-G = A-S-C-H-B-E-G). Robert Schumann used the cipher E♭-C-B-A (S-C-H-
 





A) in Carnaval, which doubled as a reordering of the A-E♭-C-B (A-S-C-H) cipher on 
which the cycle was based. Asch was the hometown of Ernestine von Fricken, Robert’s 
fiancée at the time he composed Carnaval. Thus, through the use of ciphers, Robert was 
able to link himself musically with his betrothed.  
Brahms also encoded his name into his music with B♭-A-B-E♭ representing B-
(R)-A-H-(M)-S. Though some scholars have argued for more occurrences of the Brahms 
cipher, the only case that has been met with any degree of certainty is in the Fugue for 
Organ in A-flat minor, WoO 8 of 1856.87 Daverio rightly claims that the best evidence 
pointing to the cipher’s appearance in the A-flat minor fugue comes from a letter that 
Brahms wrote to Adolph Schubring in July of 1856:  
The [enclosed] music is at once a reply [to an earlier letter from 
Schubring] and my signature, because I’m really not inclined to inscribe 
the latter at the bottom of the page. You will certainly be able to perceive 
the name [in the music] and proceed accordingly with your response, 
namely, return [the music] to me with thorough critiques, and please, do 
so as quickly as possible, for I do not have copies of the fugues and must 
practice them.88 
 
The fugues that Brahms was referring to were likely the two he had been working on that 
spring, both for organ, and of the two, the A-flat minor fugue is the one whose subject 
contains the pitches B♭-A-B-E♭ (see example 2.8). Because Brahms was known to be 
secretive about his compositional processes, it follows that he would make an effort to 
conceal any obvious ciphers. Thus, in the fugue subject, the B-(R)-A-H-(M)-S cipher is 
 
87 David Brodbeck makes a somewhat compelling case for the appearance of the “Brahms” cipher in the 
secondary theme of the first movement of Brahms’s Symphony No. 1. This ties in with Brodbeck’s reading 
of the movement as a large-scale reference to Robert’s Manfred Overture with its resultant biographical 
connections to Robert, Clara, and Johannes’s relationship. He argues that the B♭-A-[B]-E♭ cipher, in this 
case, represents Brahms as Manfred and that by combining it with the “Clara” cipher and allusions to 
Robert, Brahms creates a highly personal narrative. See Brodbeck, Brahms: Symphony No. 1, 39–50.  




rearranged so that B♭-A-B-E♭ becomes B-B♭-Eb-A, and two of the pitches are spelled 




Ex. 2.8. Brahms, Fugue for Organ in A-flat Minor, WoO 8, mm. 1–4. 
 
 Another way that composers in the Schumann circle embedded a part of 
themselves into their music was through the encipherment of self-proclaimed mottos. 
Joseph Joachim, for instance, represented himself with the motto “frei aber einsam” [free 
but alone], referring explicitly to it in correspondences with Brahms and others and often 
using the acronym F-A-E. Instances of the pitches F-A-E occur frequently in his 
compositions as well. For example, see the bassline of the opening of the Andante from 
his Hebräische Melodien, Op. 9 for viola and piano of 1854 (see example 2.9). One of the 
most interesting musical manifestations of Joachim’s motto is the so-called F. A. E. 
Sonata, composed jointly by Robert Schumann, Johannes Brahms, and Albert Dietrich in 
October of 1853 as a surprise for Joachim’s upcoming visit to the Schumann household. 
The title page reads: “In Erwartung der Ankunft des verehrten und geliebten Freundes / 
Joseph Joachim / schriebten diese Sonate / Robert Schumann, Albert Dietrich, Johannes 
Brahms.” [In anticipation of the arrival of their honored and beloved friend Joseph 




Brahms.]89 Scored for Joachim’s instrument, the violin, and piano, the sonata consists of 
four movements. The opening Allegro was composed by Dietrich, and the F-A-E cipher 
appears in various guises throughout, often in its most basic form. For instance, the 
undecorated F-A-E cell features prominently in both the first and second themes and 
appears as the final musical thought of the movement (see example 2.10). The second 
movement Intermezzo and the fourth movement Finale were composed by Schumann. In 
the Intermezzo, Schumann begins with the cipher unambiguously in the bass followed by 
the violin, using the melodic cell as a point of departure for further development (see 
example 2.11). In the Finale, Schumann disguises the cipher by beginning with F B E and 
then answering it with the basic form filled in with passing tones, F-(G)-A-(B)-E (see 
example 2.12). The third movement Scherzo was composed by Brahms whose use of the 
F-A-E cipher is the most ambiguous of the three composers. As noted by Daverio, rather 
than iterating the F-A-E cell outright, Brahms draws upon the opening motive of 
Dietrich’s first movement, referring to it explicitly in the second part of the Scherzo’s A 
section and in the Trio.90 However, upon closer inspection, one can see how Brahms 
reharmonized Dietrich’s motive in order to produce the F-A-E cell (see example 2.13). 
 
89 Daverio noted that F. A. E. is embedded, in retrograde, in the words “Erwartung . . . Ankunft . . . 
Freundes.” (Crossing Paths, 76) 





















































Ex. 2.13b. Brahms, F. A. E. Sonata, III, mm. 39–42. 
 
 
Although the F. A. E. Sonata was composed as in intimate gesture of fun for a 
beloved friend, it shows these composers’ skills at writing music that includes a cipher 
and their ability to embed the cipher into the musical fabric in a variety of ingenious ways 
that range from exceedingly obvious to practically imperceptible. It also proves that the 
use of musical ciphers was well understood and practiced in Schumann’s circle, and 
therefore that these composers most certainly could incorporate them into more serious 
music as a way to convey private meanings. As a case in point, Brahms also included the 
F-A-E cipher in the final movement of his F Minor Piano Sonata, Op. 5. 
 I should also briefly mention the motto “frei aber froh” [free but happy], which 
has widely come to be accepted as Brahms’s own motto, analogous to that of Joachim’s. 
Unlike with Joachim, however, there is no convincing evidence that Brahms included F-
A-F as a cipher in his music or even proclaimed it as a motto at all. The idea of a “frei 
aber froh” motto first appeared in Max Kalbeck’s biography, and it has found its way 
into Brahms scholarship ever since. Kalbeck asserts that Brahms adopted the motto 




various instances of the F-A-F cipher in works such as the Op. 10 Ballades, the First 
Piano Concerto, the First and Third Symphonies, and the A Minor String Quartet, Op. 
51/2.91 However, Michael Musgrave thoroughly debunks Kalbeck’s claims in his 1980 
article, citing documentary evidence (i.e. there is no known instance of Brahms ever 
mentioning the motto—we have to rely on Kalbeck’s word) and musical evidence (i.e. in 
the examples Kalbeck gives, Brahms never uses the basic form of the cell F-A-F—it was 
always altered in some way, by chromaticism, transposition, inversion, etc.).92 Thus, we 
will move on to the examination of other undisputed musical ciphers and avoid 
perpetuating Kalbeck’s thinly supported “frei aber froh” narrative. 
Other Ciphers 
 A common type of cipher favored by many composers, including those in 
Schumann’s circle, was to refer to others by name.93 Instead of putting their personal 
stamp on a composition by enciphering their own names or personal mottos, composers 
could thus acknowledge living people or pay homage to those who had passed. The 
composers within Schumann’s circle named four types of people: 1) other living 
composers (who tended also to be friends), 2) composers of the past, 3) romantic 
interests, and 4) fictional characters.  
 In category #1 (naming other living composers), we find Robert Schumann 
enciphering Niels Gade with the pitches G-A-D-E in his “Nordisches Lied” from Album 
for the Young, Op. 68. After the title, Schumann even included the inscription “Gruß an 
 
91 Max Kalbeck, Brahms [1910–14], (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1976), Vol. 1, 98. 
92 Michael Musgrave, “Frei aber Froh: A Reconsideration,” 19th-Century Music 3/3 (March 1980), 251–
58. 
93 Christopher Reynolds calls this “naming” but also includes within this category naming of oneself. See 




G.” [greetings to G(ade)],” thus hinting at some sort of puzzle to be solved. Another 
interesting example comes from Julius Otto Grimm’s Brahmanen Polka of 1854, which 
he presented to Brahms on the occasion of his twenty-first birthday along with a letter 
including the dedication to “dem lieben Johanni Kreislero juniori (Pseudonymo 
Brahms).” 94 The autograph score contains hand-written messages in the margins along 
with an inscription under the title that reads, “nebst obligatem, ganz frischem 
Geburtstags-Kuchen von Langenberg, so wie auch insonderheit nebst einigen 
wohlschmeckenden Geburtstags-Quinten zur besseren Verdauung” [along with the 
obligatory, very fresh birthday cake from Langenberg, and with a few tasty Birthday-
Fifths for better digestion]. The opening eight measures use the B-(r)-A-H-(m)-S cipher 
explicitly, with the text “Brahms!! Brahms!!” written in between the staves. Grimm 
enciphers the letters B-A-H-S with the usual B♭-A-B-E♭ and uses quarter rests for R, M, 
and ! (see example 2.14). In the following fourteen measures (mm. 9–22), Grimm repeats 
the pitches B♭-A-B-E♭ in gradually increasing rhythms and writes above the staves, 
“Erwache aus Deinen ledernen Träumereien und koste diesen Kuchen:” [Wake up from 
your leather dreams and taste this cake:]. Clearly, as evidenced by Grimm’s Brahmanen 
Polka and the F-A-E Sonata examined earlier, members of the Brahms-Schumann circle 
delighted in personalized musical exchanges, complete with inside jokes, ciphers, and 
humorous hat-tips. Oh, to receive such a birthday gift!  
 
 
94 Julius Otto Grimm. Brahmanen Polka (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1983). This edition of Grimm’s 






Ex. 2.14. Grimm, Brahmanen Polka, mm. 1–8. 
 
 
In category #2 (naming composers of the past), by far the most frequently 
enciphered name has been that of Bach.95 This may be due in large part to Bach’s lasting 
and profound influence and perhaps also because he was the first composer known to use 
a musical cipher. Within the Schumann circle, Brahms, Joachim, and Robert all 
composed works that incorporated the B-A-C-H cipher. Robert wrote his Sechs Fugen 
über den Namen BACH für Orgel oder Pianoforte mit Pedal, Op. 60 in 1845, the year 
that he and Clara jointly undertook an intensive study of Bach and counterpoint.96 
Brahms included the B-A-C-H motif in the cadenza that he composed for the first 
movement of Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 4, providing the letters in the score (see 
example 2.15). Niels Gade combined his own G-A-D-E cipher with B-A-C-H in the 
Intermezzo of his his Drei kleine Klavierstücke, Op. 2 (1840–41). And Joachim, as part 
of his counterpoint exchange with Brahms, wrote fugue subject and answers on B-A-C-H 
and provided them to Brahms for critiquing.97 In fact, the contrapuntal exchanges 
between Brahms and Joachim during 1856 were particularly ripe with instances of 
 
95 Malcolm Boyd has catalogued over 300 different works by various composers which include the B-A-C-
H cipher, and he notes that the list is not an exhaustive one. (Malcolm Boyd, “Bach,” Oxford Composer 
Companions: J. S. Bach, ed. Malcolm Boyd [Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1999], 50–
55.) 
96 See Chapter 3 (p. 90) for a more extended discussion of the Schumanns’ joint counterpoint studies. 




ciphers and included Joachim’s two-voice inversion canon on F-A-E and Gis-E-La (a 




Ex. 2.15. Brahms, Cadenza for Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 4 (I), mm. 23–26. 
 
 
Category #3 involves the enciphering of people with whom the composer was 
romantically involved. We will leave the issue of the supposed C-L-A-R-A cipher for the 
following section; for now, let it suffice to comment upon the indisputable instances 
where we see Robert, Brahms, and Joachim unquestionably embedding their love 
interests into their compositions with ciphers. In September of 1834, Robert became 
engaged to Ernestine von Fricken, and in December he began composing his Carnaval, 
Op. 9. As previously noted (see table 2.1 and p. 48), the piece is based on a four-note 
cipher, A-E♭-C-B, which stood for Ernestine’s hometown of Asch. In 1849, Joachim met 
Gisela von Arnim, thus beginning a complicated romantic relationship that only ended 
with her marriage to Herman Grimm in 1859. Unsurprisingly, her name finds its way into 
many of Joachim’s compositions, with Gis-E-La being represented with the pitches G♯-
E-A. These pieces include Drie Stücke fur Violine und Klavier, Op. 5 (1853), Variationen 
über ein eigenes Thema, Op. 10 (1855), the Overture to Shakespeare’s Henry IV (1855), 




Orchestra, Op. 12 (1858), and the Overture in G Minor, Op. 13 (1858), in addition to the 
aforementioned counterpoint exchanges with Brahms. For his part, Brahms enciphered 
Agathe von Siebold, with whom he became romantically involved in the autumn of 1858. 
Both his song for female vocal quartet “Und gehst du über den Kirchhof” (Op. 44, No. 
10) and his String Sextet (Op. 36, movement 1) use the A-G-A-B-E pitch cell to represent 
“Agathe.” 
Category #4 contains only works by Robert. He enciphered the name of fictional 
characters in two works. In his first published work, the “Abegg” Variations or Thème 
sur le nom Abegg varié pour le pianoforte, Op. 1, he used the pitches A-B♭-E-G-G to 
represent the fictional Comtesse Pauline d’Abegg. The theme, which begins with an 
unambiguous iteration of the cell, is followed by three variations and a “Finale alla 
Fantasia,” all of which use the melodic cell as a point of departure for motivic 
development. Schumann’s second instance of enciphering a fictional character appeared 
in a review that he published in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik in May of 1837. The 
review, entitled “Bericht an Jeanquirit in Augsburg über den letzten kunsthistorischen 
Ball beim Redacteur” [Editor’s Report to Jeanquirit in Augsburg on the Last Historical 
Art Ball], describes Beda as one of the two sisters hosting the fictitious ball with whom 
Florestan is in love. The article ends with a two-measure cadential figure on the name 
“Beda” (pitches B♭-E-D-A) (see figure 2.1).98 In this case, as Daverio notes, its 
placement at the end of the article and its cadential quality indicate that it doubles as an 
imagistic rendering of the “Finis” that is often printed at the end of stories and plays.99 
 
98 Neue Zeitschrift für Musik Vol. 6 (January–June 1837), 159–61. (Leipzig: C. F. Kahnt, 1834–1906). May 
19, 1837 entry. 






Fig. 2.1. Robert Schumann’s “Beda” cipher, Neue Zeitschrift für Musik, May 19, 1837. 
 
 Aside from the categories outlined above which all involve “naming” others, 
ciphers could be used for single words or for phrases. Robert did both. In “Mondnacht” 
from Liederkreis, Op. 39, which Robert composed during his first year of marriage to 
Clara, the pitches E-B-E represent “Ehe,” the German word for marriage. He had noticed 
the “musicality” of the word when writing to Clara in April 1838:  
Having to wait so long has also been good for us; many things will have 
been settled which usually come up after marriage. I just noticed that Ehe 
is a very musical word and at the same time a fifth [musical notes E, B, 
and E written in bass clef]. Back to my flaws.100  
 
The phrase “Lass das Fade, fass das Ächte,” which roughly translates to “Ignore what is 
merely fashionable, seize that which is genuine,” appears as a cipher in a short keyboard 
piece called “Rebus.” The piece was originally conceived as part of an album of short 
piano pieces that Robert presented to his oldest daughter Marie on her seventh birthday, 
most of which (not including the “Rebus”) were later published as part of Album for the 
Young, Op. 68.101 Robert also enciphered the phrase “Gade ade!” in a four-measure 
fragment setting of “Auf Wiedersehn” which he included in an 1844 letter to Joachim.  
 As John Daverio concludes, “both Brahms’s and Schumann’s musical cipher 
pieces drew on a network of genres—keyboard music, instrumental chamber music, lied, 
 
100 Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence of Clara and Robert Schumann, ed. Eva 
Weissweiler, trans. Hildegard Fritsch and Ronald L. Crawford (New York: Peter Lang, 1994–2002), Vol. 1, 
149. 




choral partsong—that was a perfect conduit for two of the chief markers of bourgeois 
culture: intimacy and high-minded diversion.”102 Indeed, the composers within the 
Schumann circle tended to include ciphers in their compositions as a form of intimate 
communication, to convey private meaning to a select few. They were sometimes used 
less formally, written in private letters and meant for a single person—the ultimate 
“inside joke” for accomplished musicians who spoke the same esoteric language. At 
other times, they were publicly announced in order to honor another composer or as an 
act of homage for a composer of the past. Always, though, they imbued the music with an 
element of extramusical meaning and an additional layer of expressive content.  
The “Clara” Cipher Debate 
 One cipher that has received an abundance of attention is the so-called “Clara” 
cipher. Beginning with Eric Sams’s series of articles in the mid-1960s and early 1970s, 
the case for a “Clara” cipher has been met with mixed reactions, with some scholars 
endorsing and expanding the idea and others viewing it with skepticism or even arguing 
against it. In his 1965 article “Did Schumann Use Ciphers?”, Sams claims that Robert 
represented Clara with the pitch combination C-B(♭)-A-G(♯)-A, and he notes the cipher’s 
appearance in Myrthen, Op. 25, Liederkreis, Op. 24, Dichterliebe, Op. 48, and 
Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6.103 Two months later a response was published which 
included letters and comments from Nicholas Temperley, Ian Parrot, and Malcolm 
Boyd.104 Temperley strongly questions Sams’s findings while Parrot and Boyd provide 
letters of support with additional comments on the E-H-E cipher (Parrot) and Brahms’s 
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ciphers (Boyd). Sams followed up his initial article with more articles, a book, and even a 
video.105 Later he published articles regarding Brahms’s supposed use of the “Clara” 
cipher.106  
 Unlike with ciphers such as “Abegg” and “Asch,” there is no documentary 
evidence in which Robert actually indicates that he used a cipher for Clara. Therefore, the 
question of whether or not Robert, and later Brahms, encoded Clara’s name into their 
music remains unanswered. Several scholars have accepted Sams’s claims and have 
contributed to the narrative with their own findings. These include David Brodbeck, 
Constantin Floros, Raymond Knapp, Malcolm MacDonald, Michael Musgrave, Dillon 
Parmer, Christopher Reynolds, and Elaine Sisman. For instance, in his article “Symbolic 
Motifs in the Music of Brahms,” Parmer discusses the Clara cipher and notes its 
appearance in the Op. 8 piano trio, the Op. 9 variations, the A-minor prelude and fugue 
from the counterpoint exchange with Joachim, the “Edward” Ballade, and the first 
movement of the Op. 60 “Werther” Quartet.107 Brodbeck bases some of his analysis of 
the first movement of Brahms’s Symphony No. 1 on the acceptance of the Clara 
cipher.108 And Reynolds asks rhetorically, “Are we to imagine that Schumann, Brahms, 
and Joachim would have had symbols for Ernestine von Fricken, Agatha Seybold, and 
Gisela von Arnim but not for Clara?”109  
 
105 See: Eric Sams, “The Schumann Ciphers,” Musical Times 107/1479 (May 1966), 392–400; Eric Sams, 
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Robert Schumann [1969], 3rd ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1993); Eric Sams, Code and Cypher: The 
Secret Language of Music [Video] (Princeton, NJ: Films for the Humanities & Sciences, 1993).  
106 See: Eric Sams, “Brahms and His Musical Love Letters,” The Musical Times 112/1538 (April 1971), 
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Others have been more skeptical of the Clara cipher and have pointed out 
inconsistencies in Sams’s argument. Among them are George Bozarth, John Daverio, 
Heather Platt, Charles Rosen, Michael Struck, and James Webster. In Crossing Paths, for 
example, Daverio states, “And to be sure, a close examination of Sams’s work reveals it 
to be riddled with logical inconsistencies and otherwise characterized by wild surmise, a 
troubling disregard for and misinterpretation of the documentary evidence, and an 
inattention to the evidence provided by the music itself.”110 While he concedes that it is 
possible that Schumann had a Clara cipher, he says it is not probable, adding: 
To find traces of Schumann’s embodiment of Clara in four- and five-note 
cells that supposedly utter “Clara” is a naïve, musically unconvincing, and 
ultimately pointless enterprise: naïve because the images of a loved one 
cannot be translated directly into pitches, unconvincing because as often 
as not the pitch cells do not coincide with musically significant ideas, and 
pointless because the argument for Schumann’s invention of a cipher to 
encipher Clara is absolutely without foundation. Hasn’t the time come, 
then, to cast this theory aside? And having recognized Schumann’s Clara 
cipher as a fiction, shouldn’t we do the same with Brahms’s, for how 
could Brahms have learned something from his mentor that never existed 
in the first place?111 
 
Some scholars take a more cautious approach, walking the line between 
acceptance and denial of the Clara cipher. One such example is Judith Chernaik’s recent 
article, “Brahms’s Clara Themes Revisited,” in which she mentions the Clara cipher and 
its controversy, and then quickly moves on to focus not on the cipher, but on Brahms’s 
allusions to the music of Clara and Robert. For instance, she points out the similarity 
between Brahms’s Op. 5 Piano Sonata (opening of Andante and Intermezzo movements) 
and Robert’s “Mondnacht” from Liederkreis, Op. 39.112 She also sees a connection 
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between the slow movement of Brahms’s Piano Concerto No. 1 (with ties to Robert’s 
Symphonies in D minor and C major and Clara’s “Notturno” and “Andantino” themes) 
and Brahms’s late piano pieces, including “Romance” from Op. 118, the first Intermezzo 
from Op. 119, and the Intermezzo No. 6 of Op. 116.113 I will adopt a stance similar to 
Chernaik, one in which I acknowledge Sams’s substantial contribution to the study of 
extra-compositional and extramusical associations while conceding that the argument for 
a Clara cipher is problematic. For the works discussed in this document, I will mention 
when the cipher’s appearance has been noted but then focus instead on other ways in 
which the three composers referenced each other and their works.  
Possible Justifications for Extra-Compositional  
and Extramusical References 
 Having examined the methods by which members of the Schumann circle 
referenced other works, other composers, and other extramusical ideas in their own 
music, let us consider some of the reasons they would choose to do so. Christopher 
Reynolds reminds us that, according to Robert Schumann, musical allusions must have 
some sort of poetic or intellectual justification: 
[W]hen Schumann objected to resemblances, he criticized them not for the 
similarity in pitches, but because they did not also contain some poetic or 
intellectual justification. In his essay on Berlioz’s Symphonie fantastique 
he referred to “those lame, boring symphony-makers who had the ability 
to imitate adequately the powdered wigs of Haydn and Mozart, but not the 
heads underneath them.” [From 10 March 1840; Robert Schumann, 
Gesammelte Schriften über Musik und Musiker, 5th ed., Vol. 1, 461] 
Already by 1835 Schumann had commented on the resemblance of 
Mendelssohn’s E-Major Piano Sonata, op. 6 to Beethoven’s op. 101, 
portraying the derivation positively: “yet this is not caused by weak 
unoriginality, but rather by intellectual relationship.” [Translation from 
Robert Schumann, Music and Musicians: Essays and Criticism, 2nd 
series, trans. and ed. Fanny Raymond Ritter (4th ed., London, n.d.), 253.] 
And when Robert criticized Clara for beginning a work with open fifths, it 
 




was not simply that it was too reminiscent of the opening of Beethoven’s 
Ninth; rather, her beginning lacked a deeper internal motivation to justify 
the resemblance. [Mark Evan Bonds, After Beethoven: Imperatives of 
Originality in the Symphony (Cambridge, Mass., 1996), 113.]114 
 
In other words, for present-day scholars examining the music of the Schumann circle, it is 
not enough to simply identify musical allusions. Instead, we must search for the meaning 
behind the references, always cognizant of the fact that for Schumann and his followers, 
allusions had meaning. The reasons a composer might choose to include an allusion or 
other type of reference are many and varied, and the likelihood of identifying a 
reasonable justification for such references can be increased with a combination of 
documentary and musical evidence. This, in turn, helps us to uncover the expressive 
meaning of the references. However, before approaching individual cases, it is helpful to 
have in mind a set of the most common factors that may motivate a composer to include 
external references in their music. To that end, I have included Table 2.3, which serves as 
an overview for the forthcoming discussion. The order of the items is arbitrary—it does 





















Table 2.3. Possible justifications for external references. 
1) To add an element of Humor or Witz115 
 
2) To emulate a prior composer; perhaps to surpass the “master” 
 
3) To pay homage 
 
4) To show that the composer is part of a cultural or national tradition 
 
5) As a jolly amusement to challenge lively minds 
 
6) As a method of communication among initiates only 
 
7) As a method of self-expression for private emotions 
 




For Robert Schumann, the use of extra-compositional references is related to his 
system of musical fragments. Of the five categories that John Daverio eloquently laid out 
in his 1993 book, three in particular are often activated as a result of Schumann’s extra-
compositional references and vice versa: quotation, Humor, and Witz.116 Quotations, as 
defined by Daverio, “are fragments of the thought complexes from which they have been 
forcibly torn,” adding that “although Schumann was not the first artist to translate the 
technique into musical terms, few nineteenth-century composers explored the 
possibilities of the allusive reference as thoroughly as he.”117 The link between quotation 
and extra-compositional reference is obvious, since quotation is the most direct and 
recognizable method of referencing another work. In addition to literal quotations, 
 
115 The terms Humor and Witz have different meanings in German than they do in English. Likewise, they 
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Schumann also includes figurative quotations in his music, which create the perception of 
a quotation, even when no earlier source actually exists. For example, in the eighth of his 
Novelletten, Op. 21, the section marked “Stimme aus der Ferne” gives the impression of a 
quotation, with its designation as a “voice from the distance” and its delineation from the 
surrounding texture and affect. However, it is a newly composed melody, and therefore it 
functions as a figurative quotation rather than the quotation of an actual prior work.  
Schumann’s concept of Humor (that is, the German Humor which does not have a 
ready analog in English or French) likely grew out of his fondness for the writings of 
Jean Paul. According to Daverio, Jean Paulian Humor results from the “contrast of 
incommensurable entities,” and it manifests itself in Schumann’s music in various types 
of contrast—the contrast of characters (e.g.  Florestan and Eusebius), the contrast of 
tonalities (e.g. starting in one key and ending in another), and the contrast of styles (e.g. 
high versus low).118 Therefore, when Schumann includes a reference to a completely 
different work in one of his own compositions, such as the “Großvater-Tanz” reference in 
the Finale of Carnaval, there is an element of Humor at play. The juxtaposition of a 
seventeenth-century bourgeois dance with the “March of the Davidsbündler against the 
Philistines” is indeed a contrast of incommensurable entities. In his 1844 review of 
Schumann’s piano works, C. Koßmaly wrote of the Grandfather Dance’s appearance in 
Faschingsschwank aus Wien and Carnaval:  
Also the Faschingsschwank aus Wien, Op. 26, a companion piece to 
Carnaval—at least one finds all the same colorful variety and bright, 
pleasantly effervescent mood. Humoristic heat lightning flits through all 
its segments, fireworks of wit and gay exuberance dart upward from all 
sides, and we are surrounded by hissing, mischievous bursts of roguish 
mockery and the most unrestrained frolicking, for example on pp. 7 and 8–
9, where among other things the old-fashioned, narrow-minded and 
 




genuinely philistine motive “When grandfather took grandmother,” which 
also appears in Carnaval, introduces a grotesque contrast and produces a 
genuinely comic rococo effect.119 
 
Daverio also points out how musical ciphers include a humorous dimension. Referring to 
Robert’s piano piece “Rebus,” he states: 
[H]umor arises from our sudden realization of the unusual consequences 
that can be drawn from chance similarities between apparently different 
things, in this case musical pitches and letters of the alphabet. This, at 
least, was how humor was understood by Schumann’s favorite author, 
Jean Paul.120 
 
Witz, which is associated with understanding on the part of the reader/listener, is 
defined as “the ability to discern remote similarities; to posit connections between 
markedly contrasting entities.”121 Daverio explains that, with Witz, intentional 
formlessness and fragmentation are to be praised, and he continues:  
[For Schlegel, and thus for Schumann,] “Logical” unfolding is not to be 
expected of a body of utterances that is by nature both aphoristic and 
enigmatic; the hidden connections, the allusive links [emphasis added], the 
network of relationships that the “witty” artist produces and the “witty” 
receptor of the text descries now count for everything.122 
 
Brahms, too, associated musical allusions with Witz. In one of his few direct 
acknowledgements of musical borrowing, Brahms actually used the term Witz 
when asking Max Kalbeck if he had noticed the allusion in his song “Auf dem 
Kirchhofe” [In the Churchyard], Op. 105, No. 4—mm. 26–28 allude to the final 
harmonization in Bach’s St. Matthew Passion, Wenn ich einmal soll scheiden 
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[When once I must depart].123 Likewise, as Paul Berry points out, Brahms also 
used the term Witz in reference to the allusive gestures in “Es liebt sich so lieblich 
im Lenze,” Op. 71, No. 1 and “O schöne Nacht,” Op. 92, No. 1.124 
A second possible justification for the inclusion of an extra-compositional 
reference is to emulate a prior, likely revered, composer. Both Brahms and the 
Schumanns looked up to composers of the past, particularly Bach and Beethoven. 
Therefore, when Brahms, for example, references Beethoven’s “Hammerklavier” Sonata 
at the beginning of his own Piano Sonata No. 1, Op. 1, he is emulating Beethoven out of 
reverence and respect. The connection, which would have been immediately apparent to 
the Schumanns when they first heard Brahms perform the piece on that first visit of 
October 1, 1853, is meant to elevate the music and to announce it as “serious” music in 
the tradition of the great German composers. Likewise, when Clara noted in her diary that 
“the spirit of Beethoven breathes through them all [Brahms’s Op. 9 variations],” it was 
meant as the highest form of praise, and had she uttered these words to him, Brahms 
would have interpreted them as such.125 At some point in a composer’s career, it is also 
possible that emulation may in fact turn into a disguised form of one-upmanship, of 
outdoing a previous composer and asserting complete command over a musical language.  
Related to the idea of emulation, composers frequently incorporated extra-
compositional references as a means of paying homage to deceased composers. These 
kinds of references were sometimes publicly announced, as in Robert’s Etüden in Form 
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freier Variationen, WoO 31 of 1832–35, and other times they were more or less 
concealed. Extramusical references, particularly ciphers, were also used by the Schumann 
circle as acts of homage to composers of the past (e.g. Robert’s Six Fugues on the Name 
BACH for Organ, Op. 60), but also to pay tribute to living friends and colleagues. For 
instance, in the F. A. E. Sonata, all three composers pay tribute to Joachim, but also, 
Brahms and Schumann pay tribute to Dietrich as they reference his first movement in 
their own movements. Daverio, who identified a cluster of cultural motifs to which 
Robert’s cipher pieces relate (homage, rebus, parlor game, children’s book, and maxim), 
states, “For Brahms, the most important of the motifs we have previously located in 
Schumann’s cipher pieces is undoubtedly the homage to a revered predecessor or 
contemporary.”126 
 Another factor in referencing other works comes from the desire to establish 
oneself as part of a cultural and/or national tradition. In Chapter 6 of Motives for 
Allusion, Christopher Reynolds offers an illuminating discussion of the challenge 
composers of Brahms’s time faced with regard to extra-compositional references. He 
writes: 
More self-consciously than in other eras, composers, writers, and artists of 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were subject to what has been 
termed “the originality paradox,” a modernist tension between individual 
originality and the need to be a part of a cultural/national tradition.127  
 
This speaks to the balance that composers had to strike between original inspiration and 
cultural heritage, between the image of the divinely inspired “genius” and one who 
speaks the language of an inherited national style. It also suggests that composers might 
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take steps to conceal allusions from the general public, lest they be subjected to the 
scrutiny of prying reminiscence-hunters.128 
 Sometimes extra-compositional and extramusical references were included as a 
source of amusement for the inquisitive listener, especially in genres that could be 
associated with high-minded diversion such as keyboard music and Lieder. Robert’s 
“Rätsel” [“Riddle”], No. 16 from Myrthen, Op. 25 would fall into this category. The text 
comes from English poet, Catherine Maria Fanshawe, and Schumann set the German 
translation by Karl Friedrich Ludwig Kannegießer. The answer to the riddle is the letter 
H, which in German is called “Ha” and which is associated with breath. Schumann 
therefore emphasizes the pitch B (which is the German note H), beginning the song with 
a whole-note unison B in octaves and ending the song with B’s in the piano and voice 
with instructions that the singer not sing the final pitch. Kannegießer’s text and its poetic 
translation is provided below. Although some of the wordplay resulting from the play on 
German words pronounced with and without the aspirate –h is lost in the translation, one 
can still see how the text would lead Schumann to cleverly turn to the pitch B into an 
extramusical reference that serves as an answer to the riddle.  
 
 Translation of “Rätsel”129  
(German text by Karle Friedrich Ludwig Kannegießer) 
 
Es flüstert’s der Himmel, es murrt es die Hölle, 
It is whispered in ‘Himmel’ [heaven], it is murmured in ‘Hölle’ [hell], 
 
Nur schwach klingt’s nach in des Echos Welle, 
in ‘Echos’ [echoes] it is but weakly sounded, 
 
Und kommt es zur Fluth, so wird es stumm, 
and in words like ‘Fluth’ [flood] it becomes mute, 
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Auf den Höh’n, da hörst du sein zwiefach Gesumm. 
in the ‘Höhen’ [heights], you hear it hummed twice. 
 
Das Schlachtengewühl liebt’s fliehet den Frieden, 
It loves ‘Schlachtengewühl’ [battle’s uproar], but flees from ‘Frieden’ [peace], 
 
Es ist nicht Männern noch Frauen beschieden, 
it is not given to ‘Männern’ [men] nor ‘Frauen’ [women], 
 
Doch jeglichem Thier, nur must du’s sezieren, 
but even ‘Thier' [animals] have it, you must first dissect them, 
 
Nicht ist’s in der Poesie zu erspüren, 
it is not to be found in ‘Poesie’ [poetry], 
 
Die Wissenschaft hat es, vor allem sie, 
‘Wissenschaft’ [science] has it, and above all, 
 
Die Gottesgelahrtheit und Philosophie. 
‘Gottesgelahrtheit’ [theology] and ‘Philosophie’ [philosophy] 
 
Bei den Helden führt es den Vorsitz immer, 
With ‘Helden’ [heroes] it is always in the forefront, 
 
Doch mangelt’s den Schwachen auch innerlich nimmer, 
but it is never lacking in ‘Schwachen’ [weak] or ‘innerlich’ [inwardly], 
 
Es findet sich richtig in jedem Haus, 
it is correctly found in every ‘Haus’ [house], 
 
Denn ließe man’s fehlen, so wär es aus. 
for if it were missing, it would be ‘aus’. 
 
In Griechenland klein, an des Thiber Borden 
In the word ‘Griechenland’ [Greece] it is small, on the banks of the ‘Thiber’ [Tiber] 
 
Ist’s größer, am größten in Deutschland geworden. 
it is larger, it becomes the largest of all in ‘Deutschland’[Germany] 
 
Im Schatten birgt’s sich, im Blümchen auch. 
It hides in ‘Schatten’ [shadows] and also in ‘Blümchen’ [little flowers]. 
 
Du hauchst es täglich, 
You ‘hauchst’ [breathe] it daily, 
 
es ist nur ein (was ist’s?). Es ist nur ein . . . 
it is only an (What is it?) It is only an . . . 
 
 
 Composers within the Schumann circle frequently used extra-compositional and 
extramusical references as a means of private communication amongst themselves. As 




unnoticeable to the general public. For example, when Brahms incorporated the F-A-E 
cipher into the Finale of his Piano Sonata No. 3, Op. 5, the unassuming listener would not 
have realized that there was an external reference with private meaning. However, for 
Joachim and his closest friends, the unadorned F-A-E pitches in the melodic line coupled 
with the change of key and the new texture, would have allowed for an immediate 
recognition of the reference (see example 2.16). The passage would only have private 
meaning for those initiates who had previous knowledge of Joachim’s frei aber einsam 




Ex. 2.16. Brahms, Piano Sonata No. 3, Op. 5, Finale, mm. 37–40. 
 
At the most private end of the spectrum, composers may include external 
references as a means of self-expression, to express an emotion or idea that they intend to 
keep to themselves. Accordingly, one would expect that these types of references would 
be thoroughly concealed in the music and that there would be no documentary evidence 
available to prove the connections with any degree of certainty. Unfortunately for the 
scholar, this results in a higher level of speculation and subjectivity with the strength of 
the argument often resting on elusive musical evidence. Paul Berry, in Part 4 of his book 
Brahms Among Friends, explores some of these types of references. For instance, he 




Wald,” Op. 72, No. 3, claiming that the allusion (its horn fifths in particular) was not 
meant to be recognizable to anyone except Brahms himself.130 He also uncovers a 
connection between Brahms’s “Auf dem Kirchhofe,” Op. 105 No. 4 and his earlier song 
“Ein Sonett,” Op. 14, No. 4—a connection which he admits may be the most speculative 
case study in the book—and posits that, “Brahms might have understood the act of 
musical borrowing as a means of effecting personal catharsis.”131 Likewise, I would 
argue that Brahms found catharsis in composing a set of variations on an admired 
composer’s theme (Op. 9) and including within it a variety of intertextual references. 
(This will be explored fully in Chapter 5.) The challenges that these types of references 
present to the scholar notwithstanding, they are worth investigating as they may lead to 
unique insights into composers’ personal psyches and can reveal additional layers of 
expressive meaning in the music.  
 Finally, we must consider the possibility of unconscious borrowing. Skeptics of 
certain allusions and ciphers often argue that there are only so many notes in the scale, 
and therefore unintentional similarities are inevitable in tonal music. Charles Rosen 
cautions: 
[I]t should be noted that although there are twelve notes in the chromatic 
scale, and one might think that the permutation of twelve elements will 
give a large variety of forms, nevertheless almost all tonal melodies 
outline in some way the three notes of the tonic triad, and the permutation 
of three elements provides only a very small number of basic forms. Each 
tonal melody is therefore structurally identical with thousands of others, 
and most of the resemblances that one finds are consequently trivial.132 
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This is indeed something to take into consideration and is one reason why documentary 
evidence and musical evidence beyond melodic reminiscences remain welcome 
discoveries when conducting this sort of research—they strengthen the argument for 
intentional references. Others have reasoned that unconscious borrowing and 
unintentional references are unlikely. For instance, Christopher Reynolds points out that 
“by the time a work was sent off for publication, the composer had had time to recognize 
unintended musical similarities with other works and then to enhance, obscure, ignore, or 
remove theme.”133 An exchange between Clara and Brahms from the fall of 1891 would 
seem to prove Reynolds’s point. In preparing her Mozart concerto cadenzas for 
publication, Clara was dismayed with the realization that they contained much of 
Brahms’s music in them—a fact she had forgotten. Therefore, she planned to print his 
initials and the words “with partial use of a Cadenza by Brahms” where appropriate. In 
response, Brahms wrote to her:  
I beg you very sincerely simply to let the cadenzas go into the world with 
your name. Even the smallest J.B. would only look peculiar; it really isn’t 
worth the trouble, and I could show you many a more recent work in 
which there is more by me than an entire cadenza! What’s more, by rights 
I would then have to add to my loveliest melodies: actually by Cl. Sch.!134 
 
However, contrary to Reynolds’s claim, the anecdote also proves that unconscious 
borrowing does happen regularly (even the reticent Brahms admits to it in his gracious 
response), and thus there are likely many instances where the composer does not realize 
the similarities before publication, if ever. Another viewpoint adopted by some scholars 
is to admit that some references happen unconsciously but to also argue that, despite the 
composer’s intentions or lack thereof, intertextual resonances provide the listener with a 
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valid means of interpreting the composition’s expressive content. In their widely 
influential article “The Intentional Fallacy,” William K. Wimsatt and Monroe C. 
Beardsley argue that “the intention of the author is neither available nor desirable” for the 
reader to interpret.135 Though they write from the perspective of literary criticism, their 
position can be applied to music as well. If we accept their premise, intertextual 
references have something to tell us about the music, regardless of whether or not they 
were intended by the composer. In other words, the composer does not control musical 
meaning, but rather, the listener generates it, building upon his own set of experiences 
and emotions.  
Each of the viewpoints regarding unintentional borrowing has validity, and it is 
my stance that intertextual references must be assessed on a case-by-case basis. If a 
reference occurs simply as a result of a common set of stylistic devices and a shared tonal 
language, then the reference will not expand our understanding of the music or the 
composer, and therefore is of little consequence. When the intentionality of a reference 
can be proven or nearly so—through clues in the score or with biographical 
information—we can then move confidently into interpreting its implications and 
resultant expressive meaning. For the many intertextual references that fall into the gray 
area in between, we must draw upon all available analytical and historical resources to 
discern if the reference was made intentionally or not. And if a conclusion cannot be 
reached, we must ask ourselves a) if the reference was intentional, what does it tell us 
about the music?, and b) if the reference was not intentional, is it still worth exploring in 
terms of its potential expressive implications? 
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Intended Audiences and Levels of Secrecy 
Assuming that some sort of intention on the part of the composer can be 
established, one must also explore who, if anyone, was meant to notice and glean 
meaning from an extra-compositional or extramusical reference. In Chapter 1, we briefly 
distinguished between quotations, public allusions, and veiled allusions and examined an 
example of each. However, more must be said regarding the intended audiences for these 
and other types of references, including ciphers, topical references, and depictive 
gestures.  
The categories outlined in Table 2.3, “Possible Justifications for External 
References,” often correlate with distinct types of audiences and relative levels of 
intimacy. For instance, if the justification is as a “jolly intellectual amusement to 
challenge lively minds” (category #5), then the intended audience would be intellectual 
listeners from the general public, as with Schumann’s “Rätsel.” References meant to 
serve as acts of homage (category #3) would also have been meant to reach a broad 
audience, with composer often acknowledging the debt publicly with titles such as 
“Variations on a Theme of . . .” or annotations in the score. 
The types of references that are most relevant to the current study are those that 
were meant for private audiences—for a handful of close friends, for an individual 
person, or indeed for no one at all. In the mid-nineteenth century, it was common for 
composers to allude to each other’s works, to include subtle hat-tips to each other that 
were often hidden from the general public. (This would fall into category #6 from Table 
2.3: References meant as a method of communication among initiates only.) Paul Berry 




Among Friends. For example, he demonstrates how Brahms borrows from Julius 
Stockhausen’s “Die Wellen blinken” in his own setting of the same Heine poem, “Es 
liebt sich so lieblich im Lenze,” given to the Stockhausens on the occasion of the birth of 
their third son, Johannes.136 He also uncovers several instances of Heinrich von 
Herzogenberg alluding to works by Brahms and Brahms alluding to works by 
Herzogenberg.137 Examples of Robert Schumann referring to his friends’ and 
contemporaries’ music include his appropriation of Johann Wenzel Kalliwoda’s First 
Symphony Menuetto in his Fourth Symphony Scherzo (first discovered by R. Larry 
Todd) and his allusion to Ignaz Moscheles’s Grande Sonate, Op. 47 in his Overture, 
Scherzo, and Finale, Op. 52 (first observed by Christopher Reynolds).138 
In addition to communicating through musical quotations and allusions, members 
of the Schumann circle delighted in symbolism, metaphors, and ciphers, often using them 
as a means of disguising private messages and inside jokes. In his discussion of 
Schumann’s “Neue Bahnen” essay of October 1853, Constantin Floros puts it this way: 
If we look at these testimonies in combination with Schumann’s talk about 
the “true apostle’” Brahms, we can presume that Schumann, who had a 
weakness for symbols, saw in Brahms his “favorite disciple,” as Christ did 
in John. Seeing the relationship in this light, we may also realize that the 
“jocular address” Mynheer Domine, with which Brahms apostrophizes 
Schumann on November 29, 1853, is not just a joke but has a deeper 
meaning. For this “jocular address,” as Brahms himself calls it, reveals 
that Brahms was in on Schumann’s roguish-symbolic play with 
theological concepts and now wanted to make his own supplementary 
contribution to the game. If Schumann saw in him the messiah and apostle 
and proclaimed him publicly as such, he now wanted in turn to make 
clear, with the “jocular address” and the entire letter, that he saw himself 
only as the “envoy” of the “Lord” Schumann.139 
 
 
136 Berry, Brahms Among Friends, see Chapter 2 (73–105). 
137 Berry, Brahms Among Friends, see Chapter 3 (109–33) and Chapter 4 (134–72). 
138 Todd, “On Quotation,” 102. Reynolds, Motives for Allusion, 42. 




In other words, they were in on each other’s jokes, symbolism, and hidden messages, and 
they communicated in highly veiled and esoteric ways.  
 For the scholar, the questions that may inevitably follow are, “If references like 
these were private, meant only for a very select few, how are they relevant to us today? 
And likewise, do we have any right to uncover them?” To the second question, the 
answer is an unequivocal “yes,” with the reasons stemming from the answer to the first 
question. The relevance of these types of private allusions and references was touched 
upon in Chapter 1 (see p. 5) but can be more fully appreciated with the words of R. Larry 
Todd and Paul Berry. Regarding Robert Schumann, Todd writes: 
In endeavoring to unmask allusions, we enter a realm of conjecture that 
can be as elusive and ephemeral as Schumann’s butterflies. Yet the 
attempt must be made, even if we lose ourselves in the web: to explicate 
Schumann’s music is inevitably to consider the possibility of external 
references, of the rich intertextuality between his music and external 
musical-literary ideas.140 
 
And regarding Brahms, Berry writes: 
Yet only amid the give and take of stable, long-term relationships could 
Brahms’s music fully engage the varieties of rhetorical potential 
instantiated in the minds and bodies of the musicians around him. Where 
surviving evidence permits even its fragmentary reconstruction, that 
potential can reshape our understanding of his social sphere and his 
compositional methods alike. . . . [G]iven sufficient evidence from both 
musical and documentary sources, the collection of allusive gestures 
investigated here offers the chance to plausibly reconstruct and 
imaginatively inhabit the intersections of aesthetic perception and social 
praxis among members of a tight-knit musical community increasingly 
distant from our own.”141 
 
Paradoxically, Brahms would have abhorred this kind of research. His secrecy regarding 
his compositional processes is well known, and he would bristle if anyone dared to point 
 
140 Todd, “On Quotation,” 92. 




out allusions in his works. Even Clara was met with irritation when she noted a 
reminiscence from Robert’s Manfred Overture in the second subject of the opening 
movement of Brahms’s First Symphony. As Ernst Rudorff recalled, Brahms responded 
irascibly, “Yes, I know, of course, that I have no individuality.”142 Therefore, despite the 
fact that uncovering private references in their music would no doubt horrify Schumann, 





142 Ernst Rudorff, “Johannes Brahms: Erinnerungen und Betrachtungen,” Schweizerische Musikzeitung 97 











EARLY INSTANCES OF MUSICAL EXCHANGES  
BETWEEN ROBERT AND CLARA 
 
Throughout their relationship, Robert and Clara Schumann privately 
communicated between themselves and publicly honored each other through their 
compositions. Even before their relationship turned romantic, Robert and Clara engaged 
in a musical back-and-forth of dedications and thematic borrowings. Their musical 
exchanges only increased as their relationship evolved and continued until Robert’s 
mental deterioration and institutionalization in 1854. Their methods of musical 
engagement ranged from public dedications of works to gifts given privately for special 
occasions. In addition, they each took as inspiration the works of the other, interweaving 
each other’s musical ideas into their own works and sometimes creating entire sets of 
variations on the other’s theme. Although it is not an exhaustive list, Table 3.1 provides a 
chronological summary of Robert and Clara’s nearly lifelong musical exchanges and 
serves as an overview for this chapter. Everything on the list has already been identified 









Table 3.1. Chronological listing of Robert and Clara Schumann’s musical exchanges. 
Composer Work Year Comments 
 
Clara Wieck Romance variée, Op. 3 1831–33 Dedicated to Robert 
 
Robert Schumann Impromptus sur une 
romance de Clara Wieck, 
Op. 5 
 
1833 Theme from Clara’s Romance 
variée, Op. 3 
Robert Schumann Carnaval, Op. 9 1834–35 “Chiarina” evokes the young 
Clara 




   
Piano Sonata in F-sharp 
Minor, Op. 11 
   
1832–35 
   
Dedicated to Clara; Quotes 
Clara’s Scène fantastique, Op. 5, 
No. 4 
 
Robert Schumann Concert sans orchestra, 
Op. 14 (movement 2) 
1835–36 Theme from Clara’s (lost) 
Andantino 
 
Robert Schumann Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6 1837 Quotes Clara’s Soirées 
musicales, Op. 6 (Mazurka) 
 
Robert Schumann Piano Sonata in G Minor, 
Op. 22 
1833–38 Quotes Clara’s Romanze, Op. 
11, No. 1 
 
Robert Schumann Novelletten, Op. 21 1838 Quotes Clara’s Soirées 
musicales, Op. 6 (Notturno) 
 
Robert Schumann “little piece” in A major, 
later published as No. 1 in 
Bunte Blätter, Op. 99 
 
1838 Christmas gift for Clara 
Clara Wieck Trois romances pour le 
piano, Op. 11 
  









Dedicated to Clara, wedding gift 
for Clara 
 
Clara Schumann Three songs: “Am 










Table 3.1, continued 
 
Composer Work Year Comments 
  
Robert Schumann “Sehnsucht nach der 
Waldgegend,” No. 5 from 
Op. 35 
  
1840 Christmas gift for Clara 
Clara and Robert 
Schumann 
Zwölf Gedichte aus F. 
Rückerts Liebesfrühling 
  
1841 Jointly composed 
Clara Schumann Piano Sonata in G Minor  1841 Christmas gift for Robert 
(Allegro and Scherzo 
movements completed in 
December as gifts; two 
additional movements completed 
in January) 
  
Robert Schumann lullaby, later published as 
“Schlummerlied,” No. 16 
from Op. 124 
  
1841 Christmas gift for Clara and 
daughter Marie 
Robert Schumann Piano Quintet, Op. 44 1842 Dedicated to Clara 
 
Clara Schumann Three songs: “Lorelei,” 
“Ich hab’ in deinem 
Auge,” “Oh weh des 
Scheidens” 
  
1843 Birthday gift for Robert 
Clara Schumann Prelude and Fugue in F-
sharp Minor 
1845 Gift for Robert, result of their 
joint counterpoint studies 
  
Clara Schumann Piano Concerto in F Minor 
(unfinished) 
  
1847 Birthday gift for Robert 
Clara Schumann Drei gemischte Chöre 1848 Birthday gift for Robert 
  
Robert Schumann Bilder aus Osten, Op. 66 1848 Christmas gift for Clara 
  
Robert Schumann Overture to Hermann und 
Dorothea, Op. 136 
  
1851 Dedicated to Clara 
Clara Schumann Variations on a Theme of 
Robert Schumann, Op. 20 
1853 Theme from Robert’s F-sharp 
minor piece of 1841, dedicated 
to Robert, birthday gift for 
Robert 
  
Robert Schumann Variations on a Theme in 
E-flat Major, WoO 24 
    




Dedications and Gifts 
 Both Robert and Clara dedicated works to each other, starting with Clara’s 
Romance variée, Op. 3 of 1833 and ending with Robert’s so-called Geistervariationen of 
1854. In addition, throughout their marriage, they gave each other tender and personal 
gifts in the form of compositions. In order to demonstrate the breadth and the evolution of 
their musical dedications and gifts, I will first discuss Robert’s compositions and then 
turn to Clara’s. 
For Clara 
 Robert officially dedicated five pieces to Clara over the course of his career: the 
Piano Sonata in F-sharp Minor of 1835, the song cycle Myrthen of 1840, the Piano 
Quintet in E-flat Major, the Hermann und Dorothea overture of 1851, and the 
Geistervariationen of 1854. The wording of the dedications themselves tend to be more 
personal. Whereas most of Robert’s dedications read simply as “Franz Liszt gewidmet” 
(Op. 17) or “Walther von Goethe zugeeignet” (Op. 6),143 the dedications to Clara often 
include the possessive pronoun “his” and adjectives “dear” and “beloved.” For instance, 
Robert dedicates Hermann und Dorothea to “Seiner lieben Clara” [his dear Clara] and 
Myrthen to “Seiner geliebten Braut” [his beloved bride]. Other than these pieces for 
Clara, Robert only uses the possessive pronoun in four other works, seemingly reserving 
it for more intimate and personal dedications that say “dedicated to his friend, —": 
Kreisleriana (Seinem Freunde F. Chopin zugeeignet), Overture, Scherzo, und Finale 
(Seinem Freunde Joh. J. H. Verhulst zugeeignet), the Op. 41 String Quartets (Seinem 
 




Freunde Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy zugeeignet), and the Symphonic Etudes (Seinem 
Freunde William Sterndale Bennett gewidmet).  
 The Piano Sonata in F-sharp Minor, Op. 11, which Robert completed in 1835, 
corresponds to the beginning of his romantic relationship with Clara. The published score 
simply says “Fräulein Clara Wieck gewidmet.” However, on the manuscript copy Robert 
wrote, “Clara zugeeignet von Florestan und Eusebius,” perhaps indicating that the work 
comes to her freely from both sides of his personality—a gift from his whole self to his 
dear Clara. Robert’s wish for Clara to accept both sides of his personality was later 
exemplified in a poem he wrote to her during their long engagement, in which he writes: 
 Florestan, the wild,  
 Eusebius, the mild, 
 Tears and fire 
 Take them together— 
 Both are in me, 
The pain and the joy!144 
 
 In addition to publicly dedicating works to Clara, Robert also gave music to her as 
private gifts. The “little piece” in A major of 1838,145 Myrthen of 1840 (which, as 
previously mentioned, was also dedicated to her), “Sehnsucht nach der Waldgegend” of 
1840, and Bilder aus Osten of 1848 are all such gifts. All of these pieces would 
eventually be published and publicly available, but at the time of their genesis, they each 
served as a gesture of intimacy from Robert to his beloved. The A major piece came to 
Clara in the mail in December of 1838. Robert had inscribed the manuscript, “An meine 
 
144 From a letter dated December 4, 1838. Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. 
Weissweiler, Vol. 1, 325. 
145 The A major piece was later published as the first of the Op. 99 Bunte Blätter set. In a letter to Clara 
dated December 30, 1838, Robert referenced the work saying, “and for New Year’s I sent Becker the little 
piece that you got from me.” (Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. 




geliebte Braut zum heiligen Abend 1838” [To my beloved bride for the sacred evening 
(Christmas Eve) of 1838].146 A few days later, after receiving gifts from Clara including a 
slipper, Robert wrote to her: 
It’s a genuine pleasure when our thoughts coincide, as so often happens. 
So you wanted a “little spark” of a new composition from me, and it was 
already on its way to you. I imagine that such things, even if they are 
inanimate, converse when they encounter each other at the post office. My 
letter said, “Good day, dear slipper,” and it replied, “You’re just what she 
wanted; she loves A major,” and then they quickly move on.147 
 
Regarding her gifts from their first Christmas as a married couple, Clara wrote in the 
marriage diary: 
Robert described my Christmas joys so quickly that it seems I never had 
any, and yet I received such generous presents. 3 new (just published) 
compositions from Robert pleased me very much, but very specially a lied 
composed for me, “Waldgegend” by Kerner, that surely is one of the most 
beautiful.148 
 
The following year, when their first daughter, Marie, was not quite four months old, 
Clara recalled: 
But he too gave me and my little Marie a charming lullaby that he had 
composed only on Christmas afternoon. It was a beautiful Christmas, even 
more beautiful than the last one. What at that time we had hoped for, now 
had materialized—our little Marie could share our joy, even if it was only 
on account of all the candles.149 
 
 
146 Grove Music Online, s.v. “Schumann, Robert.” 
147 Letter dated December 29, 1838. Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. 
Weissweiler, Vol. 1, 344. 
148 Diary entry from December 27, 1840–January 2, 1841. Clara and Robert Schumann, The Marriage 
Diaries of Robert and Clara Schumann: From Their Wedding Day through the Russia Trip, ed. Gerd 
Nauhaus, trans. Peter Ostwald (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1993), 46. Nauhaus presumes that 
the three new published songs that Clara refers to are the Geibel-Gesänge, Op. 29. The “Waldgegend” that 
Clara refers to was later published as the fifth song in Zwölf Gedichte, Op. 35. 
149 Clara and Robert Schumann, The Marriage Diaries, ed. Nauhaus, 124. The lullaby, as Nauhaus notes, 




Considering the frequency with which Robert gave gifts of music to Clara, there very 
likely were other small pieces or fragments, written or improvised, that were never 
published and for which no documentary evidence remains.  
For Robert 
 Clara publicly dedicated three of her compositions to Robert: Romance variée of 
1833, Trois Romances, Op. 11 of 1839, and Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann 
of 1853. By the time the Romance variée was published, Robert had already written his 
Op. 5 Impromptus based on the Romance’s theme, and Clara, not quite 14 at the time, 
wrote to him: 
I am truly sorry that I have dedicated this modest piece to you, and I really 
wish that I did not have to see these variations in print, but unfortunately I 
have done it, and now it can’t be undone. I therefore apologize for the 
enclosed. Your brilliant rendition [Litzmann/Hadow’s translation: 
recasting] of this little musical idea should make up for my poor work, and 
I request herewith that you send it to me, as I can hardly wait to hold it in 
my hands.150 
 
The Op. 11 Romances come from the time when Clara was engaged to Robert but 
still living under the guardianship of Friedrich Wieck. Within their written 
correspondences, the third Romance became the topic of a lively and candid exchange 
concerning its original title “Idylle” and some of the changes that Robert tried to make to 
it. On May 19, 1839, Robert writes: 
Thank you for your Idylle, my darling Klara; you would make me very 
happy if you gave it to me for the supplements. Do you want to? There are 
a few things I don’t like about it; I’ll send it back to you in a few days 
after I copy it. And Idylle isn’t the right word; it’s more elegiac.151 
 
 
150 Letter dated August 1, 1833. Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. 
Weissweiler, Vol. 1, 7–8. 




Clara responds on May 28, “Take the Idylle if you want to; you can change whatever you 
wish,”152 and on June 8 she writes:  
I don’t have the Idylle yet; Schlesinger is not here yet. Make any changes 
you wish, but “Nocturne” doesn’t seem appropriate to me; isn’t it more 
like a waltz than a nocturne? Forgive me, that was just a suggestion.153  
 
On June 9, Robert writes: 
Tell me whether you like your Idylle the way I’ve changed it; in any case 
it has become more rounded and even better proportioned. It would be 
more appropriate to call it “Nocturne” or “Heimweh”—“Mädchens 
Heimweh”—but then your father will fume.154  
 
Clara’s response comes on June 16: 
I received the Idylle, and I thank you for it, my dear, but you will surely 
forgive me if I tell you that there are some things about it that I don’t like. 
You completely changed the ending which I liked best; it impressed 
everyone for whom I played it; it seems to me that the theme in the 
beginning is too learned; it’s not simple and clear enough, although it is 
more artistically treated. You have added many beautiful things, but I 
think it is too learned for the French; I wanted to ask you if you think that 
I should have it printed here as I had it at first, together with several other 
short pieces, and you could publish it in the journal exactly as you 
changed it and call it “Nocturne,” although that name seems a bit strange 
to me; I can’t help thinking that it seems more like an idyll.155 
 
The correspondences regarding the third Romance continue from there, demonstrating 
that not only did Robert and Clara communicate through their music, but they also grew 
more and more forthright in their communications about their music.  
The Op. 20 variations were presented to Robert as a birthday gift with the 
dedication “ihm gewidmet.” They will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Clara 
composed several other pieces for Robert throughout their marriage, presenting them to 
 
152 Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. Weissweiler, Vol. 2, 210. 
153 Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. Weissweiler, Vol. 2, 231. 
154 Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. Weissweiler, Vol. 2, 237. 




him for various birthdays and Christmases. All of the works that Clara composed as gifts 
for Robert are songs or solo piano works with the exception of two—the Drei gemischte 
Chöre for unaccompanied SATB choir, which Clara secretly rehearsed with the Dresdner 
Chorgesangvereins to surprise Robert for his birthday, and the unfinished movement of a 
Piano Concerto in F minor, which included the inscription “Meinem geliebten Robert 
zum 8ten Juni 1847 von seiner Clara.”156 In December of 1841, Clara composed two 
movements of a G Minor piano sonata—an Allegro movement and a Scherzo 
movement—and gave them to Robert as a Christmas gift. She completed the other two 
movements in January 1842. Clara’s words regarding the movements completed in 
December demonstrate the intimate nature of these kinds of musical exchanges and their 
primary purpose as a private gift. In the marriage dairy she writes: 
I tried to compose something for Robert, and look here, it worked! I was 
really delighted to complete a first and second sonata movement, which 
then also did not fail to serve its purpose, namely to prepare a little 
surprise for my husband.157 
 
The autograph copy of the score includes a cover page with three inscriptions: “Sonatine. 
Allegro und Scherzo.” (center), “Der letzte Satz, vielleicht auch noch/ein kleines 
Andante, sol, denke ich, später nochfolgen. Einsteweilen bitte ich für diese zwei Sätze 
um Gnade” [The last movement, and possibly a small Andante as well, will probably 
follow later. Meanwhile, I ask your forbearance for these two movements] (bottom left), 
“Nimm es mit liebe auf, mein guter Mann, und schenke Nachsicht Deiner Clara. Zum 
 
156 Nancy B. Reich, Clara Schumann: The Artist and the Woman [1985], rev. ed. (Ithaca and London: 
Cornell University Press, 2001), 322 and 325. 
157 Diary entry from December 1–31 1841. Nauhaus, trans. Ostwald, The Marriage Diaries of Robert and 




Weihnachtsfest 1841” [Accept it with love, my good husband, and be lenient with your 
Clara. Christmas 1841] (bottom right).158 
Joint Ventures 
 The marriage years also brought about a few works that were products of Robert 
and Clara’s combined efforts. In the December 20–27 marriage diary entry of 1840, 
Robert wrote that he and Clara had the “cute idea of weaving [some of Clara’s lieder] in 
with some of [Robert’s] own and then having them printed.”159 The result was Zwölf 
Gedichte aus F. Rückerts Liebesfrühling, a cycle of solo songs and duets which included 
nine songs composed by Robert in January 1841 and three songs composed by Clara in 
June 1841. The set was published in September of that year as Clara’s Op. 12 and 
Robert’s Op. 37. According to John Daverio: 
In sheer beauty and immediacy of expression Clara’s contributions to the 
set equal, or even surpass, those of her husband, witness the compelling 
transition from turbulence to calm in Er ist gekommen, the sumptuous but 
motivically economical setting of Liebst du um Schönheit, and the delicate 
blend of lullaby and chorale styles in Warum willst du and’re fragen?160  
 
 Beginning in January 1845, the Schumanns embarked on a joint project of 
studying counterpoint, which continued almost daily for several months. On January 23, 
1845, Clara wrote in the household book:  
Today we began contrapuntal studies that gave me much pleasure, despite 
all the effort, because I saw what I never believed possible—I wrote a 
fugue and then several more, since we are continuing the studies on a daily 
basis. I cannot thank Robert enough for his patience with me and am 
doubly happy when something is successful since he can view it as his 
 
158 Translations from Reich, Clara Schumann, 323. 
159 Nauhaus, trans. Ostwald, The Marriage Diaries of Robert and Clara Schumann, 45. 
160 John Daverio, Robert Schumann: Herald of a “New Poetic Age” (New York and Oxford: Oxford 




work as well. He is caught up in a fugue passion, and he is bursting with 
beautiful subjects, which I myself can never find.161  
 
 For Clara, the studies resulted in Drei Praeludien und Fugen für das Pianoforte, Op. 16, 
the fugues of which were on themes by Robert. In addition, she composed three fugues 
on themes of J. S. Bach and a Praeludium und Fuga in F-sharp Minor which she 
presented to Robert with the inscription, “Meinem lieben Manne zum 8ten Juni 1845.”162 
For his part, Robert produced the Sechs Studien für den Pedalflügel, Op. 56, the Sechs 
Fugen über den Namen BACH, Op. 60, and the Vier Fugen, Op. 72. 
Robert’s Musical References to  
Clara’s Published Music 
 One of the ways in which Robert communicated with and honored Clara was by  
incorporating references to her published music in his own. That Robert quoted or 
alluded to her compositions has been well-established in the literature. As R. Larry Todd 
puts it:  
In a special class by herself, of course, was Clara Wieck, whose piano 
music prompted numerous references in Schumann’s works, most of them 
specific quotations that appeared in his piano music.163  
 
The Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6, for instance, opens with a reference to Clara’s own Op. 
6—the Mazurka from her Soirées musicales. Robert even brackets the quoted material 
and includes the words “Motto von C.W.” in the score. Robert’s other known references 
to Clara’s works are musically apparent to varying degrees but tend to lack such an open 
acknowledgement of the source. Such is the case in Robert’s Piano Sonata in F-sharp 
 
161 Berthold Litzmann, Clara Schumann: Ein Künstlerleben, Vol. 2, 131. The term “Fugenpassion” had 
also appeared in Robert’s diary on November 2, 1837, which then escalated to “Fugenwuth” (fugue frenzy) 
by November 4. (Gerd Nauhaus, ed. Robert Schumann: Tagebücher, Vol. 2, 44.) 
162 Reich, Clara Schumann, 324–25. 




Minor, Op. 11, in which the opening Allegro begins with a reference to Clara’s “Scène 
fantastique: Le Ballet des Revenants” from her Quatre pièces caractéristiques, Op. 5 (see 
example 3.1).164 While Robert’s motivic reference changes Clara’s diminished fifth to a 
perfect fifth, the register, tempo, articulation, placement at the beginning of a section, and 
omission of the right hand until the pick-up after the figure solidify the connection. Other 
known references to Clara’s published works include her “Notturno” from Soirées 
musicales, Op. 6 in Robert’s last Novellette, Op. 21, No. 8, which first appears as a 
“voice from the distance” (see example 3.2),165 and her first Romance from Op. 11 in the 
last movement of Robert’s Piano Sonata in G Minor, Op. 22 (see example 3.3). Though 
there is less mention of the Romance reference in the literature, a pitch-normalized 
comparison shall help illuminate the resemblance (see example 3.3c). Shared notes are 
given as whole notes, notes that are not shared between the two passages are indicated 







164 This connection has been noted by Peter F. Ostwald (“Florestan, Eusebius, Clara, and Schumann’s Right 
Hand,” 19th-Century Music 4/1 (Summer 1980), 27), Nancy B. Reich (Clara Schumann, 224–25), and 
Marian Wilson Kimber (“From the Concert Hall to the Salon: The Piano Music of Clara Wieck Schumann 
and Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel,” in Nineteenth-Century Piano Music [1990], 2nd ed., ed. R. Larry Todd 
(New York and London: Routledge, 2004), 321).  
165 Several scholars have noted this connection, including John Daverio (Crossing Paths, 138), R. Larry 
Todd (“On Quotation,” 101), Laura Tunbridge (“Piano Works II: Afterimages,” in The Cambridge 
Companion to Schumann, ed. Beate Perrey (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 89), and 











Ex. 3.1b. Clara Wieck, Quatre pièces caractéristiques, Op. 5, “Scène fantastique: Le 















































 Interestingly, all of the references to Clara’s published works which have thus far 
been discovered in Robert’s music come from the years preceding their marriage. There 
may be many factors that contributed to this. For one, these were the years when the 
couple were forcibly separated from each other.166 Including references to Clara’s music 
in his own was another way in which Robert could send her musical “love letters” from 
afar. Another factor may simply be that Clara published much of her solo piano music 
during this time, and simultaneously Robert was also composing mostly solo piano 
music. Likewise, during her marriage, Clara composed and published music less 
frequently. However, though Robert’s tendency to directly quote Clara’s published music 
faded after they married, it by no means signals that he stopped incorporating her into his 
music. Indeed, throughout his lifetime, Robert continued to embed Clara into the fabric of 
his music in a myriad of ways, some of which have yet to be fully explored and 
understood.  
Variations on Clara’s Themes 
 Robert composed two sets of variations on themes written by Clara. The first, 
Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 was completed and published in 
1833, and a revised version, newly titled Impromptus über ein Thema von Clara Wieck 
was published in 1850. The second, the “Quasi Variazioni” movement of Concert sans 
orchestre, Op. 14 was completed and published in 1836, and a revised version, newly 
 
166 Nancy B. Reich has noted a striking similarity between Clara’s Valses romantiques, Op. 4 (mm. 7–10) 
and Robert’s “Valse allemande” from Carnaval, Op. 9 (mm. 9–12), which would have occurred before the 
couple began their courtship (see Reich, Clara Schumann, 221). Based on the musical similarities and the 
frequent exchange of musical ideas between the two musicians during this time, the resemblance was likely 
an intentional reference. However, since the two pieces were composed concurrently and, to my 
knowledge, no documentary evidence for the reference exists, it is impossible to know if this was Robert 




titled Grande Sonate, was published in 1853.167 In the 1836 version, the variation 
movement appears as the second movement, and in the 1853 version, the variation 
movement is the third movement with a new Scherzo movement inserted before it. Both 
of these works played a role in the shaping of Clara’s Variations on a Theme of Robert 
Schumann, Op. 20, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 4. Therefore, this section will 
briefly provide relevant historical background on each piece with further analysis being 
reserved for Chapter 4.  
Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Opus 5 
Robert based his Op. 5 Impromptus on the theme from Clara’s Romance variée, 
Op. 3, also of 1833, which she had dedicated to him. By the time that Clara’s Romance 
variée was published, she was already familiar with Robert’s variations on its theme. 
Because the works were composed almost simultaneously and because the beginning of 
the theme appeared in Robert’s early sketchbooks, some scholars have claimed that the 
theme actually originated with Robert.168 However, the theory requires a bit of conjecture 
(e.g. Robert must have given the theme to Clara when he studied with Wieck)169 and 
 
167 For the remainder of this document, I will be using the first version of both the Impromptus sur une 
romance de Clara Wieck and the Concert sans orchestre, both of which were originally published with the 
French titles. Outside of this document, regardless of the version, the Impromptus sur une romance de 
Clara Wieck/Impromptus über ein Thema von Clara Wieck are commonly referred to as Impromptus on a 
Theme of Clara Wieck, and the Concert sans orchestre/Grande Sonate is commonly referred to as Piano 
Sonata No. 3. 
168 See Claudia Stevens Becker, “A New Look at Schumann’s Impromptus,” The Musical Quarterly 67/4 
(October 1981), 568–86 and Matthieu Favrot, “Œuvres croisées: Romance variée op. 3, Impromptus sur un 
thème de Clara Wieck op. 5 et Variations sur un thème de Robert Schumann op. 20,” Ostinato Rigore: 
Revue Internationale d’Études Musicales 22 (2004), 235–51. The attribution of the theme to Robert is also 
mentioned in a score of his Op. 5 Impromptus edited by Hans Joachim Köhler. 
169 Nancy B. Reich, for instance, citing the claims of Claudia Stevens Becker and Hans Joachim Köhler, 
hypothesizes that the theme was originally written by Robert but that he had forgotten the source by the 
time Clara’s Romance variée was completed: “We can speculate that Clara heard Schumann improvising 
on his melody and then incorporated it in her own daily improvisations and later in her op. 3. Schumann, on 
hearing her play it, may have forgotten the source and assumed it was her musical idea.” (Reich, Clara 
Schumann, 223.) However, I find this unlikely because it would require that Clara, too, had forgotten the 




ignores the important fact that Robert named his work specifically Impromptus on a 
Romance of Clara Wieck (my emphasis). If the theme was in fact his own, Clara’s Op. 3 
would likely be named Variations sur une romance de Robert Schumann and Robert’s 
Op. 5 perhaps Impromptus sur une romance originale. More likely, Robert had gotten to 
know Clara’s theme at some point during the early 1830s, either through hearing her play 
it or seeing her compositional sketches. Its appearance in his early notebooks does not 
prove that he in fact composed it, only that he was familiar with it before Clara’s 
complete piece was published. Clara’s August 1, 1833 letter to Robert (quoted on pp. 86–
87) further proves that a) Clara’s variations on the theme (her Op. 3) were composed 
before Robert’s Impromptus on the same theme (she calls his version a “recasting” of the 
“little musical idea”), b) Clara was familiar with Robert’s Impromptus (composed May 
26–30) when she decided to dedicate her Romance variée to him, and c) August was 
merely the time that her Romance variée was being published, not composed (she refers 
to the time having come that she must see the variations in print).  
Robert’s Impromptus begin with a bassline alone, recalling Beethoven’s “Eroica” 
Variations.170 The opening four notes consist of two descending fifths: C-F, G-C, and 
according to a diary entry from May 29, 1832, the idea had come to Robert while 
improvising late at night after having sight-read six of Bach’s fugues in a four-hand 
session with Clara.171 The bassline creates a second theme that is varied along with 
Clara’s Romance theme, leading some to draw parallels to Robert’s dual self and others 
 
within only a couple years (Robert moved into the Wieck house in 1830), they would both have forgotten 
the source of a theme which served as the basis for entire sets of variations?  
170 Charles Rosen even goes so far as to claim that the Op. 5 Impromptus were “based on Beethoven’s 
‘Eroica’ Variations.” See his book The Romantic Generation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1995), 658. However, the link to Beethoven’s “Eroica” Variations is far from generally agreed upon. 
171 Georg Eisman. Robert Schumann: Tagebücher, Band 1: 1827–1838 (Leipzig: VEB Deutscher Verlag 




to read the piece as a sort of spiritual union of Robert (represented by the C-F, G-C 
bassline) and Clara (represented by the Romance theme).172 
The numbering between the original and the revised versions can create some 
confusion. In the 1833 version, Robert labels the initial statement of the theme (the solo 
bassline plus Clara’s Romance) with a “1.” Therefore, the first impromptu (or variation) 
is labeled “2,” the second impromptu is “3,” etc. In the 1850 version, the opening 
bassline and Romance theme are labeled Ziemlich langsam and Thema respectively. The 
first impromptu is then labeled “I,” the second impromptu “II,” and so on. Even though 
my analysis is based on the original 1833 version, in the interest of clarity, I will always 
assume the theme is unnumbered and refer to the first impromptu with the number 1 
(following the 1850 version’s numbering). If you are looking at the original 1833 version, 
you should subtract 1 from the numbers printed in the score to correspond to the 
numbering in this document. Aside from the numbering, Robert made two other 
substantial changes in the revised version: the third impromptu is replaced with a new 
one, and impromptu 10 is omitted completely.  
Concert sans orchestre, Opus 14 
 The Concert sans orchestre, usually referred to as Piano Sonata No. 3, originally 
consisted of five movements, which Robert wrote between 1835 and 1836. Only three 
movements were published in 1836—an Allegro first movement, a theme and variations 
second movement, and a Prestissimo final movement—with the two original Scherzos 
omitted and the original Finale replaced with a new one. In the 1853 version (published 
as Grande Sonate) the second of the two original Scherzos was restored to bring the total 
 
172 See Damien Ehrhardt, La variation chez Robert Schumann: forme et évolution (Ph.D. Diss., Université 




number of movements to four—Allegro, Scherzo, Theme and Variations, Prestissimo—
and the first movement was extensively revised.  
The theme and variations movement is based on an “Andantino de Clara Wieck,” 
which unfortunately does not survive. John Daverio describes the movement as the 
“emotional and musical center of the work” and reads it as “a musical emblem for the 
composer’s longed-after oneness with Clara. Denied this union in life, Schumann 
inscribed it into his art.”173 
 In a letter dated February 12, 1838, Robert, assuring Clara of his love for her, 
wrote: 
[F]ourthly, I wrote a concerto [the Concert sans orchestre, op. 14] about 
you—and if this, a lonely heart’s cry for you, doesn’t tell you anything, 
then you really have a lot to make up for, and you will have to love me 
even more in the future!—By the way, you never did figure out that your 
theme appears in every possible form (excuse me, the composer is 
speaking).174 
 
Some scholars have commented on the ways in which Clara’s “theme appears in every 
possible form” in the other movements of the sonata. For instance, the opening gesture of 
Clara’s Andantino, a descending fifth, filled in with stepwise motion, is the initial gesture 
of the first movement.175 Eric Sams identifies this descending stepwise fifth in minor 
mode as “the main theme of music said by Schumann to be a lament for Clara,” thus 
attributing sadness to it.176 Reading this movement as a “lament for Clara” may be 
supported by looking at how Robert treats Clara’s theme in the first variation. The theme 
 
173 Daverio, Robert Schumann: Herald, 150–51. 
174 Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. Weissweiler, Vol. 1, 105–06. 
175 For a detailed analysis of the ways in which Robert reprofiles Clara’s Andantino theme in the contexts 
of the other movements, see Hans Hering, “Das Variative in Schumanns frühem Klavierwerk,” Melos/NZ: 
Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 1/5 (September–October 1975), 347–54. 




appears intact in the right hand, but Robert adds accented D♭-C sighing motives over the 
top of it (see example 3.4). Incidentally, Sams identifies this “flatted sixth of the scale 
falling to the fifth” as Schumann’s symbolic motif M8, meant to express acute grief, and 
he provides as evidence its occurrence in “Warte, warte, wilder Schiffmann,” Op. 24, No. 








Robert’s Musical Embodiment of Clara 
 Apart from overt references to her music, Robert also had the ability to write 
Clara directly into his music, to embody her in sound. The argument could be made that 
Clara finds her way into most of Robert’s music. However, there are a few instances 
where this process is visibly confirmed by something that Robert wrote in the score or in 
 




correspondence. For instance, in Carnaval, Op. 9, Robert entitles the eleventh of the 
cycle “Chiarina,” one of the names that Robert used for Clara. Clara, who was 14 when 
Robert began composing his Op. 9 is represented musically in “Chiarina,” and the 
virtuosity of the piano writing mirrors that of her own playing. We can envision her 
seated at the piano, playing with complete command and executing the large leaps and 
octave passages with ease. In a letter to Clara from March 17, 1839, Robert wrote: 
Have you received the Kinderscenen? How do you like it? Do charming 
pictures rise before you? Please play the “bittendes Kind,” the “Kind im 
Einschlummern” and “der Dichter spricht” only half as fast as you have in 
the past. That is quite arrogant of me, isn’t it; But I know you, Klärchen, 
and your fire! [aber ich kenne Dich, Klärchen, und Dein Feuer.]178 
 
The fiery, impassioned nature of “Chiarina” illustrates the same image of Clara as in 
Robert’s letter.  
 At times Robert’s written words regarding his compositions clue us in to their 
poetic meaning and their ties to Clara. Of the F-sharp Minor Piano Sonata, in which he 
quoted Clara’s “Scène fantastique: Ballet de revenants,” Robert wrote that it was “one 
single cry of my heart for you in which your theme appears in every possible form.”179 
Upon completing the Fantasie in C Minor, Op. 17, Robert wrote to Clara:  
I’ve also completed a fantasy in three movements which I’d sketched out 
in June ’36. The first movement is probably the most passionate thing I’ve 
ever done—a profound lament for you.180 
 
The following year, he wrote again about the Fantasie: 
 
178 Letter quoted in Anthony Newcomb, “Schumann and the Marketplace: From Butterflies to Hausmusik,” 
in Nineteenth-Century Piano Music [1990], 2nd ed., ed. R. Larry Todd (New York and London: Routledge, 
2004), 278. Original German on p. 311 (n. 71). 
179 Litzmann, Clara Schumann: An Artist’s Life, 93. 
180 Letter dated March 19, 1838. Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. 




Tell me what you think about during the first movement of the Fantasy. 
Does it bring many images to mind? I like this melody best [sketch of the 
melody from mm. 65–67] The “tone” in the motto is you, isn’t it?181 
 
Perhaps the most explicit articulation of his music’s links to Clara comes from a letter 
that Robert wrote to his former counterpoint teacher, Heinrich Dorn, on September 5, 
1839:  
Certainly much in my music embodies, and indeed can only be understood 
against the background of the battles that Clara cost me. She was 
practically the sole motivation for the Concert [sans Orchestre, op. 14], 
the Sonata [op. 11], the Davidsbündlertänze, Kreisleriana, and the 
Novelletten.182 
 
Clara likewise saturates Robert’s songs, particularly those written in 1840, the year that 
they married. Eric Sams sums it up perfectly: 
There are no more deeply-felt declarations in music than his love-songs 
for her in their marriage year (Liederkreis, Myrthen, Dichterliebe, the best 
of him). Indeed, many songs transcend even this degree of exultation by 
identifying the music with Clara herself; by sharing the writing with her 
(as in Op. 47), or by seeing life through her eyes (some of Myrthen, all 
Frauenliebe und -leben) as well as by the continuous use of meaningful 
motto-themes signifying Clara.183 
 
Let us close this section and chapter with a quick cautionary word. 
Unquestionably, Clara was intimately tied to much of Robert’s creative process and 
poetic inspiration, and Robert wrote her into much of his work. Yet, when observing the 
ways in which Robert inscribed Clara in his music, it is important to remember that 
Robert spoke and thought poetically, perhaps more than any other composer of the 
nineteenth century. Thus, one must exercise caution in interpreting his words literally. 
 
181 Letter dated June 9, 1839. Clara and Robert Schumann, The Complete Correspondence, ed. 
Weissweiler, Vol. 2, 237. 
182 Gustav Jansen, ed., Robert Schumann: Briefe, Neue Folge, 2nd ed. (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1904), 
170. As quoted in Daverio, Robert Schumann: Herald, 131. 




John Daverio provides an excellent example of the danger in taking “this most poetically 
minded of composers at his word.”184 Robert’s diary entry from March 14–21, 1841 
includes the following: “Really, my next symphony will be called ‘Klara,’ and in it I shall 
portray her with flutes, oboes, and harps. Now what does my little Klara [Klärchen] think 
of that?”185 Hence, Robert’s Symphony No. 4 in D Minor, Op. 120 has widely come to be 
known as his “Clara symphony.” However, Daverio points out that Robert did not begin 
to sketch the D Minor Symphony until two months after the dairy entry was written, and 
in fact, he composed a different orchestral work between the diary entry and the 
symphony—the Overture, Scherzo und Finale, Op. 52. While composing Op. 52, Robert 
wrote, “Klara’s heart is always clear [klar] and bright and lovely . . . all this is contained 
in my music,” leading Daverio to wonder if the Overture, Scherzo und Finale might be a 
stronger candidate to be called the “Clara symphony.”186 So while we can be certain that 
Robert absolutely knew how to embody Clara in his music (and this section seeks to 
illuminate some of the more obvious cases when he does so), we also must remember that 
a literal interpretation may at times lead us down the wrong interpretive path and that 
many of Robert’s compositions can equally be dubbed “Clara works.”  
Let us now turn our attention to one of Clara’s own compositions that was written 
as a gift for Robert. Her Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20, which was 
made intimately personal with references to his works and was imbued with private 
meaning, is the subject of the following chapter.  
  
 
184 Daverio, Crossing Paths, 86. 
185 Nauhaus, Robert Schumann Tagebücher, Vol. 2, 154. Translated in Daverio, Crossing Paths, 86. 











CLARA SCHUMANN’S VARIATIONS ON A THEME 
OF ROBERT SCHUMANN, OPUS 20  
 
Two Sets of Schumann Variations 
 Over the course of a mere seventeen months, between May 1853 and September 
1854, the lives of the Schumanns and Johannes Brahms became inexorably linked, both 
musically and personally. In May of 1853, Clara began composing her Variations on a 
Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20, which she presented to Robert for his forty-third 
birthday on June 8th. In September of that year, Brahms arrived on their doorstep in 
Düsseldorf, setting into motion a month of intense music-making and socializing, and 
cementing the friendships which would remain lifelong for all three musicians.187 
February of the following year saw Robert’s attempted suicide and subsequent 
institutionalization. Brahms rushed back to Düsseldorf to stay with and comfort Clara. 
His visit turned into a prolonged stay which stretched into early 1856, during which time 
he helped with the children, managed the finances, and contributed to the general running 
of the household. 
To the great extent that Robert, Clara, and Johannes’s personal lives were 
intertwined, so too were their musical lives. In June of 1854, one year after Clara 
 
187 A detailed account of Brahms’s first few weeks in the company of the Schumanns can be found in a 
variety of sources. Notable instances include Hugh Macdonald’s Music in 1853: The Biography of a Year 
(Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2012), Irmgard Knechtges-Obrecht’s “Clara Schumann in Düsseldorf,” 
in Clara Schumann 1819–1896: Katalog zur Ausstellung, 189–229, edited by Ingrid Bodsch and Gerd 




completed her Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Brahms composed his own 
Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 9 and dedicated it to Clara. Both works 
are based on the same theme—an F-sharp minor piece that Robert wrote in 1841 and later 
published as part of his Bunte Blätter, Op. 99. Brahms’s Op. 9 was published together 
with Clara’s Op. 20 by Breitkopf & Härtel in November 1854. Table 4.1 provides a 
timeline of the most relevant dates and events of the yearlong span that encompassed the 
composition of both works. 
 





June 1853 Clara composes Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20; 
dedicates it to Robert  
 
September 1853 Brahms meets the Schumanns and stays with them in Düsseldorf 
through October 
 
February 1854 Robert’s suicide attempt and subsequent institutionalization 
March 1854 Brahms returns to Düsseldorf and stays with Clara until 1856 
June 1854 Brahms composes Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 9; 




Aside from the obvious thematic link between the two variation sets, the 
biographical circumstances surrounding Clara’s Op. 20 and Brahms’s Op. 9 necessitate 
their simultaneous investigation. Considering these two sets together allows us to get as 
close as possible to the pseudo-Arthurian triangle of Robert, Clara, and Johannes, during 
a time when their lives were interwoven especially closely. With assurances that the 
focus of this study will remain on the music and not the alleged love-triangle aspect, 




link the three composers, in terms of their themes, their dedications, and their extra-
compositional references. A back-to-back analysis of each work’s extramusical and 
extra-compositional references will illuminate a deep web of intertextual relationships 
which, in turn, will expose additional layers of meaning. In order to fully uncover and 
appreciate their links to each other and to works by Robert Schumann, this chapter 




Figure 4.1. Musical links between Robert Schumann, Clara Schumann, and Johannes 
Brahms in Clara’s Op. 20 and Brahms’s Op. 9. 
 
Introduction to Clara Schumann’s Opus 20 
 
Although it has been called “one of her finest works,”188 Clara Schumann’s 
Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20, has received relatively little 
 




scholarly attention. It does garner brief discussions within her larger biographies,189 but 
compared to variation sets such as Brahms’s Op. 9, it rarely serves as the primary subject 
of a study. The literature that does address the piece at length tends to consist of surface-
level descriptions rather than thorough and deep investigations. Elide Bergamaschi’s 
2000 article and Li-chin Lai’s 1992 dissertation approach the piece from a performance 
perspective. Both authors describe each variation in terms of general compositional 
procedures and pianistic technique. Bergamaschi describes the work as the epitome of 
Clara’s compositional maturity while Lai sends the problematic message that Clara’s set 
of variations is inferior to Brahms’s set. Maurice Hinson addresses Clara’s Op. 20 along 
with Brahms’s Op. 9 in his article “Varying Schumann’s Theme,” but like others, he does 
not proceed beyond mere description in his examination of the work. The title of 
Matthieu Favrot’s article, “Œuvres croisées: Romance variée op. 3, Impromptus sur un 
thème de Clara Wieck op. 5 et Variations sur un thème de Robert Schumann op. 20,” 
suggests an intertextual study, but the article itself falls short of uncovering any 
meaningful connections between the three pieces and instead retreats into compare-and-
contrast analysis. Therefore, the need remains for a detailed study of Clara’s Op. 20, one 
which takes into account the biographical circumstances of the work’s origins without 
shying away from a substantial analysis of its intrinsic musical features.  
At the time that Clara composed her Op. 20 variations, the Schumanns were 
enjoying a period of relative calm in between the various stresses of 1852 and Robert’s 
 
189 See in particular Reich’s Clara Schumann as well as Joan Chissell’s Clara Schumann, A Dedicated 
Spirit: A Study of Her Life and Work (New York: Taplinger Publishing Co., 1983) and Pamela Süsskind’s 
Ph.D. dissertation Clara Wieck Schumann as Pianist and Composer: A Study of Her Life and Works 




permanent institutionalization.190 Despite his lack of skill as a conductor and grumblings 
from some of the musicians and board members, Robert was employed as the Düsseldorf 
music director, and his mental health had gradually improved. The family had recently 
moved to a spacious new house on Bilker Straße where Clara finally had her own room 
for practicing. Clara was concertizing in Düsseldorf and neighboring cities and had just 
recently finished acclaimed performances at the Lower Rhine Music Festival. She 
composed the variations in less than a week, and her diary entries from May 29 and June 
3 communicate, in turn, her trepidation at the prospect of composing after not having 
done so in several years and her relief and pride in having finished the work. On May 29, 
she writes, “Today I once more began . . . for the first time in years, to compose again; 
that is, I want to write variations on a theme of Robert’s out of Bunte Blätter, for his 
birthday: but I find it very difficult. – The break has been too long.”191 And on June 3, her 
diary reads, “The work is done. It seems to me that it is not a failure, and now all the 
birds are alive again and sing the whole summer long.”192  
The mere fact that the work was conceived as a birthday present for Robert and 
based on one of his own themes poses the question, “To what extent does Clara speak 
directly to Robert through her music?” Based on Robert’s own proven history of 
encoding private messages into his music through such methods as melodic quotations 
and ciphers, it is only reasonable to assume that Clara would do the same, especially in a 
piece so intimate and personal. Analyzing the piece from an intertextual perspective 
 
190 The stresses of 1852 included Robert’s mental and physical health problems, Clara’s miscarriage in 
September, the lack of an ideal living situation, and the demand of certain members of the General Music 
Society’s board of directors that Robert resign from his position as music director.  
191 Litzmann, Clara Schumann: An Artist’s Life, Vol. 2, 36. 




allows us to uncover references that would have been meant for Robert alone and 
understood by only a select few. In the years following its composition, the piece 
continued to play an important role in the lives of both the Schumanns and Johannes 
Brahms, further rendering it an ideal candidate for intertextual analysis. Apart from it 
inspiring Brahms to write his own set of variations on the theme, Clara’s Op. 20 
remained in Robert’s mind even during his stay at Endenich. On November 24, 1854, he 
wrote to Brahms, “If only I could come to you myself and see you again and hear your 
magnificent Variations, or my dear Clara’s, about the wonderful performance of which 
Joachim has written to me!”193 
Only one extra-compositional reference in Clara’s Op. 20 has been addressed in 
the literature.194 In the coda, Robert’s F-sharp minor theme returns in its entirety, and 
tucked into the inner voices is a quote of Clara’s Romance variée, Op. 3, which she wrote 
in 1833 and dedicated to Robert. Robert subsequently used the Romance variée theme as 
the basis for his Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 of 1833 (see 
example 4.1 for the theme and its appearance in Robert’s Op. 5 and Clara’s Op. 20).195 
Robert’s Impromptus predate his falling in love with Clara and the fallout with her father. 
However, their growing affection was evident as demonstrated by Robert’s letter to Clara 
in which he responds to her Op. 3 dedication: 
People who don’t know how to flatter can hardly have a more disagreeable 
task than, first of all, to write a dedication or, secondly, to respond to one. 
On such occasions one is remorseful, completely overcome by modesty, 
regret, gratitude, etc. To anyone else I’d therefore have to respond quite 
 
193 Clara and Robert Schumann, Letters of Clara Schumann and Johannes Brahms, 1853–1896, ed. 
Berthold Litzmann (New York: Vienna House, 1971), Vol. 1, 15. 
194 Elide Bergamaschi, “Le Variationi Op. 20: La Maturità Compositiva di Clara Wieck-Schumann,” 
Musicaaa! Periodico di Cultura Musicale 6/17 (May–August 2000), 28. Favrot, “Œuvres croisées,” 245. 
Parmer, “Musical Meaning for the Few,” 118. Reich, Clara Schumann, 222–23. 




nobly: “Why do I deserve this honor? Have you considered this 
carefully?” Or I’d use metaphors and say that the moon would be invisible 
if the sun didn’t occasionally let its rays fall upon it—or say, “Lo, how the 
noble vine climbs up the lowly elm so that it might invigorate the barren 
tree with its spirit.” But I’ll give you only my sincere thanks and, if you 
were here (even without your father’s permission), a squeeze of your 
hand; then I’d perhaps express hope that the union of our names on the 
title page might in the future be a union of our views and ideas. Someone 












Ex. 4.1b. Robert Schumann, Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 (1833 














 There is documentary evidence that the Romance variée quote came to fruition 
because of Brahms. Clara gave a fair copy of her Op. 20 variations to Robert on his 
birthday in 1853 and inscribed it: “To my beloved husband on June 8, 1853; this renewed 
feeble attempt from his old Clara.”197 A second autograph, dated July 1854, was given to 
Brahms with the heading, “To the esteemed Johannes Brahms at his kind request.” 
Neither of these autograph scores includes the Romance variée quote. It did not appear 
until the final version which was published in November of 1854 along with Brahms’s 
Op. 9 variations on the same theme (which also included a quote of the Romance variée). 
In addition, on September 14, 1854, Clara writes in her diary:  
Proof of my Variations from Härtel. Brahms has had a splendid idea, a 
surprise for you, my Robert. He has interwoven my old theme with yours 
– already I can see you smile.198  
 
Brahms’s addition of the Romance variée quotation to his variations (Op. 9) in August of 
1854, will be discussed in the following chapter. 
 
197 Reich, Clara Schumann, 313. 
198 Litzmann, Clara Schumann: An Artist’s Life, Vol. 2, 81. Notice that Clara writes in her diary as though 
she is talking directly to Robert, who had been institutionalized for over six months. Perhaps this served as 
a sort of coping mechanism, providing comfort for Clara during a time when she could not actually speak 




Aside from the well-documented quotation of the Romance variée, scholars have 
stopped short of drawing out additional references in Clara’s Op. 20, instead making only 
generalized comments about the piece’s stylistic links to other composers. Claudie de 
Vries observes the influence of Mendelssohn, particularly his Op. 82 and 83 variations.199 
Elide Bergamaschi draws attention to the stylistic debts to Schumann, mentioning his 
Novelletten (Op. 21) and the Rückert’s Lieder (Op. 37), while Matthieu Favrot asserts, 
“In op. 20, Clara does not emulate Schumann, she is Schumannian.” 200 Favrot also 
includes Chopin as an additional influence. But despite the general stylistic links that 
scholars have touched upon, I believe that Clara did compose in specific extra-
compositional and extramusical references and that they may be elucidated using a 
variety of historical-biographical and analytical criteria. The present study aims to do just 
that—it approaches the work from an intertextual perspective and in doing so uncovers 
additional layers of meaning.  
The additional references that I will argue for fall into two broad categories. First, 
there are references to Robert’s own works, works with which Clara would have been 
intimately familiar, having performed the works and/or having served as the dedicatee or 
inspiration. Among them are the Concert sans orchestre, Op. 14, the Violin Sonata No. 2, 
Op. 121, and “Auf einer Burg” from Liederkreis, Op. 39. Second are the references to 
works which Clara was performing, and therefore practicing, around the time she 
composed her Op. 20 variations. These include works by Mendelssohn in addition to 
several works by Robert himself. Not only would Robert have recognized these extra-
 
199 Vries, Die Pianistin Clara Wieck-Schumann, 174. 




compositional references, but he also would have discerned the private meaning that they 
were meant to communicate, rendering this piece the ultimate birthday present.  
Before delving into the music itself, let us briefly consider the inherent risks 
involved in this type of inquiry. Any intertextual study aimed at uncovering extra-
compositional references necessarily involves a certain degree of subjectivity and 
speculation. Unless the composer actually left proof of an intentional reference (through 
letters, diaries, reminiscences of acquaintances, etc.), we can never know for certain 
whether the links we are uncovering were intentional, subconscious, or an arbitrary result 
of a shared musical language. In order to minimize the subjectivity, the following set of 
criteria will be used to assess possible connections:  
1) Biographical-historical connections 
2) Obvious surface-level links (texture, gestures, etc.) 
3) Veiled surface-level links (motivic structure, short-term harmonic motion) 
4) Middleground structural links (voice leading, long-range harmonic structure) 
 
The biographical-historical criterion involves the people, places, and events that relate to 
the work’s conception and composition, and it has typically been the way most scholars 
argue for intentional extra-compositional references. The remaining three criteria deal 
with aspects of the music itself. By applying theoretical methods and introducing criteria 
that deal more specifically with the music, we can uncover references beyond the most 
obvious allusions and quotations. And although we may never be 100% certain of the 
composer’s intentions, the application of these music-theoretic criteria provides an 
objective way to test the strength of musical connections. Various theoretical methods 
will be used throughout this study, depending on the specific passages being analyzed 
and the structural level of most concern. These methods include Ratnerian topic theory 




illuminating motivic links, and Schenkerian analysis for uncovering deeper voice leading 
and structural connections. 
The Theme 
 Let us first turn our attention to the theme on which the variations are based and 
its own intertextual resonances. In 1841, the Schumanns were enjoying their first full 
year of marriage after five long years of courtship and the infamous battle with Friedrich 
Wieck. As in so many of his works from this time, Clara served as inspiration with 
Robert often encoding her directly into the music. The opening five notes of the F-sharp 
minor theme comprise the so-called “Clara” cipher, discussed in some detail in Chapter 
2, which was first identified as such by Eric Sams:201 
C♯ – B – A – G♯ – A 
( C  –  L – A – R  –  A ) 
 
Whether or not Robert intended the collection of notes as a cipher for Clara is still up to 
debate; such scholars as John Daverio, Michael Struck, and James Webster question 
Sams’s claim. Regardless, as a newlywed and expecting their first child, Robert must 
have had Clara at the forefront of his mind when he composed the F-sharp minor piece, 
and as such, he may have also been harkening back to another of his Clara-inspired 
works—the theme and variations movement from his Concert sans orchestre, Op. 14. 
 Robert wrote the Concert sans orchestre in 1835 and 1836.202 Having declared his 
love for Clara in late 1835 and sharing a first kiss in November of that year, it is no 
wonder that Robert chose one of the movements to be a set of variations on an 
“Andantino de Clara Wieck.” The similarity between Clara’s Andantino theme and 
 
201 Sams, The Songs of Robert Schumann, 24. 




Robert’s F-sharp minor theme is remarkable (see example 4.2). Both are in minor mode 
and feature a descending five-note scale.203 (The last four measures of the F-sharp minor 
theme are provided in the example because earlier iterations reach 3"  instead of 1".) They 
are intimate themes, marked piano at the beginning and maintaining a hushed quality 
accentuated only by occasional hairpin dynamics. In addition, they share a similar phrase 
structure, one which results in a 24-measure theme, divided into three 8-measure units. 
Clara’s Andantino theme consists of regular 4-bar phrases: a a | b b | c c . And although 
the middle of Robert’s F-sharp minor theme contains one 8-bar phrase instead of two 4-
bar phrases, its sentence structure results in a clear division between the four-bar 
presentation and the four-bar continuation: a a' | b (sentence)  | a'' a''' . In addition, both 
themes are in 2/4 meter and feature a similar rhythmic profile, distinguished by the dotted 








203 Eric Sams referred to this minor-inflected pattern as Robert’s “lament for Clara,”—Robert himself 
called the first movement of his Op. 17 Fantasie, which features the motive as its main theme, a “profound 
lament for Clara”—and it came to be more broadly known in the literature as one of Robert’s “Clara 










 If Clara’s Andantino theme played a significant role in the composition of 
Robert’s Op. 14 variation movement and subsequently his F-sharp minor piece, it follows 
that both pieces would likely play a significant role in Clara’s Op. 20 variations. Indeed, 
we need look no further than her first variation to see another connection to Robert’s   
Op. 14. Example 4.3 provides the beginnings of Clara’s variation 1 and Robert’s 
variation 2. The connection here is mainly a textural one with both variations placing the 
theme in the soprano and featuring triplet-eighth accompaniment. In both, the sixteenth  
note that first appears on beat two of the first measure clearly aligns with the third triplet- 




Ex. 4.3a. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20,  








Ex. 4.3b. Robert Schumann, Concert sans orchestre, Op. 14 (1836 version), II,  




The second variation in Clara’s Op. 20 contains a reference not to a work of 
Robert’s that held personal significance from her past, but one that she was actually 
performing at the time. According to the account of her concert repertoire produced by 
Claudia de Vries, Clara’s first performance of Robert’s Violin Sonata in D minor, Op. 
121 was in Düsseldorf in 1853.204 This would have been at the Lower Rhine Music 
Festival, which occurred in May of that year, with Joseph Joachim as soloist. Therefore, 
when she sat down to compose her Op. 20 variations at the end of that month, the piece 
would have been firmly in her fingers and ears. The opening of her variation 2 bears a 
striking similarity to the A section material of the second movement of Robert’s D minor 
Violin Sonata. They are in closely related keys—F-sharp minor and B minor—and 
feature a repeated F-sharp within the texture. Compare specifically Clara’s m. 1 with 
Robert’s mm. 11–14 (example 4.4). They employ the same pianistic technique: staccato 
repeated chords with the F-sharp pedal point serving as an anchor for the left hand. And 
despite the difference in meter, the speed and frequency of attacks would have been 
 




almost the same. For Clara, whose pianistic skills served as an important tool when 
composing, these two passages would feel remarkably similar, and the link would have 
been obvious. Having just performed Robert’s piece, she may have even come to the 





Ex. 4.4a. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20,  











Upon closer inspection, we can uncover voice leading features that show a deeper 
connection between these two passages. Example 4.5 provides Schenkerian voice leading 
reductions of the excerpts in example 4.4. Note the importance of the pitch F-sharp, 
mentioned above, as seen particularly in the alto voice of each excerpt and in Clara’s 
choice to maintain the bass F-sharp through the downbeat of m. 2. The voice leading 
reductions also highlight the similar inner voice neighbor motion in the tenor. And 
although each has a fundamentally different harmonic structure—Robert’s a dominant 
prolongation and Clara’s a T-S-D-T phrase—the essential melodic voice leading is a 
linear descent which moves to an inner voice in the final chord. Also illuminating is the 
relationship in motivic content. The figure which accompanies the melody in Clara’s 
variation (see the alto and tenor voices) is built from the same motivic content as 
Robert’s melody where x = a stepwise linear 4-note ascent, x' = the inverse of x, and y = 




Ex. 4.5a. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20,  



















After the pervasive sixteenth-note motion of her variation 2, Clara’s variation 3 
moves to the parallel major and presents the theme as a chorale. The wide spacing, 
however, is more reminiscent of the organ than of a four-part choral texture, requiring the 
pianist to either roll/break the chords or to find creative ways of redistributing between 
the hands. Robert chose this type of organ-like texture to present Clara’s theme in the 
second movement of his Op. 14, in the theme itself and in the final two phrases of 
variation 1. One could argue, of course, that this type of texture was common in both 
Robert and Clara’s compositions. However, since we know that Clara gave an impromptu 
performance of the Concert sans orchestre for Robert and Brahms on October 8, 1853, 




highly personal second movement held a privileged place in her repertoire.205 Such a 
piece would be a likely candidate for intertextual resonances—in composing a set of 
variations on his theme, Clara references his set of variations on her theme.  
If Clara did indeed have Robert’s Op. 14 in mind when composing her Op. 20, it 
would also shed light on another distinctive feature of her third variation. Despite the 
chorale style, the highly chromatic voice leading is anything but vocal, with the 
harmonies gradually mutating as individual pitches slither around by semitones. 
Measures 17–20 of this variation are particularly chromatic. Example 4.7 provides a 
quasi-Schenkerian reduction of the outer voices of this passage. The chromatic passing 
tones that serve to prolong the vi chord create a surface feature of parallel tritones. The 
first four measures of the variation also feature this type of chromatic motion, though not 
quite to the same extent, and they have a clear predecessor in Robert’s Op. 14. Example 
4.8 shows the voice leading of Robert’s variation 2 (b phrase) and Clara’s variation 3 (a 
phrase). In variation 2 of Robert’s Op. 14, the melody descends for the first two measures 
while the left-hand accompaniment ascends chromatically. Likewise, by altering the 
harmonic structure of the original theme and using applied leading-tone seventh chords as 
passing harmonies, Clara achieves the same effect—a stepwise ascending bassline which 
moves in contrary motion to the descending melody. It is particularly striking that, 
despite being in distantly related keys, their bassline structures are almost identical, both 










Ex. 4.7. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20,  
variation 3, mm. 17–20, voice leading reduction. 
 
 




Ex. 4.8a. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20,  
















Ex. 4.8b. Robert Schumann, Concert sans orchestre, Op. 14 (1836 version), II,  




 The fourth variation in Clara’s Op. 20 owes its textural identity to Robert’s 
Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5, which as previously mentioned, is 
based on the theme from Clara’s Romance variée, Op. 3—the same theme that Clara 
interweaves into the coda of her Op. 20 variations. It is the first of Robert’s works to 
explicitly refer to Clara by name or by music, and so the piece would have undoubtedly 
been close to Clara’s heart. In addition, Robert revised the set in 1850, and therefore it 
would have likely been fresh in Clara’s mind. The seventh impromptu (labeled #8 in the 
first edition)206 features Clara’s theme in the left hand, played mostly with the thumb in 
 
206 My analysis is based on the original 1833 version of Robert’s Op. 5 Impromptus. However, when 
referring to individual impromptus, I will always assume the theme is unnumbered and refer to the first 
impromptu with the number 1 (following the 1850 revised version’s numbering). If you are looking at the 
original 1833 score, you should subtract 1 from the numbers printed in the score to correspond to the 




order to facilitate the lower grace notes, along with a rippling sixteenth-note 
accompaniment in the right hand. Much in the same way, Clara’s variation 4 puts 
Robert’s theme in the left hand thumb, and although there are no grace notes, the width of 
the chords necessitates breaking them in such a way that the bass becomes like a grace 
note. Played at a piano dynamic and accompanied by running sixteenth-note triplets, the 







Ex. 4.9a. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20,  










Ex. 4.9b. Robert Schumann, Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 (1833 




 Variation 5 was possibly inspired by one of the pieces Clara was practicing and 
performing in 1853—Mendelssohn’s Variations sérieuses, Op. 54.207 Mendelssohn was a 
dear friend of the Schumanns before his untimely death in 1847, and both Robert and 
Clara owe some stylistic debts to him. According to Claudia de Vries, Clara performed 
Mendelssohn’s Variations sérieuses more than ten times between 1850 and 1856, and so 
they would have been firmly in her hands, and references to them would have been 
immediately recognizable to Robert. Thus, including a subtle hat tip to Mendelssohn in 
her variations for Robert, Clara was not only honoring a dearly missed friend, but also 
embedding additional layers of meaning for Robert’s ears alone. Example 4.10 provides 
Clara’s variation 5 and Mendelssohn’s variation 3. 
Variation 5 is significant in that it is the first point in the Op. 20 set where Clara 
indicates a tempo different than the original. The theme is marked Ziemlich langsam, and 
variation 5 is marked Poco animato. Fitting, then, that she would choose to allude to the 
 




one variation in Mendelssohn’s set that is designated Più animato. In addition, both 
variations begin with a second inversion minor triad in the right hand. The 
accompanimental pattern consists of sixteenth-note octave patterns which usually begin 
with a sixteenth-note rest. Phrases are punctuated by longer runs of sixteenth-note 
octaves, Mendelssohn’s ascending and Clara’s descending. And while the intervallic 
structure of the left hand sixteenth-note octaves is not identical, they do often end with a 
downward leap (in Mendelssohn’s Op. 54, see the last sixteenth and first sixteenth of 
almost every pair of measures, and in Clara’s Op. 20, see the end of measures 2, 3, 6, and 
7). For a pianist of Clara’s caliber, these downward octave leaps would probably be the 
only aspect of Mendelssohn’s variation requiring any notable practice, and therefore, they 




Ex. 4.10a. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20, 














 Variation 6, in the learned style, is a canon at the interval of a fifth. There are 
many general stylistic models that may have inspired Clara more broadly: variation 10 
from Mendelssohn’s Variations sérieuses or Etude 1 from Robert’s Études 
symphoniques, to name a couple from her 1853 performing repertoire.208 In addition, the 
texture of the variation, with its widely spaced left hand and occasional bass grace notes, 
may have been inspired by the A' section of Robert’s ABA' theme on which the set is 
based. However, the extra-compositional references and extramusical associations in 
Clara’s variation 6 go beyond the relationship to Robert’s theme and the general stylistic 
links to other canonic variations; they are much more personal, intended very specifically 
for Robert alone. At the beginning of this variation, Clara chooses to begin with the 
theme’s melody in the soprano, on C-sharp. The comes enters one measure later in the 
tenor, on F-sharp (see example 4.11a). Due to the nature of the theme, which begins with 
 
208 In Etude 1 of Études symphoniques, the dux enters on F-sharp, and the comes follows with C-sharp—the 




three repeated notes, the first measure consists only of two solitary C-sharps. In 
combination with the entrance of the comes in m. 2, the overall effect this creates is of a 
falling fifth—C-sharp to F-sharp. The texture in m. 2, due to its sparsity, does not 
interfere with the auditory prominence of the falling fifth. This is the first time in the 
entire variation set that the texture is so thin, and after finishing the loudest and most 
animated variation immediately before, the beginning of variation 6 sounds suddenly 
hollow. The effect is akin to Robert’s “Auf einer Burg,” No. 7 from Liederkreis, Op. 39, 
which follows a rather energetic piano postlude in No. 6 “Schöne Fremde.” 
The sudden textural change, in addition to the falling fifth, gives us a clue that 
Clara may have had Robert’s “Auf einer Burg” in mind when composing this variation 
(see example 4.11b). However, we must dig a bit deeper to uncover the full extent of the 
connection and to explore the possibility that the reference was made intentionally. 
Considering that the variations were intended as an intimate gift of music for Robert’s 
birthday, it would follow that Clara would be thinking of the most intimate and personal 
of Robert’s own compositions—compositions which spoke directly to her. “Auf einer 
Burg,” as with so many of the songs written in the year of their marriage, is closely 
connected to Clara. In a letter to Clara dated May 22, 1840, Robert wrote, “Der 
Eichenkorff’sche Cyklus ist wohl mein aller Romantischstes und es steht viel von Dir 
darin, Du meine liebe theure Braut.” [The Eichendorff cycle is probably my most 
Romantic music ever, and there is much of you in it, my dear bride.]209 Eric Sams has 
shown the falling fifth motive to be associated with flowers, especially roses, in Robert’s 
 
209 Clara and Robert Schumann, Clara und Robert Schumann Briefwechsel : kritische Gesamtausgabe. ed. 




songs.210 In addition, the descending fifths at the opening of “Auf einer Burg” are 
specifically the pitches B-E-B-E, and Schumann was known to use the E-B-E cipher for 
“marriage”—the German word “Ehe” represented with the German notes E, H (our B♮), 
and E. Sams also pointed out a possible Clara theme, C-B-A-G♯-A, at the end of each 




Ex. 4.11a. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20, 







Ex. 4.11b. Robert Schumann, “Liederkreis, Op. 39, Auf einer Burg,” mm. 1–8. 
 
210 Sams, The Songs of Robert Schumann, 17. 




In addition to incorporating “marriage” and “Clara” ciphers into “Auf einer 
Burg,” Robert alludes to his Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5. In m. 7 
of “Auf einer Burg,” there is a sudden modulation to the submediant in conjunction with 
a direct quote of the bassline from Op. 5—C-F-G-A. Compare this to one of the most 
distinctive moments in the Op. 5 Impromptus where, in impromptu 7, we find a classic 
Schumannesque interpolation. In the middle of a phrase and without any preparation, 
Robert suddenly moves to the distantly related key of E major (chromatic mediant to the 
surrounding C major, a harmonic relationship that Sams finds to be associated with 
verbal interpolations in the songs), and he inserts a prominent and wholly unrelated E-B-
E-B bassline (see example 4.12).212 The links between “Auf einer Burg” and the Op. 5 
Impromptus, in addition to the falling fifths motive and the use of the “Ehe” and “Clara” 
ciphers, point to a clear and intentional infusion of Clara into the song. And so despite the 
text’s strange juxtaposition of an old and lonely knight with the lively wedding party 
below and the surprise last line indicating the bride’s tears, Robert chooses music that 
emanates Clara, and Clara would have no doubt been aware of this when referencing the 
song in her sixth variation.  
 
 
212 See John Daverio’s brilliant discussion of Robert Schumann’s interpolations in Nineteenth-Century 







Ex. 4.12. Robert Schumann, Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 (1833 
version), impromptu 7, mm. 6–16. 
 
 
As previously mentioned, Clara fashions the canonic voices in variation 6 to 
begin with C-sharp and then F-sharp, but she also introduces a bass voice on the 
downbeat of m. 3 on C-sharp. Had a fourth voice entered, we could imagine it would 
have continued the pattern and completed the parallel to Robert’s B-E-B-E descent in 
“Auf einer Burg.” Since the theme of the variation set is in F-sharp minor, an exact-pitch 
replica of Robert’s descending fifths would have been unlikely. However, Clara does take 
pains to emphasize the pitches E and B elsewhere, particularly in the alto line in mm. 3–4 
and 7–8. She even breaks typical voice leading “rules” to do so, creating fifths by 
contrary motion and parallel fifths, respectively, with the bass. Could it be that these 
parallel fifths symbolize the unity between two voices—hers and Robert’s? And although 
Clara’s descending fifth opening C♯-F♯-C♯ is a step higher than Robert’s B-E-B, the 
canonic voices are given to the soprano and the tenor. Might it have been that Clara 
intended the soprano voice, beginning on C♯ to signify herself and the tenor voice to 




the variation with a prominent 4–3 suspension, just as Robert ended “Auf einer Burg” 
with the same.   
Variation 7 and Coda 
 The final variation in Clara’s Op. 20 is characterized by a rippling 
accompaniment in 32nd notes which adds an undercurrent of quiet agitation and finally 
breaks free in the B section where waves of cascading arpeggios support a crescendo to 
one of the few forte indications in the piece (see example 4.13). There is a clear textural 
connection to some of the repertoire she was performing at the time, such as the 
thirteenth variation of Mendelssohn’s Variations sérieuses and the third of Robert’s 
Symphonic Etudes. However, the more interesting and meaningful connections lie in the 
coda, which begins unexpectedly in m. 23, interrupting variation 7 two measures before 
its final phrase would have ended. The most obvious extra-compositional reference in the 
coda is the previously mentioned quote of Clara’s Romance variée, Op. 3, which was the 
basis for Robert’s Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 (see example 4.1 
on pp. 111–12). In the middle of the coda, Robert’s theme is heard in its entirety almost 
exactly as it was in variation 3, with the same harmonies and voice leading. The only 
difference is that this time, Clara’s theme is skillfully interwoven into the texture, 












Ex. 4.13. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20,  
variation 7, mm. 1–4. 
 
 Figure 4.2 provides an overview of the coda’s form. (Measure numbers continue 
on from variation 7, and so the first measure of the coda is numbered as m. 23.) Notice 
that it has a symmetrical structure with the “coda beginning” and codetta framing the 
chorale-theme, which itself has a symmetrical ABA' structure. The central portion of the 
coda harkens back to variation 3, whose highly chromatic voice leading, as you recall, 
has substantial ties to the second movement of Robert’s Concert sans orchestre, Op. 14. 
Clara also frames the chorale-theme of the coda with the same type of chromatic voice 
leading, solidifying the link with variation 3 and thus with Robert’s Op. 14. Example 4.14 
shows the voice leading reductions for mm. 25–27 of the coda, which immediately 
precede the chorale-theme, and mm. 56–60, which immediately follow the chorale-
theme. To further reinforce the symmetrical structure of the coda, these two passages are 




dominant prolongation, and mm. 56–60 feature a descending fifth, C♯-F♯ over a tonic 
prolongation. Both the ascending and descending fifths include chromatic passing tones 




Figure 4.2. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20, 







Ex. 4.14. Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 20, coda, 





 Considered as a whole, the extra-compositional and extramusical references in 
Clara’s Op. 20 variations allow us a window into the intimate relationship between her 
and Robert. They allow us to hear her variations anew and to interpret them as they were 
conceived. In addition, they afford us a glimpse into Clara’s compositional process, 
revealing ever more layers of expressive meaning. And though the references were 
intended as private communications over 150 years ago, the insights their recovery 
affords us are reason enough to continue with this sort of inquiry. So despite the fact that 
we are essentially eavesdropping on a private musical conversation of long ago, I would 











JOHANNES BRAHMS’S VARIATIONS ON A  
THEME OF ROBERT SCHUMANN, OPUS 9 
 
 At the time Brahms composed his Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, 
Op. 9, in June of 1854, he was living at the Schumann residence, having arrived a few 
months prior when Robert was institutionalized. Brahms had unrestricted access to 
Robert’s music, and he immersed himself in it, studying especially the piano works and 
the chamber music.213 Constantin Floros goes so far as to call 1854 the “year of 
Schumann studies.”214 Therefore, it is hard to imagine that much of Robert would not 
find its way into the Op. 9 variations, especially considering their highly personal 
character and their conception as a gift for the grieving Clara.  
 Other biographical factors point to the likelihood that the Op. 9 variations served 
as a vehicle for private communication between Brahms and Clara and as such would 
contain a wealth of intertextual resonances. As Malcolm MacDonald notes, “In many 
ways circumstances had forced Brahms to step into Robert Schumann’s shoes, as 
protector of his family and household and closest confidant to his wife.”215 Indeed, March 
of 1854 marked the beginning of a nearly two-year-long span during which Brahms 
managed the family’s finances, took over some of Clara’s teaching, helped to look after 
 
213 Brahms wrote to Robert on December 2, 1854, “The extravagant praise which you consider my [Op. 9] 
Variations to merit fills me with joyful courage. Since this spring I have been diligently studying your 
work; how pleased was I to hear your praise for this, too!” (Brahms, Life and Letters, ed. Avins, 74.)  
214 Constantin Floros, Brahms and Bruckner, 129. 




the children, and regularly visited Robert at Endenich, sometimes serving as courier for 
Clara who was forbidden from visiting Robert until two days before his death in 1856. In 
addition, the composition of the variations coincided with Brahms’s deepening love for 
Clara. The first page of the autograph contains the dedication “To Frau Clara Schumann, 
in heartfelt veneration [in inniger Verehrung] from J. B. June 15, 54,” and four days later, 
on June 19, Brahms wrote to Joachim:  
I believe that I do not have more concern and admiration for her 
than I love her and find love in her. I often have to restrain myself forcibly 
from just quietly putting my arms around her and even—:I don't, it seems 
to me so natural that she could not misunderstand.  
I think I can no longer love an unmarried girl—at least, I have 
quite forgotten about them; they but promise heaven, while Clara shows it 
revealed to us.216  
 
Considering the original title on the manuscript copy—“Kleine Variationen über ein 
Tema von Ihm. Ihr zugeeignet” [Little Variations on a Theme by Him. Dedicated to 
Her]—as well as the intense feelings Brahms had developed for Clara as is evident from 
the letter quoted above, it is no wonder that scholars have already recognized Op. 9 as 
having a very intimate connection to Clara. Louis Crowder calls Brahms’s Op. 9 a 
“personal message from Johannes to Clara” while Constantin Floros says it was written 
“out of sympathy with, and as a consolation for, Clara.”217 Others have pointed out the 
work’s ties to Robert, calling it a “homage to a friend and mentor” and “proof of the 
depth of and intensity of feeling that Brahms had for [Robert] Schumann.”218 Without a 
doubt, Brahms’s Op. 9 consists of a complex web of musical and spiritual relations, at the 
 
216 Artur Holde, “Suppressed Passages in the Brahms-Joachim Correspondence Published for the First 
Time,” Musical Quarterly XLV/3 (July 1959), 314. 
217 Louis Crowder, “Brahms’s Early Tribute to the Schumanns,” Clavier 5/7 (December 1966), 19 and 
Constantin Floros, Brahms and Bruckner, 124. 
218 See Jan Brachmann, Jan, Kunst – Religion – Krise: Der Fall Brahms (Kässel: Bärenreiter, 2003), 177 




center of which lie both Clara and Robert. And while many scholars have illuminated 
resemblances of individual variations to some of Robert’s works, the reservoir of 
meaningful intertextual references within the piece has yet to be fully tapped. In the 
following investigation, I will build upon the work of Constantin Floros, Oliver 
Neighbour, Charles Rosen, Elaine Sisman, and others to show the great extent to which 
Brahms referenced works by Robert and Clara in his Op. 9. In doing so, we will arrive at 
a fully fleshed-out reading of the piece where we hear Brahms speaking directly to Clara, 
offering his variations as a gift to comfort her and to honor both her and her husband. The 
same criteria for assessing possible connections used in the preceding analysis of Clara’s 
Op. 20 will likewise prove beneficial here, along with the corresponding analytical 
techniques.219   
In contrast to Clara’s set, Brahms’s Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, 
Op. 9 has received abundant attention in the literature. Analytical studies such as those of 
Jeffrey Swinkin, Craig C. Cummings, David E. Pacun, and Julian Littlewood have 
focused on the large-scale structure of the work.220 Walter Frisch explores Op. 9 as an 
early example of Brahms’s experimentation with metrical ambiguity in his influential 
article “The Shifting Bar Line: Metrical Displacement in Brahms.”221 Other scholars have 
 
219 Criteria include: 1) Biographical-historical connections, 2) Obvious surface-level links (texture, 
gestures, etc.), 3) Veiled surface-level links (motivic structure, short-term harmonic motion), and 4) 
Middleground structural links (voice leading, long-range harmonic structure). Analytical techniques 
include: Schenkerian analysis, Schoenbergian motivic analysis, and Ratnerian topic theory.  
220 Jeffrey Swinkin, “Variation as Thematic Actualisation: The Case of Brahms’s Op. 9,” Music Analysis 
31/1 (2012), 37–89. Craig C. Cummings, Large-scale Coherence in Selected Nineteenth-Century Piano 
Variations (Ph.D. Dissertation, Indiana University, 1991). David E. Pacun, Large-Scale Form in Selected 
Variation Sets of Johannes Brahms (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1998). Julian Littlewood, 
The Variations of Johannes Brahms (London: Plumbago Books, 2004). 
221 Walter Frisch, “The Shifting Bar Line: Metrical Displacement in Brahms”, in Brahms Studies: 
Analytical and Historical Perspectives (Papers delivered at the International Brahms Conference, 




approached the piece from a more historical perspective. Of particular note is Karl 
Geiringer’s essay “Schumann’s Last Years,” which includes a black-and-white 
reproduction of a sheet of notes that Schumann made to himself during his time at 
Endinich.222 The sheet contains a portion of Schumann’s analysis of Brahms’s Op. 9 
variations and a draft of a letter thanking Brahms for the work. And as is most pertinent 
to the present study, a significant number of scholars have analyzed the set from an 
intertextual perspective, with many comparing it to Robert Schumann’s works and style 
and some commenting on the influence of Beethoven.223 For instance, Constantin Floros 
makes the case that Robert’s “Davidsbündlertänze, op. 6, stood godparent to the shaping 
of the Variations op. 9,” while Oliver Neighbour demonstrates links to Robert’s 
Carnaval, Op. 9.224 The true extent of Brahms’s references to Robert’s works, however, 
has yet to be fully realized. 
 Before proceeding further, let us begin by summarizing the musical references 
that have already been discussed in the literature. Two instances are ones which Brahms 
himself even admitted to. First, variation 9 is a paraphrase of the second Albumblätter in 
Robert’s Bunte Blätter set. This is the piece that immediately follows the F-sharp minor 
 
222 Karl Geiringer, On Brahms and His Circle: Essays and Documentary Studies, revised and enlarged by 
George S. Bozarth (Sterling Heights, MI: Harmonie Park Press in association with the American Brahms 
Society, 2006). 
223 For literature that addresses the influence of Robert Schumann, see in particular the work by Hermann 
Danuser, John Daverio, Constantin Floros, Siegfried Kross, Michael Musgrave, Oliver Neighbour, Dillon 
Parmer, Robert Pascall, Charles Rosen, Elaine Sisman, Michael Struck, and R. Larry Todd. Those that 
comment on the influence of Beethoven include Walter Frisch, Elaine Sisman, and Jeffrey Swinkin. Clara 
Schumann and Joseph Joachim also were reminded of Beethoven upon hearing Brahms’s Op. 9, with Clara 
writing in her diary, “Brahms played his variations on a theme of Robert’s, and today I was more struck by 
them than ever before—the spirit of Beethoven breathes through them all.” (Litzmann, Clara Schumann: 
An Artist’s Life, Vol. 2, 77) 
224 See Constantin Floros, Brahms and Bruckner, 135 and Oliver Neighbour, “Brahms and Schumann: Two 




theme on which Brahms’s variations are based. In a letter to Clara from October 11, 
1857, Brahms writes: 
I cannot agree with you about the article by Debrois. What he writes about 
me (as the dear principal character), I found reasonable beyond all 
expectations, except for some downright stupidities, as when e.g. he is of 
the opinion that the B minor variation was not intentionally written to 
imitate the corresponding piece in your husband’s work! Something that is 
surely clear as day. N.B. The said piece is the one following the F sharp 
minor theme, therefore everything is quite simple.225 
 
Example 5.1 shows the rather obvious link between the two works. Second, in variation 
10, Brahms includes a quote of Clara’s Romance variée, the same melody which served 
as a basis for Robert’s Op. 5 Impromptus and which Clara quoted in her Variations on a 
Theme of Robert Schumann. In a letter to Joachim from September 12, 1854, Brahms 
writes, “I’ve added another set of two to my Variations—through one of them Clara 
speaks!”226 The two variations that Brahms mentions here are variations 10 and 11, which 
he added to his Op. 9 set for Clara’s birthday in August, two months after completing the 
original manuscript version.227 Oliver Neighbour provides a succinct description of the 
autograph score and timeline: 
 
225 Brahms, Life and Letters, ed. Avins, 158–59. 
226 Brahms, Life and Letters, ed. Avins, 62. 
227 Margit McCorkle’s thematic catalogue (Johannes Brahms: Thematisch-Bibliographisches 
Werkverzeichnis [München: G. Henle Verlag, 1984]) includes a single variation based on the same 
Schumann theme. It was published for the first and only time in Victor Joss’s book Der Musikpädagoge 
Friedrich Wieck und seine Familie (Dresden: O. Damm, 1902). Brahms supposedly wrote this little 
variation for Marie Wieck when he visited her in Baden in 1868 (although no documentary proof exists that 
Brahms was even in Baden during that year). Jonathan Bellman has argued that the variation cannot be by 
Brahms, citing its musical incompetency, its short length (12 bars instead of the original theme’s 24 bars), 
the exclusion of the theme’s most interesting harmonic journey (Schumann modulates to C-sharp minor 
and back to A major in mm. 9–20), the dual 3/8 and 2/4 time signature, the inexplicable and unwarranted 
introduction of B-sharp in the right hand’s m. 16 (m. 8 for the left hand), and the jarring Picardy-third at the 
end. See Bellman, “A Brahmsian Opus Dubium?” The American Brahms Society Newsletter 20/1 (Spring 
2002), 6–7. George S. Bozarth offers a rebuttal, arguing that this little variation should not be judged by the 
same standards as works that Brahms deemed worthy of publication. He cites some Brahmsian features 
found in the variation, including parallel sixths and thirds, tied notes over barlines, two-against-three 




The main autograph (at the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, Vienna), 
containing variations 1–9 and 12–16, is dated 15 June; variations 10 and 













Ex. 5.1b. Robert Schumann, Bunte Blätter, Op. 99, Albumblatt no. 2, mm. 1–4. 
 
 
Regarding the timing of Brahms’s addition, Constantin Floros makes a connection 
not only to Clara’s birthday, but to the Schumanns’ private symbolism of the three days, 
August 12–14. August 12 is “St. Clara’s day” (Clara’s birthday), and August 14 is the 
“day Eusebius” (Robert’s self-proclaimed alter-ego). August 13 is the “day Aurora” and 
serves as the link between August 12 (Clara) and August 14 (Eusebius/Robert). It is also 
 




the day Robert asked for Clara’s hand in marriage.229 Brahms was certainly aware of the 
significance of the dates, as is evidenced by two letters he wrote to Clara. On August 15, 
1854, he writes, “For the 12th, 13th, and 14th of August I sent you 1000 regards.”, and on 
August 21, 1854, his letter includes: 
On the portentious days:  
Clara, Aurora, Eusebius  
I had the most magnificent, sunny weather. Do I need to say whether I 
thought of you two?—You asked about it! Surely only as a way to invoke 
the days?230 
 
According to Floros, “the contrapuntal linkage of the Clara quotation with the Schumann 
melody was meant as an allusion to the day Eusebius, the day of Clara’s engagement to 
Schumann.”231 The fact that Brahms chose to add two additional variations on August 
12—one of which includes the quote of Clara’s Romance variée—proves that he was not 
only in on the Schumann’s private symbolism, but also that he sought to unite himself 
with both Clara and Robert in his Op. 9 variations. See example 5.2 for a summary of the 











229 Floros, Brahms and Bruckner, 127. 
230 As quoted in Floros, Brahms and Bruckner, 127. 











Ex. 5.2b. Robert Schumann, Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 (1833 














 Other scholars have used these two indisputable references as a jumping-off point 
for uncovering other connections, most of which relate specifically to the music of Robert 
and Clara Schumann. Table 1 lists the heretofore discovered extra-compositional 
references in Brahms’s Op. 9 along with the scholars who first identified them. As 
intensely secretive as Brahms was about his compositional methods, it is highly possible 
that this list is not an exhaustive one. Every single variation in the second half of the 
work contains at least one reference to the Schumanns, and yet in the first half, only 
variation 2 does so. Considering Brahms’s complete immersion in the music and lives of 
the Schumanns when he conceived and wrote the variations, in addition to the 
meticulousness with which he interweaved references to their works in variations 8–16, it 
is highly improbable that the same sorts of references would be almost entirely absent 
from variations 1–7. Rather, it is more likely that the apparent lack of extra-
compositional references in variation 1–7 owes more to Brahms’s skill at concealing 
them. For us to gain the fullest possible insight into the intimate ways in which this work 
must have spoken to Clara, we must dig deeper, below the most obvious surface features 
of the music. In doing so, we will also come to know the young Brahms better—not only 
his compositional methods but also aspects of his innermost feelings which could only be 


















Work(s) referenced Identified by 
Theme Robert Schumann, F-sharp minor theme 
    (published as first Albumblatt in Bunte Blätter, Op. 99) 





Var. 2 Robert Schumann, No. 8 from Kreisleriana, Op. 16 
Robert Schumann, No. 1 from Impromptus sur une romance de Clara 




Var. 7 Beethoven, Var. 13 from “Diabelli” Variations, Op. 120 
  
Elaine Sisman 
Var. 8 Robert Schumann, No. 7 from Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6 
  
Constantin Floros 
Var. 9 Robert Schumann, second Albumblatt in Bunte Blätter, Op. 99 
  
Johannes Brahms 
Var. 10 Clara Schumann, Romance variée, Op. 3 (and by extension, Robert’s 
    Op. 5 Impromptus and Clara’s Op. 20 Variations) 




R. Larry Todd 
Var. 11 Robert Schumann, “Arlequin” from Carnaval, Op. 9 (harmonic  






Var. 12 Robert Schumann, “Fabel” from Fantasiestücke, Op. 12 
  
Constantin Floros 
Var. 13 Robert Schumann, Toccata, Op. 7 
  
Oliver Neighbour 
Var. 14 Robert Schumann, “Chopin” from Carnaval, Op. 9 




Var. 15 Robert Schumann, No. 14 from Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6 




Var. 16 Robert Schumann, No. 1 from Impromptus sur une romance de 
    Clara Wieck, Op. 5 







 According to Clara’s diary entries, Brahms first heard her Variations on a Theme 
of Robert Schumann, Op. 20 no later than May 24, 1854. Clara writes:  
Brahms played me Schunke’s tender, thoughtful sonata dedicated to 
Robert . . . and then I played my variations on a theme of Robert’s, which 




so happy, thinking of surprising him with them. This year I must spend my 
birthday alone, and he will not even know the day.232 
 
Presumably, it was after this evening of music-making that Brahms decided to compose 
his own set of variations on the same theme, Robert’s F-sharp minor piece that was 
published as the first Albumblatt in his Bunte Blätter, Op. 99. One can only imagine the 
emotional complexities, for both Clara and Brahms, that accompanied this particular time 
in their lives. Clara, who was mourning the effective loss of her husband and coming to 
terms with the reality that he might never return from the asylum, found comfort in 
Brahms’s person and music. Brahms, stepping into Robert’s shoes as protector and 
confidante, no doubt felt loyalty to the great master and shared some of Clara’s sadness. 
Meanwhile, he had just turned 21 and was also developing his own feelings toward Clara, 
seeing her not just as the wife of an admired composer and an inspiring artist in her own 
right, but also as das ewige Weibliche,233 the ideal to which all others would fall short. 
Based solely on the biographical circumstances during which the piece was conceived 
and composed, one could conjecture several plausible reasons behind Brahms’s decision 
to compose his own set of variations on the theme that Clara set a year prior. However, 
the forthcoming investigation of the music itself will open up new ways of reading the 
piece and lead us toward a more accurate and detailed account of Brahms’s internal 
motivations and intended meaning. Because Brahms’s variations manipulate the 
 
232 Litzmann, Clara Schumann: An Artist’s Life, Vol. 2, 74. 
233 Goethe’s idea of the “eternal feminine” comes from his Faust. Brahms was keenly aware of Goethe’s 
symbolism. For instance, in a pair of letters, he said of his Op. 60 Piano Quartet, “Imagine a man who is 
about to shoot himself, for whom there is no other way out.” He then links the ideas with Goethe’s novel 
The Sorrows of Young Werther, in which the protagonist, in love with an older married woman, takes his 
own life; thus, the connection has been made to Brahms’s own love for Clara. For a detailed account of 
what has come to be known as the “Werther” Quartet, see Peter H. Smith, Expressive Forms in Brahms’s 
Instrumental Music: Structure and Meaning in His Werther Quartet (Bloomington and Indianapolis: 




harmonic structure and phrase structure of the theme to a much greater extent than 




Ex. 5.3. Brahms, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 9, theme, phrase 




 In his first variation Brahms places the theme in the left hand. The dotted eighth-
sixteenth figure of the theme’s second beat becomes a unifying feature, occurring on the 
second beat of every other measure throughout the variation, in m. 1, m. 3, m. 5, m. 7, 




eighth-sixteenth figure is noticeably absent, and in its place is a “boom-chuck” pattern 
that seems to have nothing in common with the theme. As such, it functions as a small-
scale interpolation. The precedent for such an event can easily be found in Robert 
Schumann, who favored interpolations of varying lengths in his music.234 Undoubtedly, 
Brahms was familiar with this particular aspect of Robert’s compositional style, 
especially as found in his piano works. And with the Schumanns at the forefront of his 
mind as he began composing the variations, it would come as little surprise if the 
interpolation in variation 1 had an even more specific connection to Robert.  
 In his claim that Robert’s Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6 “stood godparent to the 
shaping of the Variations op. 9,” Constantin Floros points to the “Eusebius” and 
“Florestan” designations (like Brahms’s “Brahms” and “Kreisler” designations in the 
autograph score of Op. 9)235 as well as the similarities between Robert’s no. 7 and 14 
pieces and Brahms’s variations 8 and 15.236 If we look closely at no. 8 of the 
Davidsbündlertänze, a connection to Brahms’s first variation, specifically its 
interpolation, reveals itself. Example 5.4a contains the first two measures of Robert’s Op. 
6, no. 8. The “boom-chuck” rhythm pervades the first measure and is subsequently 
featured throughout the piece. Measures 15–16 of Brahms’s variation 1 (example 5.4b) 
consist of the same boom-chuck rhythm. In addition, V serves as the harmonic goal in 
both passages, Robert’s in the minor key with three flats and Brahms’s in the minor key 
with three sharps. Robert designates the opening of his no. 8 as piano while Brahms 
 
234 For an illuminating discussion of Robert Schumann’s Op. 17 Fantasie and its 100-measure Im 
Legendenton section as an interpolation, see Chapter 2 of John Daverio’s Nineteenth-Century Music, 19–
47. Daverio addresses the related concepts of musical fragments and Witz in Chapter 3 of the same book. 
235 The “Brahms” and “Kreisler” designations in Op. 9 are discussed in more detail below (see p. 167). 




marks the first diminuendo of variation 1 in the analogous passage. Perhaps most 
importantly, though, Brahms’s interpolation occurs immediately after the most expressive 
moment of the F-sharp minor theme—that is the syncopated sforzando that serves as the 
climax of the B section as seen in m. 14 of the theme and m. 14 of variation 1 (examples 
5.4c and 5.4d). Compared to the opening motive of Robert’s Op. 6, no. 8 (m. 2), the 
connection is clear. The subtle references to the eighth Davidsbündlertanz in this opening 
variation make clear that, even if he preferred the references to remain private, Brahms 





























 Brahms’s second variation, which Elaine Sisman calls a “conflation of the first 
variations in Schumann’s Op. 5 Impromptus and Op. 13 Symphonic Etudes,”237 features 
a shift in meter, phrase structure, and tempo. Sisman rightly points to the clear connection 
between this variation and impromptu 1 of Robert’s Impromptus sur une romance de 
Clara Wieck, Op. 5, made evident through the right hand chords that anticipate the 
downbeats and then turn into suspensions or retardations.238 The connection to the first of 
 
237 Elaine R. Sisman, “Brahms and the Variation Canon,” 19th-Century Music 14/2 (Autumn 1990), 145. 
238 As in Chapter 4, my analysis is based on the original 1833 version of Robert’s Op. 5 Impromptus. 
However, when referring to individual impromptus, I will always assume the theme is unnumbered and 




the Symphonic Etudes is less convincing, though both excerpts do start with a similar 
descending fourth in the bass, marked staccato. Charles Rosen associates the second 
variation with the last piece in Robert’s Kreisleriana, likely because of the similar lilting 
rhythmic motive found within the texture and the suspensions. However, in addition to 
the generalized references that Sisman and Rosen identify, there is a deeper and more 
widespread connection to Robert’s Op. 5 Impromptus.  
 As we saw in Clara’s Op. 20 Variations, Robert’s Op. 5 Impromptus played an 
important role, both musically and personally, in shaping the piece—the theme of Op. 5, 
Clara’s Romance variée, was interwoven into the coda, and Clara’s variations 4 and 6 had 
connections to Robert’s seventh and eighth impromptus respectively. Similarly, Brahms 
infuses his Op. 9 Variations with several references to Robert’s Op. 5 Impromptus, some 
subtle and some more overt. Here in variation 2, the quietly energetic and constantly  
moving left hand part owes its character and rhythmic identity to Robert’s Op. 5. In  
 
particular, the rhythmic motive  , which I will refer to as the “gigue rhythm,” 
serves as the primary developmental material of Robert’s fourth, fifth, and final 
impromptus, with the last being extended by a fugue and coda. The gigue rhythmic 
motives in impromptus 4, 5, and 11 almost always consist of a single note followed by 
two repeated notes. The bassline of Brahms’s variation 2 does the same. And just as 
Robert follows the gigue rhythm with straight eighths in impromptus 4 and 11, Brahms  
does the same by ending each measure with straight eighths. In other words, Robert’s  
 
6/8:  becomes Brahms’s 9/8: . Like Brahms’s 
  
 
looking at the original 1833 score, you should subtract 1 from the numbers printed in the score to 




variation 2, each of these impromptus begins with a piano dynamic. It is notable that, 
with the theme of the set in 2/4 meter, Robert chooses to move to compound meter in 
impromptus 4, 5, 9, and 11, all of which, excepting no. 9, involve the gigue rhythm. 
Brahms’s decision to move away from the Op. 9 theme’s 2/4 meter and into compound 
meter first occurs in the variation which owes its rhythmic identity to the compound-
meter impromptus in Robert’s set.  
 The two features of the rhythmic motive in Brahms’s variation 2 that give it its 
breathless energy are the sixteenth rest in place of the dot and the staccato articulation. 
The three gigue-rhythm impromptus in Robert’s set—4, 5, and 11—gradually work 
toward these same features. Impromptu no. 4 features the gigue rhythm in a slower 
tempo, making it a siciliano, which, as Leonard Ratner says, would be played gently and 
not staccato.239 The impromptu is marked sempre piano and maintains a hushed quality 
throughout. Impromptu no. 5 sees the dot replaced by a rest, and though it begins piano 
dolce, it reaches a forte dynamic by m. 5. And finally, in impromptu no. 11, the rhythmic 
motive includes both the rest and staccato articulations, now at a Vivace tempo. The 
impromptu reaches fortissimo by m. 15 and then launches into a fugue and coda, both of 
which are saturated with same motive. Brahms’s fast and breathless gigue rhythm and 
Robert’s progression toward the same are provided in example 5.5. 
 
 
239 Ratner, Classic Music, 15. It should be noted that Robert did not seem to be clear on the distinction 
between the gigue and siciliano topoi. For instance, his “Sizilianisch,” No. 11 from Album für die Jugend, 














Ex. 5.5b. Robert Schumann, Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 (1833 








Ex. 5.5c. Robert Schumann, Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 (1833 





Ex. 5.5d. Robert Schumann, Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 (1833 
version), impromptu 11, mm. 1–8. 
 
 Considering how pervasive this gigue rhythmic motive is in Robert’s Op. 5, it was 
likely a memorable feature for Brahms upon his getting to know the piece in 1854. 




Robert’s impromptu no. 1, he also incorporates the rhythmic character of impromptus 4, 
5, and 11.  
But lest we think that Brahms’s methods for incorporating extra-compositional 
references to Robert’s Op. 5 is limited to these two most obvious features, let us also 
briefly examine some motivic links that deal with pitch. The left hand part of Brahms’s 
variation 2 does indeed iterate the bassline of the main theme, though entire four-measure 
phrases from the theme are condensed into single measures in the variation. However, 
starting in measures 4 and 5, Brahms adds chromatic lower incomplete neighbor tones to 
the bassline, embellishing tones which were not heard in the original theme. These 
chromatic lower neighbors have a clear precedent in the same impromptus which feature 
the gigue rhythm. For example, the fragments that are boxed with dotted lines in 
measures 4 and 5 in example 5.5a appear in Robert’s impromptu no. 5 in measures 5 and 
3 respectively (dotted-line boxes in example 5.5c)—this despite the passages being in 
distantly related keys. Likewise, the fragments boxed with solid lines measures 4 and 5 of 
example 5.5a relate closely to the figure in measures 7–8 of Robert’s impromptu no. 11 
(solid-line boxes in example 5.5d).  
Variation 3 
 The third variation in Brahms’s Op. 9 returns to the tempo and meter of the theme 
and places the theme’s melody in the left hand. The right hand features swelling 
suspension figures which alternate below and above the melody. The right hand therefore 
must hop back-and-forth below and above the left hand. Robert Schumann employed this 
same kind of technique in the ninth of his Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, 




and-forth below and above it. Perhaps Brahms, who was an accomplished pianist in his 
own right, would have drawn inspiration for this variation when playing Robert’s 
Impromptus. The more interesting and meaningful connection, however, has to do not 
with the Impromptus, but with one of Robert’s songs.  
Brahms’s third variation alludes to Robert’s “In der Nacht” from Fantasiestücke, 
Op. 12. With the exception of no. 7 “Traumes Wirren,” Robert wrote the set of eight 
piano pieces in 1837. The fifth piece in the set, “In der Nacht,” is cast in F minor and 2/4 
meter, and thus its key and meter most closely relate to the theme of Brahms’s Op. 9. The 
most obvious reference to “In der Nacht” can be seen in the sighing suspension figure 
that permeates the variation. Example 5.6 shows the suspension figure as it occurs in 
variation 3 along with the passage in “In der Nacht” to which it alludes. It consists of a 
stepwise ascending triplet rhythm followed by a downward-resolving suspension.  
Brahms includes some version of the figure in every part of the variation except for 
during a two-measure interpolation that recalls to the boom-chuck interpolation of 
variation 1. Just as the interpolation in variation 1 had ties to Robert, the interpolation in 
variation 3 occurs in the middle of an important harmonic event that further ties the 
variation to Robert’s “In der Nacht.” For the first time in the Op. 9 set, Brahms strays 
from the harmonic scheme of the theme—he moves to F minor in the second part of the 
B section and the first part of the A' section. This is no small feat, especially considering 
how seamlessly Brahms achieves the harmonic shift. In a set of variations on an F-sharp 
minor theme, the key of F minor is not an obvious choice for a harmonic deviation. The 
theme’s harmonic scheme, which was detailed in example 5.3, is: A section (f♯ à A) | B 




minor are all closely related. In contrast, the harmonic scheme of Brahms’s variation 3 is: 
A section (f♯ à A) | B section (A à f) | A' section (f à A♭ à f♯). F minor and its 
relative A-flat major are distantly related to the home key of F-sharp minor. Moving to F 
minor mid-variation (only to move back to F-sharp minor by the end), would have 
required a conscious decision, and considering the expressive content of the piece and its 
ties to Robert Schumann, it was hardly an arbitrary one. In doing so, Brahms solidifies 
the connection to “In der Nacht”—having alluded to the triplet-suspension motive, he 














 Of all Robert’s piano works, why might Brahms have chosen to interweave “In 
der Nacht” into the fabric of his variations? Entertaining this question requires a bit of 
conjecture. However, it is clear that Robert and Clara were both at the forefront of his 
mind during the composition of the set. Including an abundance of veiled references to 
Robert’s works, along with a few overt ones, would have served the dual purpose of 
publicly paying homage to Robert and privately comforting and honoring Clara. In 
addition, Brahms could secretly express his own innermost feelings toward Clara. 
Perhaps the title “In der Nacht” reminded Brahms of his intimate tie to the Schumann 
household. Indeed, only the closest of friends would be staying in the Schumann 
residence overnight. And as evidenced by Brahms’s comment to Joachim, evenings with 
Clara were sacred to Brahms: “How dear to me are all the works which came into being 
this winter, as well as my Variations [Op. 9] and Ballades [Op. 10]; they remind me so 
much of twilight hours at Clara’s.”240 Alluding to “In der Nacht” and turning its triplet-
suspension motive into a sighing version with the swell of hairpin dynamics might have 
also been Brahms’s way of expressing his deep longing for Clara. 
 In addition, in a letter that Robert wrote to Clara on April 21, 1838, he claimed to 
have discovered the story of Hero and Leander in “In der Nacht”: 
I just got a letter from Krägen—he writes beautiful things about the 
Fantasiestücke and really raves about them in his own way—“Nacht” is 
“great and beautiful,” he writes and is his favorite; mine, too, I think. 
Later, when I was finished, I found, to my delight, the story of “Hero and 
Leander” in it. You probably know it. Leander swims through the sea to 
his beloved every night, and she waits in the lighthouse with a burning 
torch to show him the way. It’s a beautiful, old, romantic legend. When I 
play “Nacht” I always think of this image—first, he plunges into the sea—
she calls—he answers—he swims through the waves and reaches the land 
successfully—now the cantilena when they are in each other’s arms—
 
240 Letter from Brahms to Joseph Joachim, dated January 25, 1855. Translated in Brahms, Life and Letters, 




then, when he has to leave again, and they can’t part—until night 
enshrouds everything in darkness—of course, I imagine Hero to be just 
like you, and if you were sitting in a lighthouse, I’d probably learn how to 
swim, too. Do tell me whether you think this image suits the music.”241 
 
Considering the events of the Schumanns’ lives surrounding the composition of Brahms’s 
Op. 9, there is an eerie fate to the story. Robert’s description of Leander “plunging into 
the sea” is not unlike the actual incident of February 27, 1854 when he threw himself into 
the Rhine. It is possible that Brahms was aware of this poetic association, and if he was, 
one begins to suspect that Brahms had included some references that, perhaps, Clara was 
not supposed to get—references which, if realized, would have caused her pain.  
Variation 4 
Variation 4 shares a close likeness to “Reconnaissance” from Robert’s Carnaval. 
Example 5.7 provides the beginning of each. Both are marked pianissimo and feature a 
legato melody over a staccato accompaniment. They are both in 2/4 meter, Brahms 
indicates Poco piú moto and Robert indicates Animato. Both include double-repeated 














Ex. 5.7b. Robert Schumann, Carnaval, Op. 9, “Reconnaissance,” mm. 1–4. 
 
 
 The most distinctive feature of the “Reconnaissance” melody is the lower 
chromatic neighbor tone, first seen on beat 2 of the first measure. Robert also uses the 
figure as part of the accompaniment and further develops it in the B section. Likewise, 
Brahms’s fourth variation embellishes the melody with neighbor tones and specifically 
features lower chromatic neighbor tones. Schenkerian graphs of the melody will prove 
helpful in distinguishing between structural melodic notes and embellishing tones, and 
they will also highlight the ways in which both Robert and Brahms incorporated lower 
chromatic neighbor tones into these passages. To make the lower neighbor tones more 
visually apparent on the graphs, I have labelled them each with “N.” Example 5.8a 
provides a voice leading reduction of the melody of the first four measures of 
“Reconnaissance.” The structural scale degree 3"  is embellished with the lower chromatic 
neighbor tone, B♮, and Robert will continue to use this same pattern throughout the 
movement. Example 5.8b shows how Brahms elaborates the initial descending fifth linear 
progression. What initially appear to be double neighbor figures actually function as a 
series of unfolded thirds where the lower note of each third operates as a neighbor tone to 
a structural pitch. The only true double neighbor, an unfolded third where both the upper 
and lower notes function as neighbor tones to a structural pitch, occurs in m. 1 as a 




tones will serve as the predominant method of elaboration in this variation. The B section 
sees the connection to Robert’s “Reconnaissance” strengthened as Brahms employs lower 




Ex. 5.8a. Robert Schumann, Carnaval, Op. 9, “Reconnaissance,” mm. 1–4, voice leading 





Ex. 5.8b. Brahms, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 9, variation 4,  





Ex. 5.8c. Brahms, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann, Op. 9, variation 4,  
mm. 9–17, voice leading reduction of melody. 
 
 
In using Robert’s neighbor tone motion as a point of departure, Brahms creates a 
variation that sounds uniquely his own, while disguising the connection. Indeed, this is 
the type of extra-compositional reference that would only have been noticeable to those 
who were intimately familiar with Robert’s music—namely, Clara—and the thought of 




Nevertheless, a comparison of the two passages leaves little doubt that Brahms was 
infusing Robert’s music into the variations in a myriad of ways, and the recognition of 
the intertextual connections allows for a much deeper insight into the music.  
Variation 5 
 The fifth variation opens with a forte announcement in octave C-sharps. 
Similarly, the eighth impromptu from Robert’s Op. 5 opens with fortissimo octave G’s. In 
both, the opening gesture ends with a held note (marked with an accent in Brahms’s Op. 
9 and with a tenuto in Robert’s Op. 5) which is then followed by staccato sixteenth notes 
(see example 5.9). The octave gestures have the effect, in both passages, of momentarily 
suspending the sense of tonal center. Both Brahms and Robert begin with scale degree 5 
of the key. However, until the staccato chords that follow, there are no harmonies to 
guide the ear into a home key. Brahms and Robert both employ the octave gesture 
throughout, at various pitch levels, and each time it returns, there is a momentary 
disorientation—will the single pitch relate to what came before it, will it relate to what 
comes after, or will it serve as a transitional pitch on the way to an entirely new key? The 
overall effect is like boarding a train with no ticket and then being kicked off at random 
stops along the route, reboarding, getting kicked off, etc.—all the while not knowing 




















Ex. 5.9b. Robert Schumann, Impromptus sur une romance de Clara Wieck, Op. 5 (1833 
version), impromptu 8, mm. 1–8. 
 
 
 Let us first examine this harmonic ambiguity in a bit more detail as it occurs in 
Robert’s eighth impromptu, and then we will see how Brahms employs the same sort of 
harmonic technique in his fifth variation. Example 5.9b provides the first eight measures 
of the eighth impromptu. As shown with the annotations above the boxes, each time the 
octave gesture arrives, the ear is left wondering if it relates to the key of what came 
before or a hypothetical new key yet to come. The staccato chords that follow the gesture 
usually give a somewhat clear answer, but the next octave gesture interrupts so quickly, 
that the ear hardly has time to settle before being thrust into uncertainty again. For 




could function as a ♭7"—perhaps we are about to tonicize F major. Or perhaps Schumann 
is going to continue the pattern he started in mm. 1–4 where B-flat will function as 5"  in 
the key of E-flat. However, the staccato chords that follow the B-flat octaves suggest that 
perhaps it was 1"  all along. And further still, the next octave gesture and its following 
chords makes us wonder if B-flat is functioning as a Neapolitan.  
 In Brahms’s variation 5, that ambiguity is made more prominent by the additional 
notes he adds before the staccato chords (see example 5.9a). For example, in mm. 6–7, 
the E♯-G♯ third on the downbeat combines with the tied over C-sharp to complete a V6 
chord in the key of F-sharp minor. However, the C-sharp then slides down to B-sharp and 
then to B-natural. What follows confirms that the B-sharp was simply a passing tone to 
the B-natural, creating a V4/2 in the home key which then resolves to i6 in m. 8. 
However, because of the sudden shift into slower note values, the feeling of uncertainty is 
palpable.  
The harmonic uncertainty is even more apparent in mm. 12–15. After having 
cadenced in A major, the C-sharp octaves imply scale degree 3". But instead of 
functioning in A major, or returning to F-sharp minor as at the opening, a half-note E 
interjects. The following octave gesture on E does little to clarify the tonality, and neither 
does the half-note G that interjects in m. 15. Eventually, Brahms does return to F-sharp 
minor for the A' section and for the first time, the octave gesture appears on the tonic 
pitch F-sharp (mm. 27–28 and mm. 42–43). Still, for one final harmonic surprise, Brahms 
includes an A-sharp at the end of the gesture, thwarting our expectation of a clean arrival 




and uncertain harmonic landscape in his eighth impromptu, so too does Brahms in his 
fifth variation. 
Variation 6 
 The brilliant and virtuosic sixth variation represents a culmination of the 
momentum that began building in variation 4. Marked Allegro, it has an etude-like 
texture and a moto perpetuo of triplet sixteenth notes. A similar texture and rhythm 
occurs in no. 1 of Robert’s Kreisleriana, Op. 16 of 1838. In his autograph score, Brahms 
drew the double barlines at the end of variations 4, 7, 8, 11, 14 and 16 into a B. (for 
Brahms) and variations 5, 6, 9, 12 and 13 into a Kr. (for Kreisler). Brahms’s association 
with the fictional character Kreisler has been thoroughly addressed in the literature.242 
Suffice it to say that, given his knowledge of Robert’s dual personas Florestan and 
Eusebius and his familiarity with Robert’s piano works, Kreisleriana would have been an 
obvious source of inspiration for Brahms’s own “Kreisler” variations. Example 5.10 
provides the beginning of Brahms’s variation 6 and Robert’s Kreisleriana No. 1. In both, 
notice the similarity in rhythm (constant triplet sixteenths in the right hand punctuated by 
offbeat notes in the left hand), dynamics (frequent forte and fortissimo), articulation 
(accents and staccato markings), and tempo (Allegro and Äusserst bewegt). In addition, 
Brahms begins his A and A' sections with prominent V-I progressions, just as Robert 
ends his A and A' sections (compare specifically Brahms’s pick-up and downbeat of m. 1 
 
242 See, for instance, Siegfried Kross, “Brahms and E. T. A. Hoffmann,” 19th-Century Music 5/3 (Spring 
1982), 193–200, Antonio Baldassarre, “Johannes Brahms and Johannes Kreisler: Creativity and Aesthetics 
of the Young Brahms illustrated by the Piano Trio in B-major Opus 8,” Acta musicologica 72/2 (2000): 
145–67, and an English translation of Brahms’s own Des jungen Kreislers Schatzkästlein. Aussprüche von 
Dichtern, Philosophen und Künstlern: Johannes Brahms, The Brahms Notebooks: Little Treasure Chests of 
the Young Kreisler, ed. Carl Krebs, trans. Agnes Eisenberger (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2003). For a 
discussion of Brahms’s use of the Brahms and Kreisler designations in his Op. 9 variations, see Floros, 




with Robert’s m. 8). Both composers accentuate the progression by marking both chords 
individually as forte and using full root position triads in the left hand. They also both 
mark the second chord of the V-I progression with an additional accent (Brahms with > 



















Ex. 5.10b. Robert Schumann, Kreisleriana, Op. 16, no. 1, mm. 1–8. 
 
 In addition to the clear connections to Kreisleriana, Brahms alludes subtly to the 
final movement of Robert’s Concert sans orchestre, Op. 14 (movement 3 in the 1836 
version, movement 4 in the 1853 revised version). Recall that the Concert sans orchestre 
held an intimate place in the lives of the Schumanns, and Clara referred to the second 
movement, a set of variations on an “Andantino de Clara Wieck,” in her own Schumann 
Variations, Op. 20. The final movement, like Brahms’s variation 6, is a moto perpetuo 
with nearly constant triplet sixteenth notes. The figuration in mm. 76–90, with its left-
hand staccato punctuations below the constantly running stream of arpeggiated sixteenth 
notes, bears a close resemblance to that of Brahms’s A and A' sections. Though quiet and 
light at this moment, Robert soon builds into a character more akin to that of Brahms’s 
variation 6. In the con anima section that follows, we see where Brahms may have gotten 




hand and-left hand gestures. Compare the opening of variation 6 (example 5.10a above) 
with mm. 118–31 in Robert’s movement (example 5.11). The staggered gestures are 
shown in ovals on both examples. Notice that the right-hand gestures consist of 









 Eliane Sisman has claimed that Brahms’s variation 7 recalls variation 13 from 
Beethoven’s Op. 120 “Diabelli” Variations.243 However, aside from the shifts of register 
 




punctuated by rests, the two have little in common, either expressively or musically. The 
seventh variation in Brahms’s Op. 9 set represents a profound shift in expressive content, 
marked partially by a change in meter, tempo, and dynamics. The entire variation is built 
upon a deeply emotive sighing motive. Almost every gesture sinks downward, usually by 
chromatic semitones, and the dynamic level never rises above piano. The rests that 
separate every gesture, in addition to the irregular phrase structure, create a halting, 
gasping, atmosphere. 
 Brahms, despite being hailed as the so-called “champion of absolute music” and 
whether or not he ever admitted to it, was not averse to including programmatic meaning 
in his music. The same year he composed the Op. 9 variations, Brahms also composed 
the four Ballades, Op. 10, the first of which is the famous “Edward” Ballade, inspired (as 
the published score acknowledges) by the Scottish poem of the same name. Dillon 
Parmer, in his dissertation and subsequent articles, has assessed the programmatic 
elements in Brahms’s music in some depth.244 Bearing this aspect of Brahms’s creative 
impulse in mind, an aspect which he took pains to suppress from the general public, we 
might venture to entertain the possibility of a programmatic element in the seventh 
variation. Unlike any of the other variations in the set, variation 7 evokes two absolutely 
separate and distinct voices, one in the soprano/alto range and the other in the tenor/bass 
range. Without exception, the two voices speak back-and-forth, answering each other’s 
sighing motives with their own equally expressive sighs. The B section rises in intensity 
 
244 See Dillon Parmer, Brahms the Programmatic? A Critical Assessment (Ph.D. Diss., Eastman School of 
Music, 1995; “Brahms, Song Quotation, and Secret Programs,” 19th-Century Music 19/2 (Autumn 1995), 
161–90; “Musical Meaning for the Few: Instances of Private Reception in the Music of Brahms,” Current 
Musicology 83 (Spring 2007), 109–30; and “Symbolic Motifs in the Music of Brahms,” Studies in Music 




with the addition of hairpin dynamic swells and the few upward reaching gestures of the 
variation, while the A' section slows and dies away, as the energy of each voice gradually 
fades away. Considering the emotional complexities surrounding their relationship during 
this time, we would be well within our rights to read this variation as the voices of Clara 
and Johannes, alternating as they express their mutual grief over Robert, and their 
suppressed longing for each other (or perhaps what Brahms hoped was a shared longing). 
Clearly this kind of reading requires a certain openness to subjectivity, to speculative 
interpretation. Yet, from what we know of Brahms’s feelings toward Clara in 1854 along 
with the stress caused by Robert’s situation at the time, it is not outside the realm of 
possibility.  
Variation 8 
 Constantin Floros noticed a “striking kinship” between variation 8 and no. 7 of 
Robert’s Davidsbündlertänze.245 Most noticeably, both begin with rolled chords in the 
right hand alone. In addition, the contrapuntal line that would be played with the thumb 
descends by step and has the exact same intervallic relationship. The first five notes in the 
lowest voice of Brahms’s opening, F♯-E♯-E♮-D-C♯, transpose the corresponding notes of 
Schumann’s opening, D-C♯-C♮-B♭-A, by a major third (see example 5.12). 
 To this already striking resemblance, Brahms adds a new feature—tremolo octave 
bass figures marked dolce that alternate between sextuplet sixteenth notes and thirty-
second notes. In a more angst-filled setting, we might interpret these bass figures as 
something more ominous like shivering or the encroaching fate of death. And considering 
Robert’s deteriorating health, Brahms may very well have had death on his mind. 
 




However, there is a calmness to the variation—which Brahms achieves through tempo 
(Andante), dynamics (piano), pedal indication (col Pedale sempre), and expressive 
markings (espressivo and dolce)—that imbues the tremolo figures with a different 
expressive purpose. Perhaps they signify a fluttering heartbeat. Brahms also alters the 
phrase structure of this variation by adding a two-measure extension at the end which 
accompanies a sudden shift to F-sharp major. The extension, though not a literal plagal 
cadence, has the feel of a sacred “A-men” cadence with its F-sharp pedal and inner voice 
neighbor motion. Clearly, Brahms is expressing through his variations a complex 
combination of emotions—reverence, love, grief, longing, turmoil, anger, 
transcendence—some which relate to Robert, some which relate to Clara, and some 



















 Variation 9, as Brahms himself attested, is a paraphrase of Robert’s second 
Albumblatt in Bunte Blätter, Op. 99, which occurs immediately after the Albumblatt 
which serves as the theme for the Op. 9 variations (see example 5.1 on p. 142). Brahms 
makes the connection exceedingly obvious and as such, he assumed this would be a 
publicly recognized intertextual relationship.  
This is the first variation in the set where the key shifts away from the home key 
of F-sharp minor, and unsurprisingly, it is to B minor, the key of Robert’s Albumblatt. 
Not only does Brahms mimic Robert’s texture, figuration, and articulation almost 
identically, but he also marks the beginning Schnell (all the other variations are marked 
with Italian tempo indications), pianissimo, and con Pedale. Indeed, the reference is one 
of the few in the set that is meant to be recognized by those other than Clara. However, it 
also stands as an unambiguous example of Brahms’s skill in crafting extra-compositional 
references to be as public or as private as he desires. His absolute command over the 
material allows him to make connections to Robert’s music in whatever way best serves 
his expressive purposes, all the while maintaining an organic relationship to the theme 
and also allowing his own personal voice to be heard. One can only imagine the effect 
this combination would have had on Clara, who was uniquely positioned to hear, feel, 
and understand the piece’s multiple expressive layers.  
Variation 10 
 In variation 10, which features another harmonic shift to D major, Brahms 
demonstrates his contrapuntal prowess. In the first eight measures, he takes the bassline 




Meanwhile, the inner voices lend the passage an almost distant quality, perhaps owing to 
their indirect evocation of horncalls. Instead of moving subsequently into the B section, 
Brahms repeats the A section, now delaying the inversed bassline by a measure in order 
to create a canon. Regarding this section, R. Larry Todd states:  
The contour of the soprano melody (falling fourth and half-step, F♯–C♯–
D), the rolled, rising chords in the accompaniment (significantly 
punctuated by rests), the ascending, largely stepwise bass line, and the 
major modality (the initial F♯ of the melody functions as a third of D 
major) produce a passage that strikingly resembles the slow movement of 
Schumann’s String Quartet Op. 41, no. 1.246 
 














Ex. 5.13b. Robert Schumann, String Quartet, Op. 41/1, III, mm. 4–7, piano reduction. 
 
  
The other important reference that occurs in variation 10 is the quotation of 
Clara’s Romance variée, Op. 3—the basis for Robert’s Impromptus sur une romance de 
Clara Wieck, Op. 5—which Brahms tucks into an inner voice in the final four measures 
of the variation. Recall that this is the passage about which Brahms wrote to Joachim, 
“Clara speaks!” Robert, writing to Brahms from Endenich in a letter dated December 14, 
1854, asks, “A reminiscence about which Clara has written me, is probably on page 14, 
where is it from? from a song?”247 Considering the significance the musical idea had had 
for Robert and its history as the basis for his Op. 5 Impromptus, Brahms must have been 
pained at Robert’s lack of recognition and the evident deterioration of his mind. Brahms 
also would have anticipated that Clara would recognize the quote and discern its private 
meaning. After all, she had quoted the same passage in her own Variations on a Theme of 
Robert Schumann only a year prior. In addition, the tenth variation was one of the two 
 




that Brahms added in August 1854 and presented to Clara for her birthday. The 
inscription that Brahms added to the tenth variation also confirms that the references 
were meant especially for Clara: “Rose und Heliotrop haben geduftet” [rose and 
heliotrope have released their scent]. According to Ernst and Johanna Lehner, in 
nineteenth-century Germany, roses would have symbolized love and desire while 
heliotropes would have symbolized eternal love and devoted attachment—a fitting 
inscription for a variation added for the occasion of Clara’s birthday and the Schumanns’ 
engagement day, one which weaves together Clara’s old theme with Robert’s.248 
Likewise, Brahms’s own growing love for Clara may have imbued these words with an 
additional layer of hidden meaning.  
Variation 11 
 The second of the two “birthday present” variations is no. 11. If one accepts that 
Robert and Brahms both used a “Clara” cipher (see pp. 61–64), then the “Clara” cipher at 
the beginning of variation 11 will appear as one of the most obvious in the set, and its 
appearance will make sense considering that it follows the quote of her Romance variée 
and is contained in the two additional variations given to Clara on her birthday. Since the 
theme of the Op. 9 variations itself can be seen as a “Clara” cipher (C♯-B-A-G♯-A), one 
could uncover any number of ciphers within the set. However, because variation 11 is in 
the key of G major, Brahms had to make a conscious decision to alter the scale degree 
functions in order to produce the cipher C-B-A-G♯-A—the cipher in the theme is 5"-4"-3"-
2"-3", and the cipher in variation 11 is 4"-3"-2"-♯1"-2". Also, Brahms iterates the pitches of the 
 
248 Ernst and Johanna Lehner, Folklore and Symbolism of Flowers, Trees, and Plants (New York: Tudor 




cipher in a quick succession of sixteenth notes, rather than over the course of four 
measures, making it more aurally noticeable.   
 The variation owes some of its motivic content to Robert’s Toccata, Op. 7. In 
particular, the A material in the opening relates to the predominant idea from the 
development section of the Toccata. Example 5.14 provides mm. 1–6 of the variation and 
mm. 113–19 of the Toccata. Both passages consist of two alternating motives: x is a 
series of four repeated octaves, and y is an ascending scalar pattern. The inverse of y, a 
descending scalar pattern, will be called y'. In the Toccata passage, we see x – y – x – y' 
repeated at three different pitch levels, each a semitone higher. In the variation, Brahms 
rearranges the motivic content to x – y' – y – x and truncates the first x motive, but the 
relationship is still audible. In particular, a portion of mm. 3–5 in Brahms’s variation 
share the exact pitch content found in mm. 113–14 of Robert’s Toccata (see the boxes on 












Ex. 5.14b. Robert Schumann, Toccata, Op. 7, mm. 113–18. 
 
Variation 12 
 The texture of variation 12 has precedents in Robert’s works. Both Constantin 
Floros and Oliver Neighbour have noted the relationship to “Fabel” from the Op. 12 
Fantasiestücke. The three-sixteenth-note motive that jumps from a low dyad up to a 
single note and back (opposite in the left hand: low single note up to a dyad) is a unifying 
feature in variation 12 and in “Fabel.” Robert’s right-hand and left-hand motives are 
rhythmically offset by an eighth note and thus overlap. Brahms aligns the right-hand and 
left-hand motives so that the sixteenth rest is audible, but the distinct character of the 
motive creates a noticeable association with Robert’s piece, especially considering the 
piano dynamics and the staccato articulations. The occasional shifts to slower notes 
played legato likely relate to the same sort of shifts found in “Fabel.” For example, 
Brahms designates measures 6 and 8 as sostenuto and includes slur marks, ensuring both 




“Fabel,” though on a larger scale. The opening idea, marked Langsam, shares the 
rhythmic and articulatory features of Brahms’s measures 6 and 8 (see example 5.15b). It 
recurs partway through the movement and again at the end, interrupting the rhythmic 











Ex. 5.15b. Robert Schumann, Fantasiestücke, Op. 12, “Fabel,” mm. 1–6. 
 
 
 In addition, assuming he likely got to know much of Schumann’s repertoire by 
playing it, Brahms may have drawn additional inspiration from the textures found in 




In “Paganini,” the right hand oscillates in octaves, with the upper notes landing on the 
beat. The left hand features the same pattern as found in the variation, although it is offset 
by a sixteenth note from the left hand. Brahms marks the variation piano and staccato e 
leggiero, and therefore it would feature a technique similar to “Paganini.” While 
“Paganini” differs in that it is marked Presto and features continuous sixteenth-note 
motion, the final measures of Brahms’s variation do omit the sixteenth-note rest and 
accelerate to a Presto ending. In the Toccata, mm. 180–96 also bear a similarity to 
variation 12, including contrary motion between the hands and the oscillating octave 
pattern in the right hand that alternates between single notes and dyads.  
Variation 13 
 Oliver Neighbour, and later Charles Rosen, commented on the similarity between 
the thirteenth variation and Robert’s Toccata. As can been seen by a cursory glance at the 
texture, this variation clearly relates to the exposition of the Toccata, whereas variations 
11–12 reference moments during the development. Example 5.16 provides the openings 

















Although scholars including Oliver Neighbour, R. Larry Todd, and Charles Rosen 
have perceived connections to Robert’s “Chopin” from Carnaval and the Scherzo of his 
String Quartet, Op. 41/3, variation 14 also contains a distinct reference to no. 7 from 
Robert’s Papillons, Op. 2 (see example 5.17). Both are in 3/8 meter in similar tempos 
(Andante and Semplice), which is telling since Brahms chose this particular meter for this 
variation only. Also compare the start of Brahms’s variation to m. 9 of Robert’s. Both are 
characterized by a dotted-eighth–sixteenth–eighth rhythmic motive and a running 
sixteenth-note arpeggiated accompaniment. Brahms’s dotted-eighth–sixteenth–eighth 
motive consists of an upper neighbor motion, while Robert’s features the slightly 
different yet related incomplete upper neighbor motion. In addition, no. 7 from Papillons 
moves from F minor to its relative A-flat major in m. 9, separated by a double barline, as 
the variation moves from F-sharp minor to its relative A major by m. 12, also separated 












Ex. 5.17b. Robert Schumann, Papillons, Op. 2, no. 7, mm. 1–16.  
 
Variation 15 
 In variation 15, Brahms moves to G-flat major. The key choice is significant in 
that it is one of the few variations set in a major key. The overall harmonic plan for the 
set is:  
i  iv VI N i I enh. I 
     (Vars. 1–8)        (Var. 9)         (Var. 10)      (Var. 11)   (Var. 12–14)        (Var. 15)    (Var. 16) 
 
Also significant is that the variation is in the enharmonic parallel major, G-flat, instead of 
F-sharp. Knowing that Brahms would not have made this choice arbitrarily, we can look 




In addition to the no. 14 Davidsbündlertänze connection identified by Constantin 
Floros, Brahms includes subtle references to one other piece by Robert. “Chopin” from 
Carnaval, set in A-flat major, contains the same nocturne-like accompaniment pattern 
played in constant eight-notes that are split between the hands. It is also in 6/4 meter. 
Example 5.18 provides the references to Robert’s works identified by Floros and myself. 
Notice that both are in flat keys, perhaps pointing to one of the reasons Brahms decided 
on G-flat major for variation 15. In addition, Chopin himself was associated with distant 
flat keys, and if Brahms was indeed harkening back to Robert’s “Chopin,” then the 

























 For the first time in the set, Brahms moves to the parallel major, F-sharp major, 
and ends the set in that key. Likewise, Clara moves to F-sharp major for the coda of her 
Op. 20 variations. Various scholars have already noted the similarities of this variation 
with the first two impromptus in Robert’s Op. 5 (Constantin Floros, R. Larry Todd, 
Charles Rosen). Indeed, the isolation of the bassline recalls both Robert’s Op. 5 
Impromptus as well as Beethoven’s E-Flat Variations, Op. 35 (the so-called “Eroica” 
Variations). Elaine Sisman also saw a connection with variation 20 of Beethoven’s 




meter and frequent dotted half notes in the bass, and the opening 1"-5"-6" . However, since 
the affects of the two passages are quite different (and since there is no documentary 
evidence that the “Diabelli” Variations would have had special significance for Brahms 
or Clara—neither were playing the “Diabelli” Variations at this time), I find this 
connection to be less convincing.  
 Aside from the isolated bass, the most characteristic feature of this variation is the 
pervasive sighing motives—suspension and retardation figures that resolve on weak 
beats. This motive unifies the entire variation and functions expressively to evoke the 
grief that Clara and Brahms shared. Recall that sighing motives also figured prominently 
in variation 7. When Brahms first completed the set in June (before adding the additional 
two variations), the variations would have divided into two equal parts—variations 1–7 
and variations 8–14—with variation 7 and the final variation serving as expressive 
bookends. Indeed, these two variations (variation 7 and what would become variation 16) 
share a kinship, both creating an atmosphere unique to the set.  
 The rhythmic character of variation 16 comes from the syncopation of the sighing 
motives, each entering and resolving on offbeats. The same rhythmic effect is found in 
one of Robert’s works which, like the Op. 9 variations, is a theme and variations in F-
sharp minor: the second movement from his String Quartet, Op. 41/3. Example 5.19 
provides the beginnings of Brahms’s variation 16 and Robert’s Scherzo movement. 
Charles Rosen identified a connection between this particular movement and variation 
14, undoubtedly because of the C♯-D-C♯ upper neighbor figure and the somewhat rare 
3/8 meter (see example 5.17a).249 However, the movement also has links to variation 16, 
 




most notably because of the syncopated rhythm of the suspension and retardation figures. 
Even though the meters and tempos differ (Brahms’s Adagio 6/4 and Robert’s Assai 





















Ex. 5.19c. Rhythmic comparison of “sighing motives”. 
 
 
 Considering that 1854, the year he wrote the Op. 9 variations, was Brahms’s “year 
of Schumann studies,”250 especially with regard to the piano music and chamber music,  
his familiarity with Robert’s String Quartet, Op. 41/3 is likely. Perhaps this particular 
movement resonated with Brahms, and upon realizing that it already shared some 
features with his Op. 9 (the key, the theme and variations form, the abundance of 
counterpoint, the move to the parallel major for the last variation), he decided to 
incorporate some of its features into his fourteenth and sixteenth variations. Whatever the 
motivation, it is clear that Robert Schumann, the man and his music, served as an 
essential source of inspiration for the variations. 
Conclusion 
Earlier in the chapter, Table 5.1 provided a list of the extra-compositional 
references that scholars had previously uncovered in Brahms’s Op. 9. In light of the 
preceding analysis and discussion, we can now create a new table, one which 
demonstrates a much fuller picture of the extent to which Brahms interwove meaningful 
associations to other works (see Table 5.2). (I have also removed some of the previously-
identified references from Table 5.1 that I find unconvincing.) The intertextual references 
uncovered thus far point to a particular reading of the work. Unlike in Clara’s Op. 20, 
 




most of the variations in the Op. 9 set contain multiple extra-compositional references 
woven together, suggesting that Brahms gained inspiration from many of Robert’s works, 
particularly the piano works and chamber music that he was studying in 1854. Clara’s set, 
an intimate work about her and Robert, exclusively, inspired Brahms to write his Op. 9. 
However, this is not a case of one-upmanship, of Brahms intending to “rewrite” or out-do 
what Clara did in her own variations on Robert’s theme. Nor was he trying to improve 
upon Robert’s works as he referenced them. Though some would argue that his textures 
are more transparent than Robert’s, suggesting a subtle correction, Brahms’s lighter 
textures likely have more to do with the developments in tuning and the instrument itself 
in mid-nineteenth-century Germany than any sort of conscious competition. Rather, by 
infusing Robert and Clara both into the work, Brahms speaks directly to Clara, offering 
comfort and communicating his shared admiration and love for Robert. He possessed the 
skill to create an intensely personal work whose pervasive intertextual resonances would 
be mostly masked from the public, available only to knowing ears. The biographical 
circumstances surrounding the work along with the intertextual references that Brahms 
himself admitted to provide us with ample reason to expect that the additional references 
uncovered by myself and others were included intentionally, meant to be heard, 


















Work(s) referenced Identified by 
Theme Robert Schumann, F-sharp minor theme 
    (published as first Albumblatt in Bunte Blätter, Op. 99) 
Clara Schumann, Variations on a Theme of Robert Schumann., Op. 20 




Var. 1 Robert Schumann, No. 8 from Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6 
  
Karin Buer 
Var. 2 Robert Schumann, No. 8 from Kreisleriana, Op. 16 
Robert Schumann, No. 1 from Impromptus sur une romance de 
    Clara Wieck, Op. 5  
Robert Schumann, Nos. 4, 5, and 11 from Impromptus sur une   






Var. 3 Robert Schumann, No. 9 from Impromptus sur une romance de 
    Clara Wieck, Op. 5 





Var. 4 Robert Schumann, “Reconnaissance” from Carnaval, Op. 9 
  
Karin Buer 
Var. 5 Robert Schumann, No. 8 from Impromptus sur une romance de  
    Clara Wieck, Op. 5 
  
Karin Buer 
Var. 6 Robert Schumann, No. 1 from Kreisleriana, Op. 16 




Var. 8 Robert Schumann, No. 7 from Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6 
  
Constantin Floros 
Var. 9 Robert Schumann, second Albumblatt in Bunte Blätter, Op. 99 
  
Johannes Brahms 
Var. 10 Clara Schumann, Romance variée, Op. 3 (and by extension, Robert’s 
    Op. 5 Impromptus and Clara’s Op. 20 Variations) 




R. Larry Todd 
Var. 11 Robert Schumann, “Arlequin” from Carnaval, Op. 9 (harmonic  
     structure) 
CLARA cipher 






Var. 12 Robert Schumann, “Fabel” from Fantasiestücke, Op. 12 
Robert Schumann, Toccata, Op. 7 





Var. 13 Robert Schumann, Toccata, Op. 7 
  
Oliver Neighbour 
Var. 14 Robert Schumann, “Chopin” from Carnaval, Op. 9 
Robert Schumann, String Quartet, Op. 41/3, Scherzo 
Robert Schumann, No. 7 from Papillons, Op. 2 












Work(s) referenced Identified by 
Var. 15 Robert Schumann, No. 14 from Davidsbündlertänze, Op. 6 
Robert Schumann, “Chopin” from Carnaval, Op. 9 
Constantin Floros 
Karin Buer 
    
Var. 16 Robert Schumann, No. 1 from Impromptus sur une romance de 
    Clara Wieck, Op. 5 









 The readings of Clara Schumann’s Op. 20 variations and Brahms’s Op. 9 
variations offered here bring us effectually inside the orbit of the 1850s Schumann circle. 
As demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3, extra-compositional and extramusical references 
most certainly exist in the music of the Schumanns and Johannes Brahms, often serving 
as a means of communication among themselves and those closest to them. Approaching 
the works with an openness to their many and varied intertextual resonances allows for a 
deeply nuanced interpretation of their expressive meaning and offers a fresh perspective 
on some of the composers’ most personally conceived artistic impulses. We see firsthand 
how the intricately woven tapestry of Robert, Clara, and Johannes’s lives manifested 
itself in their music.  
This kind of intertextual analysis requires a deep historical awareness and a high 
level of music-theoretic scrutiny. When combined with a healthy amount of skepticism, 
one can arrive at a richer and more refined view of both the composers and their music. 
The two sets of variations analyzed here—one, an intimate gift from Clara to her beloved 
Robert and the other, Brahms’s deeply personal and personalized response—harbor a rich 
network of extra-compositional references, extramusical associations, and private 




concealed when in the hands of great composers, the door remains wide open to further 
inquiries of this sort. And despite the challenges presented by what some may view as a 
subjective endeavor, an intertextually informed reading, grounded in documentary and 
analytical evidence, can reveal additional expressive content that enlightens 
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